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A Network Approach to Prevention

• 12 Counties
• 8 Prevention Partners
• 15 Trainers
• 2 Funding Partners
• 9,300 Square Miles   

(larger than Vermont)

• 31 Businesses 
• 1,493 Employees



Engaging at the Rural Workforce

•Micro and Small 
Businesses 
•Key Stakeholder 
Interviews
•Focus Groups
•Lots of Coffee



Engagement through
Needs Assessment and Capacity Building

Authentic Relationship Building
• Reaching out
• Listening, asking
• Strategic alliances 
• Seeking the “most important” issues
• Engaging leaders

• Survey development 
• Results dissemination
• Referrals to other leaders



Key Stakeholder Sample Questions

• What do you think is causing employers and the 
business community stress right now? 

• How are these challenges impacting their businesses, 
services, or performance? 

• What work-related issues have been taking up more 
of your time than you would otherwise prefer? 

• How do mental health and substance misuse 
concerns play a role in anything we have discussed? 



Building the Recovery-to-Wok Ecosystem: The ProblemWhat we learned: 
Managers, Supervisors and CEOs spend an average of 40%* of 

their time Dealing with employee: 

Fatigue

General health 
concerns 

Alcohol misuse 

Other drug use
*as high as 70%

Stress

Burnout

Mental health 
concerns

Lack of sleep



What Leaders Said They Wanted: 



PREVENTION IN THE WORKPLACE IS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMIC ESTIMATES FROM CAPACITY BUILDING EFFORTS 

(PILOT STUDY)

Bennett, J. B., Chan, A., Abellanoza, A., Bhagelai, R., Gregory, J., Dostal, J. M., & Faringer, J. (2022). 
More vulnerable, more to gain? A pilot study of leader’s perceptions of mental health programs and 
costs in small workplaces. American Journal of Health Promotion.

Lost Time & Productivity 
due to mental health-
related exposures*

Small Businesses 
(less than 100 employees)

Medium and Large
Businesses
(100 or more employees) 

Managers & Supervisors 
Average Annual Cost

Per Business
$25,134 $41,996

Employees
Average Annual Cost

Per Business
$108,313 $3,400,000

*Stress, burnout, mental health concerns, lack of sleep, fatigue, 
general health concerns, alcohol misuse, other drug use.



The Resulting Response: Adaptive, Evidence Based Training 



Improvements in Employee Understanding and Motivation 
(N= 881)

Sample Survey Items
(Data prepared by OWLS)

Pre Post

I understand the link between unhealthy coping 
and unhealthy habits like substance misuse.

80% 91% 14%

My coworkers (team) contribute to my resilience. 61% 83% 36%

I know my own early warning signs for stress. 62% 75% 20%

I am confident that I can recognize these signs 
before I experience too much stress. 

46% 67% 45%



Helping our Team Hop off 
the Struggle Bus



Occupational Health:
Its Role in Primary Prevention 

& Recovery Supportive 
Workplaces

Kristen Chalmers, LMSW
Educational Specialist & Clinic Social Worker
Finger Lakes Occupational Health Services
kristen_chalmers@urmc.rochester.edu



Let’s start off with some 
opening questions…… 



Finger Lakes 
Occupational Health 
Services
Member of  the NYS Dept. of  Health
Occupational Health Clinic Network

Servicing Genesee, Livingston, 
Monroe, Ontario, Orleans, 
Seneca, Wayne, Wyoming, 
and Yates Counties

A University of Rochester
Medical Center Program



Agenda 

I. Define Occupational Health and its 
role in Primary Prevention 

II. Discuss Primary Prevention and  
psychosocial work hazards including 
work-related stress, burnout, and 
bullying

III. Identify the role of  the workplace in 
mitigating SUD/OUD/AUD and 
assisting with mission of  Recovery 
Supportive Workplaces



What do you 
know about  

Occupational 
Health?
A lot… 
Some…  
A little… 
Almost nothing…



Occupational Health

An area of  work in public health to promote and maintain highest degree 
of physical, mental and social well-being of  workers in all occupations

(Who, 2023)



Work Environment

Occupational health is dedicated to the well-being and safety of  
employees in the workplace and seeks to create a safe work environment, as 
well as fostering a work culture that values and prioritizes sustaining it

Safe and healthy working environments are not only a fundamental 
right, but are also more likely to

• minimize tension/conflicts at work

• improve staff  retention

• improve work performance

• improve productivity
(WHO, 2022)



Primary prevention is a public 
health strategy that aims to prevent 
disease or injury before it occurs by

1. preventing exposures to hazards 
that can cause disease or injury 

2. altering unhealthy or unsafe 
behaviors that can lead to disease or 
injury

3. addressing mental health issues that 
can affect physiological outcomes

Primary Prevention 



Employer-Reported 
Workplace Injuries & 
Illnesses

• Private industry employers 
reported 2.8 million 
nonfatal workplace injuries 
and illnesses in 2022, up 
7.5 percent from 2021

• There were 5,190 fatal work 
injuries recorded in the 
United States in 2021 (an 8.9-
percent increase from 2020)

• In addition, workers’ 
compensation claims 
total over a billion dollars 
every week. 

(Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. 
Department of Labor, 2023)

https://www.osha.gov/businesscase


Preventing Psychosocial 
Work Hazards

Work Stress, Burnout,
& Workplace Bullying 



Work-related stress is the response people may have when 
presented with work demands and pressures that are 

not matched to their knowledge and abilities(and 
resources) and which challenge their ability to cope (WHO, 2023)





The long-term activation of  the stress 
response system and the overexposure 
to cortisol and other stress hormones 
that follows can disrupt almost all your 
body's processes.

• Anxiety
• Depression
• Digestive problems
• Headaches
• Muscle tension and pain
• Heart disease, heart attack, high blood 

pressure and stroke
• Sleep problems
• Weight gain
• Memory and concentration impairment
(Mayo clinic, 2023)



Excessive workplace 
stress causes a staggering 
120,000 deaths and 
results in nearly $190 
billion in health care costs 
each year                                                 
(Goh et al., 2015)



Body Map: 

Where do you          
experience stress?



How else 
is stress 
showing 

up in your 
life?



Workplace 
Bullying 
An act harassment, socially 
excluding, offending, or negative 
affecting someone’s work-related 
tasks

A pattern of  behavior that harms, 
intimidates, undermines, offends, 
degrades or humiliates an employee, 
possibly in front of  other 
employees, clients or customers



Have you known a Workplace Bully?



Examples of Bullying Behavior

Unwarranted or invalid 
criticism; unjustified 
blame

Undermining others work 
in front of the workgroup 
or management

Invading others' privacy

Devaluing others' opinions

Taking credit for the work 
of another

Exclusion or social 
isolation

Excessive monitoring, 
micro-managing or being 
given unrealistic deadlines

Comments that have a 
negative effect on work 
performance

Telling offensive or 
inappropriate jokes

Being sworn at, shouted at 
or humiliated

Withholding information/ 
Setting someone up to fail

Withholding tasks or 
refusing to assign them 
necessary work or by 
giving them unimportant 
and dull projects

Not providing important 
assignment-related 
information

Being treated differently 
from others in your 
workgroup/ Shunning, 
excluding, marginalizing, 
or using the silent 
treatment

Giving unfair or 
unattainable tasks and 
deadlines

Criticizing others 
incessantly



The persistency, the systematic nature, and the feeling of 
being trapped and victimized by the harassment, 

which distinguishes bullying from other forms of  
aggression and mistreatment in the workplace 

(Nielsen & 2018)

Because it is legal, workplace bullying remains 
invisible….



Harassment at work, 
including bullying, 

violates human rights 
and undermine 

mental and physical 
health



Work Stress 
or 

Burnout?

Work stress
(high job demand-
low job control) 

can deplete 
employee resources 
and lead to burnout  

(Tang et al., 2019)



Burnout includes three key 
dimensions/responses:

o an overwhelming exhaustion

o feelings of  cynicism and 
detachment from the job

o a sense of  ineffectiveness, 
helplessness and reduced 
personal accomplishment

(Maslach & Leiter, 2016)

A psychological syndrome emerging as a 
prolonged response to CHRONIC stressors on 

the job



Have you ever 
known someone 
who was 
experiencing 
burnout? 



Workplace Injury & Stress 
can initiate new cases of  SUDs 
related to:

• -opioid prescription

• -lack of  access to alternative pain treatments

• -or self-medication

In 2020, private employers reported 2.8 million 
work injuries and illnesses

Workers’ compensation data from 26 states 
(2013–2015) indicated that opioids were 
prescribed for 52%–80% of  injured workers who 
received pain medications

(RFW Landscape Analysis, 2023)



Employees who experience high 
levels of  stress/burnout are 

more likely to engage in 
unhealthy lifestyle behaviors 

such as alcohol & substance use      
(American Heart Association, 2017)



Physical & Emotional Pain

Workplace injury, stress, burnout, and 
bullying may lead to the use of  
prescription opioids or self-medication 
to address physical and emotional pain



The Opioid Epidemic

Overdose deaths remain a 
leading cause of  injury-

related death in the United 
States

The majority of  overdose 
deaths involve opioids

Deaths involving synthetic 
opioids (largely illicitly made 

fentanyl) and stimulants (such 
as cocaine and methamphetamine) 

have increased in recent 
years

For every drug overdose 
that results in death, there 
are many more nonfatal 
overdoses, each one with 

its own emotional and 
economic toll

Workplace injury and stress 
may lead to the use of  
prescription opioids or 

self-medication to address 
physical and emotional 

pain 

(CDC, 2023)



• More than one million 
people have died since 
1999 from a drug 
overdose

• In 2021, 106,699 drug 
overdose deaths 
occurred in the United 
States

• Opioids were involved 
in 75.4% of all drug 
overdose deaths in 2021

• Drug overdose deaths 
involving 
psychostimulants such 
as methamphetamine are 
increasing 

(CDC, 2023)



The workplace is often the forgotten 
link in the national and state response 
to the opioid crisis

70% of  the 11.5 million people who 
misused prescription opioids were 
employed full or part time 
according to SAMHSA (2017)



Workplaces: A Pathway to Recovery 

A growing body of evidence 
addresses work-relatedness: 
“ Opioid use disorder (OUD) 
and opioid overdose deaths 
(OODs) are prevalent among 

U.S. workers, but work-
related factors have not 

received adequate attention 
as either risk factors or 
opportunities for OOD 

prevention. ” 

The workplace has the 
potential to be a key 

component of the national 
response to the overdose 

crisis

(RFW Landscape Analysis, 2023)



Recovery 

is a process of change through which individuals improve their health 
and wellness, live a self-directed life, and strive to reach their full 
potential





Prevention

IDENTIFICATION AND 
CONTROL OF JOB 

HAZARDS AND STRESSORS

MENTAL HEALTH 
SUPPORT AND TRAINING

SUBSTANCE USE 
PREVENTION TRAINING

SUPPORT FOR INJURED 
WORKERS TO AVOID 

MISUSE, SEEK 
ALTERNATIVE PAIN 

TREATMENT, AND HOW 
TO TALK TO PROVIDERS

SUPPORT A HEALTHY 
WORKPLACE CULTURE



A Growing Movement:  
Recovery Supportive Workplace 

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSH) states the aims of  a recovery-
supportive workplace are:

“ To prevent workplace factors that could cause 
or prolong a substance use disorder; 

and lower barriers to seek and receive care, and 
in maintaining recovery” 



Biden Administration 
Announces Toolkit For 
“Recovery Ready 
Workplaces”

• to help businesses and employers prevent and 
respond more effectively to substance use 
disorder among employees, build their 
workforces through hiring people in recovery, 
and develop a recovery-supportive workplace 
culture. (White House, 11/9/23)



New Hampshire 

Gov. Chris Sununu launched New 
Hampshire’s “Recovery Friendly Workplace 
Initiative” in 2018, designed to empower 
businesses around the state to support 

individuals with substance use disorders. 
Since the program’s inception, 350 

businesses have been designated as 
“recovery friendly workplaces,” 

encompassing nearly 100,000 employees

The work done in New Hampshire will 
continue expanding nationwide. Sununu 
will serve as the honorary board chair of 

the National Recovery Friendly Workplace 
Institute, what he described as a 

“nonprofit, nonpartisan effort” that will be 
housed in the Global Recovery Initiatives 

Foundation



Recovery-Ready 
Workplaces adopt 

policies and 
practices that:

expand employment opportunities for people in or seeking recovery;Expand

facilitate help-seeking among employees with substance use disorder 
(SUD);Facilitate

ensure access to needed services, including treatment, recovery 
support, and mutual aid;Ensure

inform employees in recovery that they may have the right to 
reasonable accommodations and other protections that can help them 
keep their jobs;

Inform

reduce the risk of substance misuse and SUD, including through 
education and steps to prevent injury in the workplace;Reduce

educate all levels of the organization on SUD and recovery, working to 
reduce stigma and misunderstanding, including by facilitating open 
discussion on the topic; 

Educate

ensure that prospective and current employees understand that the 
employer is recovery-ready and are familiar with relevant policies and 
resources. 

Ensure

(DOL, 2023)



Reduce Stigma

A recovery supportive 
workplace teaches 
managers and workers 
about substance use 
disorders to reduce the 
stigma around this



Recovery Friendly Workplace 
Landscape Analysis 
August 2023

Recovery Friendly Workplace (RFW) 
initiatives have emerged around the U.S. as 
important interventions in addressing 
substance use disorder (SUD) and the 
opioid overdose crisis

A RFW program strives to prevent SUD 
by creating a healthy and safe workplace, 
providing support for workers who are 
struggling, and facilitating opportunities 
for people in recovery to reenter or enter 
the workplace

Recovery Friendly Workplace (RFW) =
Recovery Ready Workplaces (RRW)



The report presents results 
from a nationwide survey 
conducted to identify RFW 
program resources and

to capture key characteristics including: 
• outreach
• training 
• prevention 
• criteria for employers to achieve RFW 

status, job placement 
• and support for workers in recovery



The goal of  
RRW/RFW programs 
is to provide outreach, 
training, and 
certification to 
employers in 
cooperation with 
government officials, 
workers, labor unions, 
and communities to:

Prevent initiation of  new cases of  misuse and addiction 
related to workplace injury and stress through by reducing 
exposures to job hazards and stressors 

Prevent

Support employees who are struggling and retain 
employees by providing access to treatment and pathway 
to return to work

Support

Provide healthy, gainful employment for people in 
recoveryProvide

Reduce absenteeism, presenteeism, and lost productivity 
among employees with substance use disorderReduce



Finger Lakes Occupational 
Health Services (again )
Member of  the NYS Dept. of  Health
Occupational Health Clinic Network

Servicing Genesee, Livingston, 
Monroe, Ontario, Orleans, 
Seneca, Wayne, Wyoming, 
and Yates Counties

A University of Rochester
Medical Center Program

kristen_chalmers@urmc.rochester.edu



Questions?

Thank you for attending



Jeanette Zoeckler, PhD, MPH
Occupational Health Clinical Center Syracuse NY
PARSE COALITION SYMPOSIUM  
Dec 5, 2023
The Desmond Hotel, Albany, NY

Healthy Workplaces
=

Prevention  



Myths vs. Reality  

Almost everything we think we know about 
substance use is wrong. 
• Bruce Alexander – simple experiments 
demonstrated drug availability leads to 
addiction leading to death
• But, Peter Cohen (Netherlands) - “rat 

park” – gives rise to  low use, zero 
overdose

• “Viet Nam War” heroin – 95% stopped at 
home, post war

What if addiction is an adaptation to your 
environment?
• Bonding with something that gives you 

relief from suffering/stress is our nature

(TED Talk Johann Hari) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PY9DcIMGxMs 



Myths vs. Reality  

What happens when you are not able to bear to be 
present in your life? 
• Barriers in connecting/reconnecting create 

conditions for substance use/addiction 
• i.e. job creation/business loans/bonds & 

relations for wider society (Portugal)
• Deep, nuanced, textured, face-to-face 

relationships vs. lonely isolation
• Social recovery is not just about individual 

recovery (ala “intervention”)
Work is the major vehicle for daily social interaction 

• Opportunity for reclaiming lost connection is 
often materialist, toxic, status oriented, etc.

(TED Talk Johann Hari) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PY9DcIMGxMs 



Wicked Problem of 
Occupational Health 
In 2021, overdose deaths surpassed the 100,000 
mark for the first time in the United States’ 
history, and alcohol-related deaths continue to 
surpass 140,000 each year. 

Regulatory and societal barriers to effective 
treatment and prevention of substance use 
problems persist. 

Innovative strategies and approaches to support 
long-term recovery can help reduce sickness and 
death. 



Root Causes… 
Matter



Occupational Disease in NYS Lax Zoeckler Dec 2021.pdf 
(ohccupstate.org)

https://www.ohccupstate.org/index_htm_files/Occupational%20Disease%20in%20NYS%20Lax%20Zoeckler%20Dec%202021.pdf


‐ Occupational disease is an epidemic that is largely ‘hidden in plain sight.’

‐ At the same time, work‐related disease is preventable.

‐ Since these illnesses arise or are made worse by hazardous workplace conditions, elimination or 
reduction of those hazards eliminates or reduces disease.

‐ Protecting workers from these hazards requires a multi‐faceted approach, addressing disease
recognition, treatment and prevention, and must involve both governmental agencies and non‐
governmental organizations and advocates.

INTRODUCTION



‐ The changing landscape of work alters the profile of hazards workers face on the job. 

‐ Other political and economic changes combine to make it less likely that occupational disease will be 
recognized.

‐ There is a need to critically evaluate the definition of occupational disease in order to better determine what
gets counted when assessing incidence, risk and costs, and consequently, the type and amount of resources 
that need to be devoted to the prevention, treatment, and compensation of these conditions.

‐ Re‐defining occupational disease enlarges the concept and will improve the accuracy of what is recognized.

Aims of the Report



Mortality Results

‐a total of 7,016 deaths (7.14%) were due to occupational disease in NYS. 
‐stratified by gender and age

‐Deaths attributable to occupational disease in men numbered 5,243 or 9.5% of deaths 
from all causes among men.  

‐Deaths attributable to occupational disease in women numbered 1,709 or 4.0% of deaths 
from all causes among women. 

‐Among the men, cancer and circulatory causes made up 87% of the occupationally related 
deaths, and among the women 93% were comprised of cancer, circulatory conditions and 
infectious diseases.

(Nurminen & Karjalainen 2012)  



Morbidity Results

‐ We estimate that occupational disease comprises 13.2% of total disease 
prevalence in the state.

‐ In contrast to mortality, musculoskeletal, respiratory and nervous disorders make
up nearly 80% of the total occupational disease burden. 

‐ Diseases of the skin, circulatory system and cancer account for an additional 17% 
of the total.

‐ Occupationally-related mental illness is an estimated 4.5%.

‐ In total, there were an estimated 2,218,426 cases of occupational disease in 2016.

(Nurminen & Karjalainen 2012)  



What is an occupational hazard?

 The traditional definition of an occupational disease suggests a straightforward causal 
relationship between exposure to a hazard and a specific disease is envisioned.

 Changes in hazardous exposures reflect shifts in the broad outlines of the US economy as 
sectors and make up a relatively small slice of the workforce (e.g. construction, 
manufacturing).

 In contrast, service jobs including education, health care, and food service, have increased.
As a result, hazards such as poor ergonomics, indoor air contaminants, infections, and stress
have become much more prevalent.

 Chemical exposures have not disappeared in these settings but are often intermittent and
include cleaners, renovation or construction materials, pesticides, and exposures from 
adjoining offices or external sources.

Traditional hazards still exist. 
Traditional hazards continue to be found in ‘new’ contexts. 
New Hazards are emerging.



Estimating the Extent of Hazardous Work
A very high proportion of workers in New York State continue to work under hazardous conditions that put
them at risk of occupational disease. These hazards include:

Chemical Exposures 468,509 employees in 30,880 workplaces exposed to at least one of roughly 250 
hazardous chemicals.

Lead Over 300,000 workers were employed in industries with a risk of high lead exposure. An
unknown additional number at risk of lower, yet still health threatening levels.

Silica About 100,000 workers are exposed to silica at levels posing a risk of silicosis and 
other diseases. Over 90% of these exposures are in the construction industries.

Asbestos Though asbestos use has declined precipitously since the mid‐1970s, workers in the 
construction trades continue to be at high risk due to handling “asbestos in place.”

Ergonomic  Hazards Ergonomic hazards are associated with a range of musculoskeletal conditions.
Between 1 and 4 million workers reported significant exposure to ergonomic hazards.

Stressors Psychosocial stress on the job is widespread, with as many as 6 million workers reporting 
significant exposure to stressful conditions at work.

COVID‐19 A very high proportion of workers in NYS are employed in health care and other jobs
deemed ‘essential’ and at high risk of acquiring COVID‐19 infection, with a 
disproportionate burden of infection and mortality borne by Black and Latinx 
workers.



Low-Wage Work in New York State

‐ The top 28 low-wage categories in NYS in 2018 comprise 31% of the workforce.
‐ Of the total number of low-wage workers, the top 10 categories employ 79%. 
‐ Trends from 1950-2019:

‐ Nine of the top ten job categories in 1990 were the same as those in 2018.
‐ The most striking growth was observed in early education and childcare occupations with the number of 

teachers and aides more than quadrupling, and childcare jobs increasing two and a half times.
‐ Health and nurses’ aides also jumped significantly, more than doubling in numbers. 
‐ Construction laborers, masons, tilers and carpet installers likewise more than doubled.
‐ Restaurant work including servers, bartenders, and cooks expanded dramatically, with the number of jobs 

increasing over 80%.

Immigrants and people of color are more often employed in low-wage jobs than whites. 
Women are more often employed in low-wage jobs than men. 

Women are employed in different low-wage jobs than men. 



COSTS OF OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE

FINDINGS: The U.S. total costs of $57.81 billion were multiplied by Waehrer’s NYS factor (5.69%), resulting in
an estimate for NYS costs at $3.289 billion. Adjusting cumulative inflation rates from 2007 to 2016 for both 
medical inflation (32.118%) and wage inflation (15.734%) brought the figure up to $4.077 billion.

TABLE 26 Estimated Occupational Disease Costs in NYS (based on contribution to US costs)
US costs for fatal and 

non-fatal occupational
disease casesa

NYS costs for fatal and non-
fatal occupational disease

casesb

NYS costs for fatal and non-fatal 
occupational disease cases adjusted 

for medical and wage inflation, 2007-
2016 c,d

$57,810,000,000 $3,289,938,085 $4,077,088,158
a Leigh 2011
b Waehrer et al.2004 (5.69%)
c Leigh, conversation 2016,[formula: 1/2 x (medical inflation + wage inflation)]
d Halfhill 2018



 The ways in which work impacts health are further illustrated by looking at important 
contemporary health problems.

 While often conceived as problems caused by individual choices, and remedied through
personal responsibility and behavior modification, the recognition of the contribution
of work requires a different solution.

 As with more ‘traditional’ workplace hazards, the prevention of work-related illness 
depends upon changing workplace conditions to reduce or eliminate the hazard.

Examples: 

Workplace Stress
Substance Use



Useful Framework*
*Developed by Dr. Michael Lax, Professor Emeritus, SUNY Upstate Medical University 
A useful framework for exploring the relationship between substances and work contains several elements, with an understanding that 
each element may not be equally relevant for each substance. 

1) Substances as workplace hazards
In the past few years, heroin has been increasingly cut with fentanyl. This increases the potency and also reduces the volume of product smugglers have to transport across 
borders. Since fentanyl can be absorbed through the skin, this raises the possibility of medical responders and law enforcement being exposed. In fact, NIOSH has already 
investigated a number of these types of exposures. Secondhand smoke is another example of how workers may be exposed directly to a substance at work.

2) Use of substances to perform the job 
Some jobs require long hours, night shifts, and the maintenance of vigilance. Examples include long distance truckers, and military personnel. To keep awake and alert 
stimulants like amphetamines may be used. Tobacco may serve a similar function.

3) Use of substances to cope with the job 
For many, substance use is a way of coping with difficult life circumstances. Job ‘stress,’ as described elsewhere in this report, is an important source of difficulty for many 
workers. Precarious insecure work, an unfair boss, demanding work with no ability to exert control, irritated clients, unsafe conditions, poor wages and benefits, no 
opportunities for advancement or change, and discrimination are among the factors that can make work life extremely hard to tolerate. Under these circumstances, it is not 
surprising that some workers turn to substances to make it through the shift and the day. Few programs or supports are in place to prevent or reduce stress on the job. The 
line between job stress and life stress is often not clear, with interaction between the two working in both directions to exacerbate both. For example, the single parent 
making low‐wages struggles to manage all aspects of family life under conditions of rotating schedules and fluctuating hours. Juggling to keep quality childcare consistent, 
accomplish all of the household chores and errands, and manage finances often presents mounting unsolvable predicaments. When asked to work more, the network of 
support so carefully constructed can be strained to the breaking point. If informed that hours are reduced, paying rent and/or putting food on the table may create an 
immediate crisis. Often finding themselves “putting out fires,” it should not be surprising that some turn to stimulants to give energy, or alcohol/drugs for relief from the 
unrelenting demands of life.



Useful Framework
4) Use of substances after a work injury
This aspect of the substance issue has received the most attention to date, specifically in relation to opioid use. Workers injured 
on the job may be prescribed opioids for pain control and then become addicted. With physicians over prescribing and 
providing easy access, workers in industries and occupations with higher injury rates (e.g. construction) are consequently, at 
higher risk of opioid use and abuse. But in addition to the inherent riskiness of the job, other factors come into play 
exacerbating the problem. 
If the workplace has no light duty policy, workers may feel pressured to take pain relievers to enable them to return to full duty 
prematurely and to keep working despite pain and a less than fully healed injury. In jobs with little or no sick leave, and 
precarious jobs generally, a similar dynamic is at play, with injured workers using opioids to get them back on the job quicker 
and keep them on the job to avoid losing pay they cannot afford to go without. 
In seasonal jobs like construction or agriculture the pressure to return to work and stay at work injured is heightened by the 
compressed time workers must earn the income necessary for the off season as well. 

5) Impact of substance use on work 
In many instances work may not be a cause or contributor to substance use but may be adversely impacted by such use. 
Intoxicated workers can pose a safety risk to themselves and others. Pilots, bus drivers, and firefighters are examples of 
workers among whom on the job impairment by substances could be disastrous for themselves, their coworkers, and those to 
whom they are providing a service. On a more mundane, day to day level, substance use can affect any user’s ability to be 
productive at work. 



Useful Framework
6) Accessibility and use of medical treatment resources 

In 2018, 18.9 million people in the U.S. (7.18%) needed specialty substance use treatment, but did not receive it. In New York State, in 
2018, among adults over 18 who needed, but did not receive treatment numbered 1,073,903 (6.94%) for substance use, 795,369 
(5.14%) for alcohol use, and 442,559 (2.86%) for illicit drug use. 
Common reasons given in NYS for not receiving substance use treatment were:
‐ not being ready to stop using (38.4 %)
‐ having no health care coverage, not able to afford the cost of treatment (32.5%) 

‐ not knowing where to go to get treatment (21%)
‐ felt that getting treatment would have a negative effect on their job (17%)
‐ felt that getting treatment would cause their neighbors or community to have a negative opinion of them (15%).
Once a worker develops an addiction to a substance, work can play an important role in determining the outcome of the 
addiction. Ideally employers would treat substance abuse as a health, rather than a moral or criminal problem. 
‐ This would mean encouraging workers with substance issues to seek treatment without punitive consequences (e.g. termination)and 

facilitating access to treatment resources. Under these circumstances workers will be more likely to come forward and take 
advantage of the opportunity. 

‐ With a punitive policy and no easy access to effective treatment, workers will be apt to do the opposite: keep using and hide the 
problem. 

‐ Attempting to quantify the impact of work on substance use in terms of disease incidence is impossible, yet we know that drug use is 
highly prevalent, and that work deserves attention as a contributor to substance use and abuse, and as a contributor to the immense 
overall disease burden, resource use, and costs imposed by this problem.



Psychosocial Hazards: 
Exposure to Work‐related Stress

Over the past several decades psychosocial stressors at work have 
received increased attention with robust evidence that that hazards 
is associated with illness, both physical and mental. 
During that time, the definition of stress has been better delineated, 
though no single definition has been universally accepted. 
Widespread agreement characterizes stressful work as: 

‐ Work that is highly psychologically demanding
‐ Lack of control over decision‐making
‐ Inadequate social supports
‐ Effort‐reward imbalance
‐ Hostile environments‐ bullying, disrespect by supervisors
‐ Relations with clients and customers
‐ Precarious employment arrangements
‐ Discrimination



Job level
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Lack of job
security
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Work 
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Work-family
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Politics
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government 
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O*Net Database 24.0
TABLE 16 Exposure Definitions and Thresholds
Category/Hazard Exposure Definition Threshold

Psychosocial Level of competition
Presence of competing on the job or aware of 
competitive pressures High (4 or 5 on a 5-point scale)

Frequency of conflict 
situations

Frequency of conflict situations worker has to 
face in the job Once a week or more

Frequency of decision making

Frequency of decisions affecting other people, 
financial resources, and/or reputation of the 
organization Once a week or more

Freedom to make decisions
Degree of decision-making freedom in the job 
without supervision Some freedom

Deal with physically 
aggressive people

Deal with physical aggression of violent 
individuals Once a week or more

Highly structured work

Degree to which job is structured for worker 
versus allowing worker to determine tasks, 
priorities, goals Some freedom

Time pressure Need to meet strict deadlines Once a week or more
Atypical work schedule Regularity of work schedule for the job Irregular or seasonal
Duration of typical work week Number of hours typically worked in one week Less than or more than 40 hours



TABLE 17 Number and percent of workforce with psychosocial exposuresa in New York Stateb, 2016

Psychosocial Exposure Frequency Total Workforce Percent Total 
Workforce

10,201,820
Irregular Work Schedule 1,993,898 20

Deal with physically aggressive people once a week or more 893,740 9
Work more or less than 40 hours/week 5,685,533 56

Limited freedom to make decisions 2,605,112 26
Frequent Conflict Situations once a week or more 3,780,731 37
Required to make decisions once a week or more 2,728,777 27

Highly structured work 2,503,968 25
Highly competitive workplace 3,350,225 33

Under time pressure 6,020,802 59
a SOC-O*NET Codes 
b Statewide Long-term Occupational Projections for New York State, number employed reported in thousands, 
https://www.labor.ny.gov/stats/lsproj.shtm

O*Net Database 24.0



Suicidality as a Result of Work
– a smaller but important line

Milner A, LaMontagne AD, Spittal MJ, Pirkis J, Currier D. Job stressors and 
employment precarity as risks for thoughts about suicide: an Australian study 
using the Ten to Men cohort. Ann Work Expo Health. 2018;62(5):583–590.

LaMontagne AD, Milner A. Working conditions as modifiable risk factors for suicidal 
thoughts and behaviors. Occup Environ Med. 2017;74(1):4‐5.

Stansfeld SA, Shipley MJ, Head J, Fuhrer R. Repeated job strain and the risk of 
depression: longitudinal analyses from the Whitehall II study. Am J Public 
Health. 2012;102(12):2360–2366.



Work Environment Factors and Prevention of Opioid‐
Related Deaths 
• Opioid use disorder (OUD) and opioid overdose deaths (OODs) are prevalent among US workers, 

but work-related factors have not received adequate attention as either risk factors or 
opportunities for OOD prevention. 

• Higher prevalence of OOD in those with heavy physical jobs, more precarious work, and limited 
health care benefits suggest work environment and organizational factors may predispose 
workers to the development of OUD.

• Organizational policies that reduce ergonomic risk factors, respond effectively to employee health 
and safety concerns, provide access to nonpharmacologic pain management, and encourage early 
substance use treatment are important opportunities to improve outcomes. Organizational 
barriers can limit disclosure of pain and helpseeking behavior, and opioid education is not 
effectively integrated with workplace safety training and health promotion programs. 

• Policy development at the employer, government, and association levels could improve the 
workplace response to workers with OUD and reduce occupational risks that may be contributing 
factors. 

William S. Shaw, PhD, Cora Roelofs, ScD, and Laura Punnett, ScD
(Am J Public Health.2020;110:1235–1241)







Why do workers get 
injured or sick?

• Lack of power
• Lack of control over decision making
• Prioritizing short term profits
• Lack of knowledge
• Ignoring the precautionary principle
• Discrimination 

Barriers to controlling 
exposures

• Lack of knowledge
• Workers scared/fatalistic
• Employers resistant
• No union
• Union no help
• Lack of regulation
• Regulations poorly enforced
• Lack of access to resources



Facilitating 
Prevention
and Hazard 

Control

• Knowledge
• Technical assistance- access to resources
• Voluntary compliance
• Strengthening regulations and 

enforcement
• Empowering workers

– Right to act
– Whistleblower protection
– Access to resources



OSHA

Employer Responsibilities under OSHA

– Provide a workplace free from recognized 
hazards and comply with OSHA standards 

– Provide training required by OSHA standards 

– Keep records of injuries and illnesses 

– Provide medical exams when required by 
OSHA standards and provide workers access 
to their exposure and medical records 

– Not discriminate against workers who exercise 
their rights under the Act

– Post OSHA citations and abatement 
verification notices 

– Provide and pay for PPE 



OSHA 
Worker 
Rights

• Right to Know
• Right to refuse hazardous work
• Right to file a complaint
• Right to protection from discrimination or 

retaliation for using OSHA rights 



Prevention 
and 

Regulation

• Other groups involved in workplace safety 
and health:
– State health Departments
– Employers and employer groups (eg 

Chamber of Commerce, NYS Business 
Council)

– Labor unions
– Academics
– Grassroots organizations

• Councils on Occupational Safety 
and Health (COSHs)

• Workers’ Centers 



Diagnosis and treatment 
of occupational disease

• Hole in the medical care system
– MDs lack training
– MDs lack time
– MDs do not wish to participate in 

Workers’ Compensation
– MDs often lack a public health 

perspective
• Occupational Medicine as a specialty

– Small number
– Few in direct clinical roles



Low-Wage Workers’ Health Project



Goals

Characterize/Identify the vulnerable 
workforce in Central New York 

– Identify, describe, characterize, delineate, define who 
these workers are 

– Place these workers within a social and historical 
context

– Demonstrate the severity of occupational health 
problems 

– Create solutions



*(65% were returning organizational partners)

Low-Wage Workers’ Health Project
2012-2023

Phase 
1

Phase 
2

Phase 
3

Phase 
4

Phase 
5

Phase 
6

Phase 
7

Phase 
8

Phase 
9

Total

Low-wage 
workers 

275 146 138 312 473 294 290 353 262 2,543

Training 
Sessions

- 11 14 22 31 14 16 25 16 149

Participati
ng 
organizati
ons

17 8 10 16 22 7 9 9 10 65*



National Trends, Local Expressions
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Industries Employing Low Wage Workers
Syracuse, New York
(as represented by surveyed workers n=275)
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		Survey Number		Date		Who conducted survey?		Where was survey conducted?		What language?		Incentive was assigned to		Who is entering this data now?		Have you had any work in the past 3 ?		Have you had any work in the last 6-12 ?		Are you at least 18  old?		What kind of work is it?		Occ Code		Industry Code		What activities do you do at your job? Try to think of everything you do at work.		Who is your employer?				How did you obtain your job?														In what month and  did you first start working for this employer?		Overall, about how long have you been working in this type work? (We mean--not just with your current employer(s), but for as long as you've been doing this kind of work?)						What other types of work have you done in the past?		Are you a union member?				How many hours did you work in the LAST SEVEN DAYS at your current job?		What shift do you work?								Do you receive a paycheck?				Is the work steady?				Do you feel this job will last for 6  or more?				Are there enough opportunities for you to get a higher education or job training?				Do you feel you are receiving any real training or learning new skills on this job				Is there any chance for advancement or promotion  at your current place of employment?				Can you get health insurance through your job at your main employer?				If you can get health insurance, do you choose to get it?				Does your employer allow you to take vacation days, whether paid or unpaid?				Are any of these days paid?				Are you allowed to take sick days?				Are any of these sick days paid?				Are you allowed to take a clear break from work in order to eat a meal?						Were you ever interrupted by your supervisor, employer, or a customer?				Do you ever keep working while you are eating?				Are you allowed to leave the worksite during the meal break?				What kind of transportation do you use to get to work?				Are you exposed to any hazards on your job?																				Have you had an injury or experienced symptoms you think are from your job?				If so, what kind of injury or symptoms?														If you have symptoms, do they get better when you are away from work						Are there other workers with similar symptoms/injuries?				If you had an injury or symptoms, did you file a Workers' Compensation claim?				If not, why not?								If you were injured or had symptoms, who chose the doctor you went to see?				Did you know you could go to any doctor you chose?				Have you ever tried to get a health or safety problem corrected at work?				If 1, how?										If no, why not?										Do you feel the boss does all he or she can to protect workers from job hazards?				If no, what else do you think the boss should be doing?		Is there a health and safety committee at the workplace?				If 1, is it						When you first started working at your current employer, were you given information about the types of chemicals you are using at work and the possible risks they may have for your health?				Was the training conducted in a language you speak and understand?				If it was conducted in a language other than English, what language?		Does your employer provide you with any personal protective equipment such as gloves, goggles, or respiratory masks?						Did your employer charge you for any of this personal protective equipment?						Have you ever been disciplined or fired for						Does your main employer pay you by cash, a check, or in some other way?								How do you get paid?						How much do you get paid ?		How much do you get paid per job?		Do you have to split this amount with other workers?				Do you receive any tips at your job?		About how much in tips did you take home in the LAST 7 DAYS? Again, all the information you're giving me is totally confidential, we're just trying to figure out how much jobs like yours pay.		Did any tips to supervisors, managers or your employer?				Did you get paid only in tips, or did you also get paid another way?								When you first started working with your current employer, were you charged for uniforms?						Are you charged any fees for transportation by your employer?				How many hours do you usually work each week?										How many hours do you usually work each week? CODED		How many hours did you work last week?		Do you ever work more than forty  a week for the same employer (boss)?				The law says that employers must pay their workers "overtime" (one-and-a-half times their regular pay rate) for the  that they work over forty in any one week. Are you paid at the overtime rate when you work more than forty  in a week?						How much do you get paid for the  you work over 40 ?										In the LAST 7 DAYS, did they tell you to come to work at a certain time before your official shift began?				In the LAST 7 DAYS, about how much extra time were you at work that you didn't get paid for? Here we are asking about all of the time that you were there early or stayed late.		In the LAST MONTH, how many times did you work without pay?		During the LAST 12 , have you ever been paid late by an employer?				How many times did your employer pay you late in THE LAST 12 ?		In the LAST 12 , were you ever paid LESS THAN the amount that you were promised?				How many times did this happen (in the LAST 12 )?		Now we ask about pain or injuries you have suffered as a result of your work. In the LAST MONTH, how would you describe the bodily pain you have felt as a direct result of your job?												Pain CODED		At the CURRENT TIME, how would you rate your overall physical health?								Self Rated Health CODED		Have you ever been seriously injured at work while working for your current employer? By seriously, we mean an injury that needed medical attention, even if you did not receive it? Serious injuries may include: needing stitches, back pain that made normal work activities unbearable, breathing problems due to chemical exposure, or a serious burn.		When did your most recent injury happen ( and month)?		Did you notify your employer within 45 days of the injury?		If no, why didn't you tell your supervisor? Mark all that apply to you.																												Did your employer or supervisor ever find out about the injury or pain?		Did they give you or mail you a workers' comp claim form to fill out?		Did they tell you NOT to file for workers' comp?		Did they threaten you with deportation or firing if you filed a workers' comp claim?				Did they tell you to come into work and made your work even though you were seriously injured?				Did they refuse to help you with your injury, saying you or someone else was to blame?				If 1, in your own words, what did they do?		Did you file a workers' comp claim as a result?		Was your claim accepted?		Did you seek medical attention for this injury or pain? For example, did you go to a medical clinic, a doctor, the emergency room or a chiropractor?		Who paid for your medical bills? MARK ALL THAT APPLY TO  YOU												How many days of work did you miss as a result of this injury or pain?		How many of these days did you get paid for, meaning you were paid part or all of your usual earnings?		Who paid you while you were injured? MARK ALL THAT APPLY TO YOU								Who paid you while you were injured? CODED

		Survey #		Date		Response		Open-Ended Response		Response		Response		Response		1				Response		Open-Ended Response		SOC 2010		NAICS		Open-Ended Response		Open-Ended Response				through friends or family		newspaper ad		temp agency		internet listing		one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)		Walk In		through an acquaintance in the community		Enter month and  with 15 for DD		Years		Months		Months of Work		Open-Ended Response		yes		no		Open-Ended Response		day		evening		night		different shifts		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		sometimes		yes		no		yes		no		yes		no		Open-Ended Response		Coded Response car=1, bus=2, walk=3, combo=4, ride w/ family, friend or owner=5, bike=6		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts		Pesticides		Repeated motions		Mold		None of these		Other (please specify)		yes		no		Skin rash		Trouble breathing		Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain		Broken bone		Other (please specify)		Overnight?		After two days off?		After longer period of time off?		yes		no		yes		no		Didn't know how		Couldn't find a doctor		Worried about what the employer might do		Other (please specify)		Employer		Worker		yes		no		yes		no		Talked to boss		Called OSHA/PESH		Talked to the union		Took action with other workers		Other (please specify)		Worried about what the boss might do		Didn't know how		No time		Co-workers wouldn't help		Other		yes		no		Open-Ended Response		yes		no		Joint labor and management		Management only		Union only		yes		No		yes		No		Open-Ended Response		No		yes		If yes, what types?		No		yes		If yes, how much were you charged for it?		Bringing up a health or safety issue		Filing a Workers' Compensation claim		Making a complaint to OSHA/PESH		Check		Cash		Combination check and cash		Other (specify)		By the hour		Per job done		Some other way		Open-Ended Response		Open-Ended Response		yes		No		Response		$  per week		yes		No		Only in tips		Tips plus an hourly rate		Paid per job done		Some other way (SPECIFY)		No		yes		If yes, how much in total were you charged for uniforms?		yes		No		Zero to 15		16-25		26-35		36-40		over 40		0-15=1, 16-25=2, 26-35=3, 36-40=4, over 40 = 5		Open-Ended Response		yes		No		yes, always		Sometimes		Never		Regular hourly wage		Time and a half		Flat rate $____.____		Never get paid for overtime work		Another amount		yes		No		Open-Ended Response		Open-Ended Response		yes		No		Open-Ended Response		yes		No		Open-Ended Response		No pain		Very mild		Mild		Moderate		Severe		Very severe		No pain = 0, Very mild = 1, Mild = 2, Moderate = 3, Severe = 4, Very Severe = 5		Very good		Good		Fair		Poor		VG=4, G=3, F=2, P=1		yes=1, no=0		Open-Ended Response		Response		did not want to miss work		afraid of losing job		felt mangement wouldn't have done anything about it		afraid of deportation		injury was not serious		employer made threats before		other workers were retaliated against in the past		too much paperwork		tried in the past to get workers' comp but was denied coverage		unaware that I could receive benefits		afraid of doctors		didn't have health insurance		not sure it was work related		Other (SPECIFY)		yes= 1, no = 0, don't know=2		yes= 1, no = 0		yes= 1, no = 0		yes		No		yes		No		yes		No		Open-Ended Response		Response		Response		Response		Employer gave worker cash to pay for all or part of medical bills		Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly		Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket		Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it		Workers' comp paid for all or part of it		Other (please specify)		Open-Ended Response		Open-Ended Response		My employer paid me as usual		My employer gave me cash		I used my sick leave		I received temporary disability while I was out of work		My employer paid me as usual= 1, My employer paid me cash = 2, I used my sick leave = 3, I received temp disability = 4, combination of these = 5

		1		05/30/2013		BS		Kitchen Table		English		BS				1				1		Food service Customer service		35		72		Take orders from customers via phone or in person, make and prepare food, handle end of the day deposits and closing duties		Dominos				through friends or family														02/15/2012		1.0		3		15.0		Retail (electronics), communications, cleaning				0		13				2		3				1						0		1						0				0		1						0						1						0				0				0						2		1				1						0		Car or walk		4		Chemicals																						0																																																0																				Other				0		Fixing kitchen equipment				0										0								0						0												Check								By the hour						8.25						0		1		10		1						Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0						26-35						3		13		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		4		1				1				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		2		05/30/2013		BS		kitchen table		English		BS				1				1		Still there commercial cleaning maintenance		37		55		fix things that are broken vaccuum, take trash out, clean bathrooms, dining area		Ri - coz-				through friends or family														01/15/2008		5.0		6		66.0		nursing, landscaping, retail				0		34		1								1				1				1				1				1				1		0				0		1						0				0		1						0		1								0		1						0		the bus or I will walk for exercise		4																		None of these						0																																										1						0																						1						1						Management only				1				1								1		gloves, work uniforms		0												Check								By the hour						9						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		34				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2		Very good								4		0

		3		06/06/2013		BS		Kitchen Table		English		BS		AM		1				1		Language interpreting		25		62		Going to medical setting to facilitate communication between non English speakers and their service providers calling clients to remind them of their appointments.  Sometimes calling Medicaid cab on behalf of the clients explaining cultural differences to service providers.						through friends or family														06/15/2006		6.0		10		82.0		Cook, cashier, waitress and babysitter				0		3								4		1						0		1						0		1						0				0						1						0		1						0						2														My own car		1																				Exposure to germs while interpreting for sick clients.  Exposure to bed bugs		1																Catching cold/flu from a client				After two days off?						0																								0																														0																		0						0												Check								By the hour						18						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		3				0																						0		2		1				5		1				2																				Fair				2		0

		4		06/07/2013		BS		kitchen table		English		BS		NML		1				1		retail		41		44-45		customer service, stocking merchandise		cw price						newspaper ad												07/15/2011		8.0				96.0		clerical				0		20		1								1						0		1				1						0				0				0				0		1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				public transportation		2																		None of these						0																								0				0																				0																						1						1										1				1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.65						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		10				0		yes, always																		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		5		06/09/2013		PR		kitchen table		English		PR		NML		1				1		temp-labor and temp delivery		37		56		clean, assemble, drive my own car causing additional repair and insurance costs, pick up trash and recycle		labor ready and mark's pizzaria														saw sign apply inside				06/15/1998		38.0		4		460.0		labor ready  (current), mark's pizzaria (current), OTr trucking 48 states, MCI Worldcom operator and sales, political fundraising, canvassing campaigns and candidates, union membership drives		1				18.5								4		1						0		1						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				1				1				1				my personal auto,  past I rode bicycle or walked 1 mile to a 5  part time job. I was never promoted by Publix beyond cashier '06-'11, 20-38 hrs wk, denied full time status and benefits		1		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts		Pesticides		Repeated motions		Mold				stress is a job hazard		1				Skin rash		Trouble breathing		Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain				anxiety		Overnight?		After two days off?		After longer period of time off?		1				1		0				Couldn't find a doctor		Worried about what the employer might do				Employer				1				1						Called OSHA/PESH																				0		plan for living wages-reduces stress, accede to unions so all workers have competent representation well informed about safety and remedies				0										0										1		gloves, hats and boots				1		1		Bringing up a health or safety issue				Making a complaint to OSHA/PESH		Check								By the hour						7.25		some tips on pizza deliveries				0		1		70				0				Tips plus an hourly rate		Paid per job done		some free or reduced price food		0								0		Zero to 15										1		18.5				0		yes, always								Time and a half								1				2.25		20		1				5				0		0								Moderate						3						Fair				2		1		6/1/13		0		1		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1		1				1				1				I masked pain with 8 hits hydrocodone, I desperately need paychecks, I was robbed by Catholic Charities perpetrators		0				1												VA meds and treatments 0 charge to vets in poverty prior to 2005		2

		6		06/12/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		industrail laundry		51		81		Hang clothing (uniforms)		UniFirst												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)				Barbara Schloss!		06/15/2009		4.0				48.0		(She left this blank b/c it was in Cuba)				0		45		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1								1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1				Car		1		Chemicals												Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain														After longer period of time off?		1						0																																										1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$8.64						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		44		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0						0						0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		7		06/12/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		cashier/billing clerk		43		44-45		Receive payments from customers paying for services rendered; fill out paperwork for car sales		Fuccillo Hyundai of Syracuse				through friends or family														06/15/2009		4.0				48.0		N.A.				0		20								4		1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				My own car		1										Dusts														0																																										1						0																						1																1				1																								Check								By the hour						$8.00						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		20		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		8		06/12/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		bakery		41		56		Cashier		Columbus Bakery				through friends or family														06/15/2012		1.0				12.0		restaurant, nursing				0		40		1		2						1				1				1						0		1						0				0								0								0										2				0		1						0		My car		1										Dusts														0																																																																						1								0								1				1								1		gloves		0														Cash						By the hour						$8.00						0		1		$25 per week				0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0								36-40				4		40				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		9		06/12/2013		JZ		WestSide Learning Center		English		JZ		BS				1		1		cleaning		37		56		sweep, mop		Janitronics				through friends or family				temp agency										03/15/2007		4.0				48.0		Syracuse University				0		0				2						1				1				1						0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1												0		1				Bus		2																		None of these						0																		After two days off?						0		1														Worker						1						Called OSHA/PESH												0 time		Co-workers wouldn't help				1						1										1				1				Dinka		0												Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check								By the hour						$9.00		$30 per job		1				0																0								0										over 40		5		40		1																								0		0						0						0																										0

		10		06/12/2013		JZ		WestSide Learning Center		English		JZ		BS		1				1		assembly job		51		31-33		clean the machines; clean the floor and mop; work with the machine		Kelly Services								temp agency										08/15/2012				10		10.0		seller; owner of restaurant				0		7				2						1						0				0				0				0				0				0								0						1						0						2				0				0		1				Bus  Sometimes my co-worker gives me a ride		2		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids														1				Skin rash				Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain								After two days off?				1						0		Didn't know how										Worker		1						0														Didn't know how								1								0										0								0																										By the hour						$9.00						0		0																0								0								36-40				4						0																				0		0		0		1				2						0								Moderate						3						Fair				2		0		7/4/05		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2		1		0				0				0				0				0				0

		12		06/12/2013		JZ		Westside Learning Center		English		JZ		NML				1		1		molding and wireless working		51		31-33		mixing material. holding and ingiction and cuting, majring										temp agency										08/15/2012				5		5.0		selling clothes, teacher				0		50		1				3				1				1								1				1				1						0		1				1						0				0				0		1								0				0		1				car		1		Chemicals												Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain										After longer period of time off?								0		Didn't know how						the company did		Employer						0				0																				Other		1						1						Management only				1						0				0						0																		direct to bank		By the hour						8.5						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		50		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0						0						0										Severe				4						Fair				2		0																																										0		1				1				I ask about take a rest and the lay me out		0		I don't know		1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it		Workers' comp paid for all or part of it

		13		06/12/2013		JZ		Westside learning center		English		JZ		NML		1				1		restaurant, dish wash		35		72		wash the dishes		my employer name is max								temp agency										06/15/2010						0.0																																																0				0				0				0				0		1						1				1				1				car		1		Chemicals												Repeated motions								1				Skin rash																After two days off?				1						0								insurance				Worker		1						0														Didn't know how								1								0								1				1				English				1		rest glove		0												Check								By the hour						9						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		15				0		yes, always														12		1				0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		14		06/12/2013		JZ		Westside Learning Center		English		JZ		NML				1		1		housekeep		37		56		bathroom and office cleaning		none				through friends or family														10/15/2002				6		6.0		none				0		25						3						0		1						0		1				1				1				1						0				0				0				0				0		1								0				0				0		reait		1																		None of these						0						Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain								After two days off?						0		1												Employer				1				1				Talked to boss																				1						1						Management only				1				1				English		0						0						Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check								By the hour						6.25						0		0																		1		0				0				16-25								2		25		1				yes, always						Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2		Very good								4		0

		16		06/13/2012		JZ		Westside Learning Center		English		JZ		NML				1		1		cooking-last job		35		72		clean areas, cooking, peel vegetables, pressure foods, stocking, cashier, attendant dish machine too, etc.		n/a				through friends or family														02/15/2010		6.0		5		77.0		housekeeping, maintenance, crew in fast foods				0				1								1						0				0		1						0				0				0		1						0		1				1				1						0						0				0				0		ride with friends, public transport, walk if was near to me		4		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts		Pesticides								gas				0																										1												Employer				1						0														Didn't know how								1								0								1				1				Spanish				1		gloves, mask		0												Check		Cash						By the hour		Per job done				9.5						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0				0				Sometimes						Time and a half												0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0												0

		17		06/12/2013		JZ		westside learning center		English		JZ		NML				1		1		line cook		35		72		I prepare the food and cook everything the restaurant uses		Latin Cake						newspaper ad												07/15/2012		10.0		2		122.0		none				0		0								4				0				0				0		1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0				0		my car		1								Blood or body fluids																0																				After longer period of time off?				0		1														Worker		1						0																				Other		1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1				Spanish				1		gloves		0																		direct deposit		By the hour						8						0		0																0								0						26-35						3						0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0												0

		18		06/13/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		NML		1				1		construction		47		23		corgar polo y mecenica		B&B Lumber company				through friends or family														01/15/2010		3.0				36.0						0		50		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1								0				0		1				carro		1				Metals						Dusts				Repeated motions						saw				0																						1																				1				1				Talked to boss																				1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		guantes, tapone gafas				1		2								Check								By the hour						6.5						0																		0								0										over 40		5		50		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0						0						0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		19		06/14/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		NML		1				1		construccion y demolicion		47		23		limpieza o quimicos y asbestos		Jesus Melendez								temp agency										12/15/2012		1.0				12.0		restaurante y seleccion de cebolla (refrigerated warehouse)				0		56		1		2						1						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1								0				0				0		carro		1		Chemicals		Metals						Dusts		Pesticides								ruidos		1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain						Overnight?						1						0		Didn't know how										Worker				0		1												tome un calilameto				Didn't know how		0 time								0		mejorar su atencion al trabajador				0								1						0						1		mascara, traje protectores		0												Check								By the hour						16						0																		0								0										over 40		5		56				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0		1				5				0		0						Mild								2						Fair				2		0

		20		06/14/2013		BS		Mission Returns		Spanish		BS		NML		1				1		clasificador		51		56		clasificar latas, pomos y botellas		Bryan				through friends or family														04/15/2013				2		2.0		restaurante y celeiceon d' cebolla				0		53		1		2						1				1				1						0				0				0				0		1				1				1						0				0				0				1				1						0		carro		1										Dusts		Pesticides								ruidos				0						Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain						Overnight?						1						0		Didn't know how										Worker				0		1												me tome una pastilla				Didn't know how		0 time								0		tener en cuenta la situacion del trabajador				0										0				0						1		guantes		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0								0										0								0										over 40		5		53		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0		1				2				0		0						Mild								2						Fair				2		0

		21		06/14/2013		BS		Mission Returns		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Asbestos removal		47		23		remove asbestos; demolition		E.P.S. (Environmental Protection Service)												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						05/15/2008		5.0				60.0		concrete mixing  construction				0		45		1								1						0				0		1						0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0		1								0				0		1				my car		1																				Asbestos				0																								0				0																																										1								0										0										1				0												Check								By the hour						$18						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		56		1				yes, always						Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		22		06/15/2013		BS		White Library		English		BS		BS		1				1		painting		47		23		Prep and paint houses		AJM's Painting				through friends or family														06/15/2002		35.0				420.0		Mechanic				0		16		1										0				0		1				1						0				0				0						1						0		1						0		1								0		1				1				Car		1										Dusts				Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain														After longer period of time off?				0				0								0t on the books						1				1				Talked to boss																				1								0										0		1								1				0														Cash						By the hour		Per job done				$10						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		15		1						Sometimes				Regular hourly wage												0		0		0		1				2				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		1		7/1/12		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0				0				0				0				0														5 days		0 days

		23		06/15/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		sorter		51		56		sort bottles and cans and pay customers according to number of redeemables		Rescue Mission				through friends or family														01/15/2013		3.0				36.0		asbestos				0		48		1								1				1				1						0		1						0				0						1						0		1						0						2		1				1								Walk		3																				noise, bad odors				0																																																																																																		1		latex gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.52						0		1																0								0										over 40		5		48		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		24		06/15/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		housekeeping		37		56		make beds, clean bathrooms, dust, empty garbage, vacuum, replace towels, linens, etc.		Quality Inn				through friends or family														05/15/2009		4.0		6		54.0						0		26		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1						0		1						0		1								0				0				0		My own car		1		Chemicals								Dusts						Mold						1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?				1						0		Didn't know how										Worker		1						0														Didn't know how										0		Improve work conditions				0										0		1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$7.65						0		1		$10 per week								Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0				16-25								2		26				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0												Very severe		5						Fair				2		1																																										0				0				0				0				1														several days

		26		06/15/2013		BS		Mission Returns		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		buy redeemables from customers		51		56		sort bottles and cans; buy redeemables from customers; clean; open and close the "store."		Rescue Mission				through friends or family														01/15/2013		3.0				36.0		hotel (porter)				0		53		1								1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1						0				0				0						2		1						0				0		own car		1																				bad smell, noise				0																																																																						1								0														0						1		latex gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.52						0																		0								0										over 40		5		53		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		27		06/16/2013		BS		kitchen table		English		BS		BS		1				1		kitchen helper		35		72		clean, organize, etc.		Sodexo										internet listing								12/15/2012		3.0				36.0		customer service  In Cuba, I was an English teacher				0		40		1								1				1				1								1										0						1						0				0				0										0				0		1				I walk because I live across from the street		3		Chemicals																						0																										1				Didn't know how								Employer						0				0																				Other		1								0								1				1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$9.95						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		40		1												Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0																Very good								4		0

		28		06/16/2013		BS		kitchen table		English		BS		BS		1				1		CSR (customer service representative)		43		52		Answer the phones and help clients apply for insurance; bilingual; typing		Bonds Express										internet listing								02/15/2009		4.0		4		52.0		Reconciler at JPMorgan Chase				0		40		1								1				1				1						0		1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				My own car		1																		None of these						0																																																0																				Other		1								0										0		1						0						0												Check								By the hour						$13						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0

		29		06/16/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Dish washing		35		72		Wash dishes and clean		Olive Garden restaurant				through friends or family														01/15/2002		12.0				144.0		school bus driver; office cleaning		1				35		1		2						1				1				1				1				1				1						0						1				1						0				0		1								0				0		1				My car		1																		None of these				1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain		Broken bone						After two days off?						0		1												Employer						0				0														Didn't know how								1								0				Management only				1				1				English				1		gloves and 0n-slip shoes		0												Check								By the hour						$11.90						0		0						0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0						26-35						3		28		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0								Poor		1		1		2/1/10		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0								0				0				1		1		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				60 days		60 days								I received temporary disability while I was out of work		4

		30		06/16/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS				1		1		Newspaper delivery		41		44-45		Deliver the newspaper		Post Standard				through friends or family														04/15/2005		8.0				96.0		welding/soldering machine operator; lathe operator; mason; miller; carpenter				0		20						3				1				1				1						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0				0				0		My car		1																				(Checked other but didn't specify)				0														(Checked other but didn't specify)						After longer period of time off?				0				0								(Checked other but didn't specify)				Worker				0				0										(Checked other but didn't specify)										Other				0						0		Joint labor and management								0				0		English		0						0												Check										Per job done						$2.22 per job				0		1		$20 per week				0						Paid per job done				0								0		Zero to 15										1		6				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0																																										0				0				0		They were concerned about my hand		0				1						Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket						(Checked other but didn't specify)		45 days		0 days

		31		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM		1				1		Roofing		47		23		Put on shingles		New York Construction				through friends or family														02/15/2013		15.0		0		180.0						0		0		1								1						0				0		1				1				1						0								0								0						1						1						0		1				Walking		3		Chemicals		Metals										Repeated motions										0																								0																								0																						1								0								1				1				Gloves, goggles		0																				Cash						By the hour						12						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		0		1				yes, always						Regular hourly wage												0		0		0		1				0		1				2								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		32		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM		1				1		Prep Cook		35		72		Prepare, cook		Alexis at La dour (they closed down)														Went in				07/15/2008		16.0				192.0		Landscaping, construction, labor				0		36								4		1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1				Public bus		2																						1								Muscle or joint pain										Overnight?										1																1				1				Talked to boss																				1						1										1				1								1		Gloves for hot stuff		0																Combination check and cash				By the hour						8.7						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0		1				yes, always						Regular hourly wage														0		0		1				1		1				3.5		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		33		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM		1				1		Cleaning up		49		.		Clean, marping, planting, scrub sheet rocking, tist remover		Home headquarters				through friends or family														02/15/2009		5.0				60.0		Painting work, clean work				0		10								4		1						0		1		0		1				1				1				1				1						0				0				0				0		1								0				0		1				Bus		2										Dusts												1										Headache								Overnight?								0				0		Didn't know how										Worker		1						0								Took action with other workers				Worried about what the boss might do										1				Just being there for his worker		1						Management only				1						0		Puertorican				1		Gloves and breathing masks		0						Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check								By the hour						20		20				0		0						0								I do 0t get tips		0								0				16-25								2		8				0						Never		Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0								Poor		1		1																																										0				0				0				0		I don't know		0														0t a day		All of them

		34		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM				1		1		Maintenance/Landscaping		37		53		Basic plumbing, painting, lawn work		David Baines				through friends or family														03/15/2013		8.0				96.0																						1				1				1				1						0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1								0				0		1				Bus		2																		None of these						0																																								Worker				0				0																						1								0								1						0						1				0														Cash						By the hour						8.5		70				0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1						0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		35		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM		1				1		House keeping		37		62		Wipe off beds, mop the floors		St. Joe's						newspaper ad												07/15/2001		8.0		4		100.0						0		45				2						1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				Bus, walk		4		Chemicals																						0										Back pain								After two days off?						0				0				Couldn't find a doctor						Employer				1						0		Talked to boss														0 time						1						1						Management only				1				1						0								1																0		By the hour						12.75				1				0						0										0								0								36-40				4						0				Sometimes																0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		1																																										0				0				0				0		0		0				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										2 Days		3 Days						I used my sick leave				3

		36		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM								Laborer		47		23		Scrape, Prime, Paint		Self				through friends or family														07/15/2010		20.0				240.0		Furniture store, Warehouse worker				0		30		1										0		1				1				1				1						0				0		1				1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				Bus (0rmally)		2																				Paint fumes				0														Paint fumes		Overnight?						1						0								0 reason				Worker		1						0								Took action with other workers								0 time						1								0								1				1						0																				Cash								Per job done				10		$300-500 depends		1				1		25				0						Paid per job done				0								0						26-35						3		30		1								Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0		1				2				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		37		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM		1				1		Labor		47		23		Labor ready										temp agency										07/15/1989		10.0				120.0		Painting, landscaping				0		14		1								1						0		1						0				0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1								0		1						0		Bus or walk		4																		None of these						0																																										1						0																						1								0										0		1								1		Hard hats gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0						0										0								0						26-35						3		16		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		38		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM		1				1		Food service, car detailing		35		72		Being a cook, I prepare food and stock for night shift and car detailing, I wash and clean interior		The Retreat in Liverpool				through friends or family														07/15/2012		1.0		3		15.0		Odd jobs being a laborer for roofing companies				0		27								4		1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0				0		1				1				1						1				1				1				Either my girlfriend brings me or I take the bus		4		Chemicals																						0																						1						0																0				0														Didn't know how								1						1										1				1								1				0																Combination check and cash				By the hour		Per job done				8		10				0		1		15				0		Only in tips								0								0						26-35						3		15				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0		1				4				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		39		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM		1				1		Cleaning services		37		62		Clean offices, bathroom, hallways and mop floors		Ms. Anthony (SCHC Syracuse Coomunity Health Center)								temp agency										05/15/2013		10.0				120.0		Medical database, sales and office clerk				0		8						3				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1						0				0		1						0						2		1				1				1				Walk near my house		3																		None of these						0																								0																				0				0																				Other		1								0										0				0				0																		Check								By the hour						8						0		1																		1						0				16-25								2		8				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3						Fair				2		0

		40		06/18/2013		BS		Rescue Mission		English		BS		AM		1				1		Janitorial		37		.		Cleaning, mop, sweep trash, use blower to blow trash from top level to the bottom		ABM				through friends or family														09/15/1993		15.0				180.0		Carpentry, janitorial, painting, dish washing				0		0		1		2						1						0		1						0				0						1						0				0				0		1						0						2				0								0		Bus		2										Dusts				Repeated motions								1				Skin rash				Muscle or joint pain		Headache										After two days off?										0								Didn't know could				Worker		1				1				Talked to boss																				1								0								1				1								1		Only gloves		0												Check								By the hour						8						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15								over 40		.		10		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		41		06/18/2013		JZ		rescue mission		English		JZ		RBL		1				1		Construction Laborer		47		23		Clean up site		Labor Ready								temp agency										03/15/2006		3.0				36.0		Construction, Roofer, Computer Tech				0		0		1										0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				Public		2																		None of these						0																												0														1						0																																																																				Cash						By the hour						7.5						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0				0		yes, always																		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		42		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		RBL		1				1		Cook		35		72		Serve food, dish washing		Key Bank																board		05/15/2012		1.0		2		14.0		maintenence, janitorial				0		0								4		1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1				Bus		2		Chemicals																						0																																																0																						1								0								1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						$7.00						0		1						0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0										over 40		5		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0																										0

		43		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		RBL		1				1		driveway paving		47		23		Drive dump truck, shovel dirt, edging sides of driveway		Chucks Paving				through friends or family														05/15/2013				1		1.0		factory , construction				0		0		1										0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1						1				1				1				was a car, 0w owner picks me up		5		Chemicals																						0																																																0																								0		gloves should be supplied				0										0								0						0														Cash								Per job done				$10.00		$60.00 to $110.00 per job				0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0				0						Never														0		0		0		1				1		1				1				Very mild										1		Very good								4		0

		44		06/18/2013		NML		Rescue Mission		English		NML		RBL		1				1		Painting, Construction,   Anything needed		47		23		painting, working with the tops of houses, concrete work		Fletcher (name of painting company)																ran into painters who said rooftop painter needed		05/15/2013		30.0				360.0		tool work, (screws grinders)				0		72.5		1										0		1				1				1										0				0						1						0		1						0		1								0				0				0		supervisor picks me up		5																		None of these						0																								0																																														1								0								1				1								1				0														Cash								Per job done						depends on job				0		0																0								0										over 40		5		70		1																		per job				0		0		0		1				1				0		0																										0

		45		06/18/2013		DVA		Kitchen Table		English		JZ		RBL								painting, concrete work		47		23		painting, scraping, escavating		Ultimit Painting				through friends or family														06/15/2010		3.0				36.0		foundation, jacking, houses, porches, painting  concrete				0		30		1								1				1				1						0		1				1						0		1				1						0				0				0		1						1						0		1				bus, ride		4		Chemicals								Dusts						Mold						1								Muscle or joint pain												After two days off?				1						0												Worker		1				1				Talked to boss																				1								0								1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						$10.00						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		30		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0																																										0				0				0				0				0

		46		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM		1				1		House keeper maintenance		37		44-45		Clean floors, take out trase, moping		Shopping Town Mall				through friends or family														03/15/2013				3		3.0		Food service				0		40		1								1						0				0		1						0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1								0				0				0		Public Transportation		2																		None of these						0														none										0				0								Did 0t have injuries or symptoms								0				0																				Other				0		They can 0t have the danger's				0										0		1								1		Latex Gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.5						0		0						0										0								0										over 40		5		42		1								Never										8				0		0		0		1				2				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		47		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM		1				1		Automotive		49		81		Service cars and trucks ability to use lifts and automotive equipment		Sharon Cheverlet				through friends or family														08/15/2012		16.0		2		194.0		None		1				0		1		2						1				1				1						0				0				0		1				1				1						0		1				1								2		1				1				1				My car		1				Metals						Dusts														0		Skin rash		Trouble breathing		Muscle or joint pain				Back pain		Broken bone								After longer period of time off?		1				1								Worried about what the employer might do				Employer				1				1				Talked to boss				Talked to the union														Other				0		Letting people know the chemicals we are using				0						Union only		1				1				Spanish and Latin				1		Gloves and masks		0						Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check										Per job done				69.99		55		1				0						0						Paid per job done				0								0								36-40				4		0		1						Sometimes								Flat rate $____.____				69.99				0		0		0				0		2		1				2								Moderate						3						Fair				2		0

		48		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM		1				1		Telecommunications Sales Rep		41		51		I work for T-Mobile.  I consult about all the phones we have and all the plans and service.  I take bill payments and resolve tech issues		PK-Mobile, T-Moble Dealer				through friends or family														04/15/2013		8.0				96.0		I worked for AT&T through a subcontractor (Sutherland)  I worked as a sales rep, customer service then consultant				0		21								4		1				1				1				1				1				1						0				0		1						0		1						0		1						1						0		1				Walk, bus		4																		None of these						0																																														1						Called OSHA/PESH						I was already laid off so I reported																																																								Check								By the hour				Commission		$8.75						0																		0								0				16-25								2		21				0		yes, always								Time and a half				Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		49		06/18/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		AM		1				1		Light & Heavy Industry		51		31-33		Hard Labor						through friends or family				temp agency				one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						01/15/1999		11.0		7		139.0		Light & Heavy Industry				0		40		1		2				4		1				1		0		1				1				1				1						0				0		1		0		1		0		1						0		1				2				0				0		1				Car, bus		4																		None of these						0		Skin rash						Headache								Overnight?				After longer period of time off?				0				0		Didn't know how										Worker		1				1				Talked to boss		Called OSHA/PESH												0 time				Other				0		Hazard effect on safety				0				Management only		Union only		1				1								1						1								Making a complaint to OSHA/PESH		Check								By the hour												0		1						0						Paid per job done				0						1										36-40				4		40		1						Sometimes				Regular hourly wage				Flat rate $____.____								0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain		Very mild										1		Very good								4		1																																								1						0		1						1		I don't know		1														3		3

		50		06/17/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Pizza delivery		35		72		Deliver pizza, take telephone orders, prepare pizza and other food, wash dishes, clean the floors		Mario and Salvo's Pizzeria				through friends or family														02/15/2012		1.0		5		17.0		Hotel Porter				0		40		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1						0		1						0				0								1						0		My own car		1														Repeated motions								1																I cut my finger slicing meat for pizza										0				0								Was 0t necessary				Worker		1						0																				Other		1								0												1								1				0												Check								By the hour						$7.75						0		1		$100 per week				0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0						26-35						3		35		1								Never		Regular hourly wage										1				0		0				0		0				0		0										Severe				4		Very good								4		1		7/4/05		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0				0				0		They offered to pay all my medical bills and they told me I could take days off to rest and return when I was better.		0				1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						7 days		0 days

		51		06/17/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		housekeeping		37		62		clean residents' rooms, pick up garbage, dust, etc.		Rosewood Heights												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						09/15/2006		8.0				96.0		ABM part-time cleaning at the courthouse		1				40		1								1						0				0				0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				My car		1		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids						Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain										After longer period of time off?		1						0						Worried about what the employer might do										0				0														Didn't know how								1						1								Union only		1						0						1		gloves, safety glasses		0												Check								By the hour						12.34						0		0																0								0				16-25				36-40				.		38.75				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0										Severe				4						Fair				2		0

		52		06/20/2013		BS		kitchen table		English		BS		BS		1				1		bouncer at a bar		33		71		Check IDs mostly		Taps				through friends or family														02/15/2012		1.0		2		14.0		Pita El Saha; Mom's Diner (still working there 15  a week)				0		30				2								0				0		1				1						0				0				0						1						0		1						0		1						1						0				0		the bus		2																		None of these						0																												0																0				0																						1								0										0		1						0																				Cash						By the hour												0		0																0								0						26-35						3		32				0				Sometimes				Regular hourly wage												0		0		0		1				0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		53		06/17/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		laundry in a nursing home		31		62		Pick up dirty laundry from the residents to send to laundry. The next day I take the clean laundry to the residents. Also attend to the donation room.		Rosewood heights				through friends or family														04/15/2008		5.0				60.0		hotel housekeeping;  dishwaser in restaurants		1				40		1								1				1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1				My car		1		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions								1																bruises						After longer period of time off?								0								It wasn't necessary		Employer						0				0																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1				Spanish				1		gloves, safety glasses		0												Check								By the hour						$9.55						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0		7/4/05				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0				0				0				0		They helped me. They sent me to the doctor.		0				1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										0 days		N.A.		My employer paid me as usual								1

		54		06/17/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		housekeeping		37		56		Cleaning floors, carpets; inside movie theatres, restrooms, and lobby.		Cleaning company				through friends or family														08/15/2012				10		10.0		window factory  teacher in Cuba				0		25		1								1						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1								0		1						0		A friend's car		1		Chemicals								Dusts				Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain						Overnight?								0				0						Worried about what the employer might do						Worker		1						0												Worried about what the boss might do						Co-workers wouldn't help				1								0								1				1				Spanish				1		latex gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$9.00						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		25				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2				Good						3		0

		55		06/19/2013		BS		RAP School		English		BS		BS		1				1		housekeeping		37		62		make beds and take care of trash; tie bag of linens		Upstate University--University Hospital										internet listing								08/15/2010		2.0		10		34.0		United Radio (10 )				0		40		1								1				1				1						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1								2				0				0		1				Car		1		Chemicals				Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions										0						Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain						Overnight?		After two days off?		After longer period of time off?								0								0t serious pain												0																						1						1								Union only		1				1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$12.84						0		0																0						1										36-40				4		40				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1		Very good								4		0

		56		06/19/2013		NML		Rap School		English		BS		RBL		1				1		cleaning		37		.		sweep, mop, take out garbage, dusting, clean bathrooms		ABM				through friends or family																				0.0		Cleaning				0								3						0		1				1						0				0		1						0				0		1						0		1						0						2				0				0		1				bus and bicycle		4																		None of these				1								Muscle or joint pain										Overnight?								0				0																				0																						1								0								1						0						1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$8.00						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		57		06/19/2013		BS		RAP SCHOOL		English		BS		RBL		1				1		technical work		51		31-33		testing cuircut boards, pass or fail,running production line for proper production		Marquardt Switches														walk in				12/15/2013		4.0				48.0		drivers, servers				0		40						3				1				1				1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				own car		1																		None of these						0														none										0				0														1				1				Talked to boss																				1								0								1				1								1		glasses, gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$10.00						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		20		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		58		06/17/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		central services		31		62		I'm in charge of the wheelchairs and all rehabilitative equipment. Also the sanitary and other medical treatment supplies storage area. I have to do inventory on all the materials in the department.		Rosewood Heights Nursing Home												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)				Barbara Schloss		09/15/2005		7.0				84.0		kitchen prep in restaurant, housekeeping  (Didn't include Cuban jobs)		1				40		1								1				1						0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1				1				1				My husband drops me off every day at work in our car.		1		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids														1												Back pain										After longer period of time off?		1						0								I am seeing my doctor for these aches and pains, and awaiting a response from him to find out what I can do about them.				Worker		1						0																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1				(Barbara interpreted for the trainings.)				1		gloves and safety glasses		0												Check								By the hour						12.86						0		0																0								0								36-40				4				1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0										Severe				4						Fair				2		1		7/5/05		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0																								1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						0 days		N.A.

		59		06/17/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		bakery		35		72		baker: bake bread		New York Bakery				through friends or family														12/15/2011		1.0		3		15.0		shampoo factory/warehouse		1				37		1								1				1				1						0				0				0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0				0		car		1																		None of these				1								Muscle or joint pain										Overnight?								0				0		Didn't know how										Worker				0				0																0 time						1								0								1				1						0																		Check								By the hour						$11						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		37		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		60		06/17/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		factory		51		31-33		inspect the codes, pack boxes, etc.		Marietta/Adecco				through friends or family				temp agency										02/15/2013				4		4.0		worked in a store				0		28		1								1						0		1						0		1				1				1						0				0						1						0		1						1						0		1				My friend gives me a ride		5		Chemicals												Repeated motions										0		Skin rash																		After longer period of time off?				0				0		Didn't know how												1				1																								1						1				Joint labor and management								0				0						1				0												Check								By the hour						$8.00						0		0																0																36-40				4		28		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2				Good						3		0

		61		06/17/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		cooking		35		72		cook		Olive Garden										internet listing								06/15/2013		6.0				72.0		journalist				0		40				2						1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0				0		car		1																		None of these						0																																										1						0																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		everything		0												Check								By the hour						$9.50						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0										Severe				4								Poor		1		0

		62		06/17/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS				1		1		car wash		39		81		wash cars and clean them		Manolo Truck				through friends or family																		5		5.0		housekeeping  houseperson				0		40		1								1						0				0				0		1				1						0								0								0						1								0				0				0		car		1		Chemicals																						0																																																																																										1						0																		Check								By the hour						$8.55				1				0																		1						0								36-40				4				1				yes, always						Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1						Fair				2		0																																										0				0				0				0		0																				My employer paid me as usual								1

		63		06/15/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Buyer		51		56		I count bottles and cans that customers bring in and pay them to redeem them.		Rescue Mission				through friends or family														08/15/2012				10		10.0		Agronomy Engineer, Stylist, Representative of O.N.J. (?)				0		53		1								1				1				1						0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1												2		1				1				1				car		1				Metals		Plastics				Dusts				Repeated motions		Mold				noise				0		Skin rash				Muscle or joint pain				Back pain																																																																																								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$7.52						0		1		$35 per week				0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0										over 40		5		53		1				yes, always														$13				0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		64		06/19/2013		BS		White Library		English		BS		BS				1		1		Burger King		35		72		cook, clean, etc.		Burger King				through friends or family																1.0				12.0		none				0		15								4		1				1				1				1						0				0				0								0						1						0						2				0				0		1				bus		2																		None of these						0																																										1						0																				Other				0		Protect the workers				0								1				1								1		gloves		0						Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check								By the hour						$7.50						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1						0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		65		06/19/2013		BS		White Library GED class		English		BS		BS				1		1		laundry		51		56		clean out washing machines and dryers		Laundry Basket				through friends or family																				0.0						0						2								0		1						0				0		1						0				0								0								0								0				1				1						0				5										Dusts														0																														Didn't know how												1						0														Didn't know how										0						0										0								0																				Cash						By the hour						$2.00				1				1						0						Paid per job done						1		2				0						26-35						3						0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0																		Good						3		0

		66		06/19/2013		BS		White Lib./ GED Class		English		BS		RBL		1				1		cleaner		37		56		vacume, sweep, clean bathroom, anything		my friend				through friends or family														02/15/2006		6.0				72.0		none				0		3		1										0		1				1				1						0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0		1								0		1				1				friend		5																		None of these						0														none		Overnight?								0				0												Worker		1						0																				Other		1								0								1				1								1		gloves		0														Cash						By the hour						10						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		3				0						Never														0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0																																										0				0				0				0				0												other		none		none

		67		06/19/2013		BS		White Lib./ GED Class		English		NML		BS		1				1		housekeeping		37		56		cleaning		St Joseph's Hospital												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)				Northside Up		06/15/2013		1.0				12.0		CNA/ Home Health Aide				0		8				2						1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1						0		1						1						0		1				Bus or Walk, Ride with a friend		4		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids		Dusts												1												Back pain								After two days off?						0				0								was 0t serious e0ugh				Worker		1						0																0 time				Other		1								0								1						0						1		shoes, masks, gloves		0																				By the hour						$12.42						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40		1				yes, always						Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0																																										0				0				0				0		0		0														none		none

		68		06/18/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS				1		1		raw materials (metals recycling)		51		56		Receive the merchandise, weigh it, pay the customer, sort materials, and put them where they belong		CNY Resource Recovery						newspaper ad						one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)				Barbara Schloss		10/15/2000		12.0				144.0		bakery, office work				0				1								1						0				0				0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1				auto		1				Metals						Dusts				Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?				1				1														Worker		1						0														Didn't know how								1								0								1						0						1		gloves, safety glasses		0												Check								By the hour						$10						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0		11/1/12		0		1		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0				0				0				0												Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it										My employer paid me as usual								1

		69		06/19/2013		JZ		Loretto		English		JZ		RBL		1				1		CNA		31		62		help the elderly with their activityof daily living		Jewish Home of CNY				through friends or family														04/15/2012		1.0				12.0		Medical Asst, Insurance, Retail and Customer Service		1				37.5		1								1				1				1				1						0		1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				car		1										Dusts												1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?				1						0										Employer				1						0																				Other		1																1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						12.42						0																		0								0								36-40				4		30				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0										Severe				4				Good						3		1		6/1/13		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0				0				0				0				0		0		1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										3		1						I used my sick leave				3

		70		06/19/2013		JZ		Loretto		English		JZ		RBL		1				1		Telecommunications		43		62		answer phones, process emergency codes, update doctors call schedule, utilize patient information		Crouse Hospital										internet listing								08/15/2010		6.0				72.0		machine operator, retail, beauty salon, stylist		1				32								4		1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0		1				1				car		1																		None of these						0														Carpal Tunnel								1						0								from previous work				Worker		1						0																						1						1								Union only				0		1						0																		Check								By the hour						$12.03						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		32		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		71		06/19/2013		JZ		Loretto		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Emergency care tech, work in the ER		31		62		EKG's, draw blood, get pts ready for exams, help in emergencies		crouse hospital				through friends or family		newspaper ad												08/15/2005		30.0				360.0		iron work, ambulance EMT		1				40		1								1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				car		1								Blood or body fluids						Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain						Overnight?						1																				1						0																						1																1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						20.81						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1		Very good								4		0

		72		06/19/2013		JZ		Loretto		English		JZ		NML		1				1		CHHA		31		62		Pass pills, do showers, get residents dreassed, pass drinks, do laundry		loretto						newspaper ad												11/15/2011		1.0		7		19.0		cashier, receptionist		1				32		1								1						0		1				1				1						0		1						0		1				1				1				1						0				1						0				0		I drive		1								Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain								After two days off?				1						0						Worried about what the employer might do				Employer				1						0																						1						1								Union only		1				1								1		gloves, masks		0												Check								By the hour						9.78						0		0																		1		70				0						26-35						3		32				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3						Fair				2		0

		73		06/19/2013		JZ		Loretto		English		JZ		NML		1				1		CHHA		31		62		laundry, showers, med pass		Loretto				through friends or family														03/15/2012		4.0				48.0				1				40		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1						1						0				0		my car		1								Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions										0																								0																				0				0																				Other		1						1								Union only		1				1								1		gloves, masks		0												Check								By the hour						9.85						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		74		06/19/2013		JZ		Loretto		English		JZ		NML		1				1		geriatric care giver		31		62		Bathing elderly, med reminds, meal preps, housework, shopping, laundry, escorts to doctor appointments		Loretto/Pace										internet listing								03/15/2011		2.0		3		27.0		Sales rep, inside/outside		1				45		1		2						1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1				1				1				my car		1								Blood or body fluids		Dusts						Mold								0																								0																								0																						1						1								Union only				0		1								1		gloves, masks, slippers		0												Check												every 2 weeks		10.59						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		45		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0.5		0				0		0		1				2		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		75		06/19/2013		JZ		Loretto		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Nursing-CNA		31		62		toileting, showering, feeding, transporting, grooming people, charting, reporting off, dressing people, answering call bells		Menorah park Jewish Home				through friends or family														05/15/2011		4.0				48.0		Housekeeping, front desk clerk, dietary		1				22.5		1								1				1				1				1						0				0		1						0		1				1				1				1								2		1						0		1				I drive a car		1		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids		Dusts														0																																																0																				Other				0		really have a sense of dignity for workers as well as residents				0										0		1								1		gloves, mask, gowns		0												Check								By the hour						12.07						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		22.5				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0																										0

		76		06/19/2013		JZ		Loretto		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Certified nursing assistant		31		62		Clean residents, feed residents, make beds, empty trash, chart		Rosewood heights				through friends or family														06/15/2010		3.0				36.0		cashier at McDonalds		1				40		1								1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1				my car		1								Blood or body fluids														1								Muscle or joint pain								sprung thumb						After longer period of time off?				0				0				Couldn't find a doctor										1				1				Talked to boss																												0								1				1								1		gloves, gowns, mask, head covers, foot covers		0												Check								By the hour						11.66						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		48		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0		1				2				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		77		06/19/2013		JZ		Loretto		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Licensed practical nursing		29		62		Medications, treatments, resident care, nursing notes, prescription refills, charge nurse		Rosewood Heights						newspaper ad												06/15/2010		3.0				36.0		customer service, insurance agent		1				32		1								1				1						0		1						0				0		1						0				0						1				1								2		1				1				1				car		1								Blood or body fluids		Dusts		Pesticides				Mold								0																																														1				Talked to boss																				1						1						Management only						0		1								1																Check								By the hour						15.7						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		24				0		yes, always								Time and a half								1				0.5		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		78		06/18/2013		JZ		Loretto		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Patient care transport		31		62		I care and transport patients to testing areas		Crouse				through friends or family						internet listing								02/15/2012		9.0				108.0				1				32		1								1				1				1				1				1																		0				0				0				0		1								0				0		1				my own vehicle		1																						1								Muscle or joint pain												After two days off?				1						0								have to work												0																				Other		1						1										1				1								1				0								Filing a Workers' Compensation claim				Check								By the hour						9.75						0		0																0														26-35						3		32				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3						Fair				2		0

		79		06/11/2013		TK				English				NML		1				1		Ground's keeping and miscellaneous activities		37		56		mow lawns, , rake leaves plus projects at school		Harter's				through friends or family																2.0				24.0		side work for community such as masonry, carpentry, laboring				0		15		1										0				0		1				1				1						0				0		1				1						0		1						0		1								0		1				1				They come and get me and bring me home		5																		None of these						0																								0				0														1				1												went to doctor they did 0thing												1								0										0		1								1		safety glasses		0														Cash						By the hour						7						0																		0								0				16-25								2		12				0						Never														0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0								Poor		1		0

		80		06/23/2013		PR		Plymouth church		English		PR		NML				1		1		Non-profit		21		62		Outreach to faith communities, in-house ministry, outreach ministry with people in neighborhood		Syr Habitat																		08/15/2006		20.0				240.0		carpentry, engineering				0		0								4		1				1						0				0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1				1				1				car		1										Dusts						Mold						1								Muscle or joint pain						Broken bone														1												Employer				1				1				Talked to boss						Took action with other workers														1		0						0																				1				0												Check												salary								0		0																0								0										over 40		5				1								Never										salaried						0		0						0						0																		Good						3		1																																																						1		1		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				0

		81		06/23/2013		PR		Plymouth church		English		PR		NML		1				1		peer mentoring with Onondaga case management service		21		62		run support groups; expenditure spreadsheets, clerical work, one-on-one peer support		Onondaga Case Management Svc.				through friends or family														02/15/2011		2.0		6		30.0		Medical records coding, quality improvement, manager chargemaster database				0		40		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1						1				1				1				Bus; Centro-walk		4																		None of these						0																																																																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						10						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		82		06/23/2013		PR		Plymouth church		English		BS		NML		1				1		line cook		35		72		prep food, cook						through friends or family														04/15/2013		5.0				60.0		labor, cook, cleaning				0		4								4		1						0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0				0												0						0				0				0		bus or car		4																				cross contamination		1																other										0		1						Couldn't find a doctor										1				1				Talked to boss						Took action with other workers				Worried about what the boss might do										1								0										0		1						0						0												Check								By the hour						8.25								0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work				1				0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1						Fair				2		0		5/1/13		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0				0				0		they told me to get a release back to work and I was only out for one day		0				1												me		1		0

		83		06/23/2013		PR		Plymouth church		English		PR		NML		1				1		Respite for developmentally challenged individuals		21		62		Help participants to socialize, feed, change, play with, provide safeguards, provide safe outdoor activities during the summer and after school as well as respite settings		Exceptional Family Resources						newspaper ad				internet listing								10/15/2010		2.0		8		32.0		Childcare, house cleaning, convenience stores, volunteer positions				0		22		1		2		3				1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1						0		1						0				0								1								car		1								Blood or body fluids						Repeated motions						occasional physical abuse from clients				0						Muscle or joint pain								slapped, pinched, stomped on foot, pushed and shoved				After two days off?		After longer period of time off?								0								0t serious e0ugh to warrant it								0		1				Talked to boss						Took action with other workers																0		better training and openness to employees about possible conflicts and physical abuse				0										0								0						0						Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check								By the hour						9.75						0		0																0						1						16-25								2		22				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		85		06/23/2013		PR		Plymouth church		English		PR		NML		1				1		Babysitting		39		81		clean baby, give bath, change diapers, get baby ready to take home, feed baby		son																		04/15/2013				5		5.0		labor, youth leader				0		8		1										0		1						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1								0				0				0		the child is brought to me		5																		None of these						0																								0				0																																																																						1		gloves		0														Cash						By the hour						8						0		1						0										0								0		Zero to 15										1		8				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0																				Fair				2		0

		86		06/23/2013		PR		Plymouth Church		English		PR		BS				1		1		kitchen helper		35		72		mop floor; help when the dishmachine broken down		NONE				through friends or family																				0.0		mostly kithen helper  babysitting				0														0				0				0		1				1						0				0								0								0										2				0				0				0		I usually walk to work		3																		None of these						0																																												0		1										Took action with other workers						Didn't know how								1						1												0		1								1		gloes		0														Cash										(checked it but didn't elaborate)		$60		$60 per job				0		0																		1		Can't remember				0				16-25								2						0																				0		0		0						0						0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0

		87		06/23/2013		PR		Plymouth Church		English		PR		BS		1				1		janitorial		37		61		Clean bathrooms, dump trash, strip, wax, mop floors, vacuum, dust, change lights, batteries, soap and papertowel dispensers, wash windows, shampoo chairs and rugs, properly dispose of bio bags with body waste fluids, wash walls, blinds, and air vents, clean any and all furniture.		Syracuse University North Zone				through friends or family														09/15/1994		30.0				360.0		food service 13 ; factory machine operator 28 , daycare worker 5 , nurse's aid 5 , caterer 8 , pick up junk and cleaned houses also		1				63		1								1				1				1				1						0		1		0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1				1						0		My car, bus, carpool when needed		4		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions						asbestos		1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain												1				1														Worker		1				1				Talked to boss		Called OSHA/PESH		Talked to the union		Took action with other workers		CNYCOSH Training as chief steward made me more aware														0		The employer does give HazCon training but lower management doesn't enforce hazard training.		1						Management only						0		1		0						1		safety shoes, gloves, safety glasses		0						Bringing up a health or safety issue		Filing a Workers' Compensation claim				Check								By the hour						$14.95						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		63		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0		1				5.5				0		0								Moderate		Severe				4						Fair		Poor		1		1		12/1/06		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				0						They asked me if it was "necessary;" pressured me,		1		1		1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly		Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket						I had to pay co-pays.		7 total		7 days		My employer paid me as usual								1

		88		06/25/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		BS		1				1		warehouse and landscaping		53		48-49		inspect car parts after being chromed/clean lawns, mow lawns, etc.		Jeremiah				through friends or family														01/15/2013		7.0				84.0		gas station, dishwasher, cashier, cook, carpentry				0		40		1								1				1				1						0		1						0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				bus		2		Chemicals				Plastics				Dusts														0																																												0				0																						1						1								Union only		1				1						0																		Check								By the hour						$7.50						0		0																0						1										36-40				4		40				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		89		06/25/2013		JC		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		BS		1				1		construction		47		23		laborer		Anyone				through friends or family														04/15/2012		12.0		4		148.0		machine operator				0		40		1		2		3		4		1						0				0				0				0		1				1						0		1				1						0		1				1						1		0				0		1				bus, car		4		Chemicals		Metals						Dusts				Repeated motions								1												Back pain										After longer period of time off?		1						0				Couldn't find a doctor						Employer				1						0		Talked to boss										Worried about what the boss might do												0		Concentrate (??)				0				Management only				1						0				0						0						Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check		Cash						By the hour						$12				1				1						0		Only in tips										1				1				Zero to 15										1						0																		1				0		0		1				8		1		0		7		0 pain												0				Good						3		0		6/27/05		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2		0		1				0		1						0		N.A.		0				0		Employer gave worker cash to pay for all or part of medical bills												7 days		6 days		My employer paid me as usual								1

		90		06/25/2013		DVA		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		BS		1				1		finance manager		13		52		process loans								newspaper ad												04/15/2003		20.0				240.0		sales				0		60		1		2						1				1				1						0				0				0		1				1				1						0		1						0						2		1				1				1				drive		1																		None of these				1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain										After longer period of time off?		1						0						Worried about what the employer might do						Worker				0				0																				Other				0						0										0		1																								Check												commission								0		0																0								0										over 40		5				1								Never																0		0		1				0		1				0																				Fair				2		0																																										0												0				1																none

		91		06/25/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		RBL		1				1		Burger King		35		72		open, close, cook, cashier, mop, stock, dishes, drive thru.		Burger King														walk in				03/15/2013		6.0				72.0		construction				0		0				2						1				1						0				0				0				0		1						0				0				0		1						0		1						1				1				1				walk		3																								0																																										1						0																						1						1						Management only				1				1								1		gloves		0																		card		By the hour						7.25						0		0																		1		8				0				16-25								2				1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		92		06/25/2013		JC		Rescue Misssion		English		JZ		RBL		1				1		Retail/ Pharmacy		41		44-45		Cashiering, Stocking, Shelves and Unloading trucks		Kinneys' Drugs				through friends or family														12/15/2012		7.0				84.0		All retail, Publix, Home Depot				0		20								4				0				0				0		1						0				0		1				1						0				0				0				0				0				1						0		1				walk/ bike		4		Chemicals																						0																								0				0								didn't have one		Employer						0				0																				Other		1						1						Management only				1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						$8.00						0		0																0								0				16-25								2						0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		93		06/25/2013		DVA		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		RBL		1				1		PAINTING, BLACKTOP		47		23		CLEAN, SCRAPE, PAINT		TOM BROWN				through friends or family														06/15/2013		20.0				240.0		INSCPECT HOUSING				0		13		1		2												0				0		1						0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1								0		1				1				BUS		2		Chemicals		Metals						Dusts				Repeated motions								1						Trouble breathing		Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain								After two days off?				1						0						Worried about what the employer might do						Worker				0		1				Talked to boss																						0		BETTER TOOLS				0										0		1						0						0														Cash								Per job done				5.65						0		0																0						1								26-35						3		13				0				Sometimes										Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0		1				2		1				2								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		94		06/25/2013		JZ		Rescue Mission		English		JZ		RBL		1				1		Retail		41		44-45		sales, cashier, stocking		H+M																		02/15/2013		6.0				72.0		Landscaping, comp. tech, military				0		30								4		1								1				1				1				1						0				0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				bus		2																		None of these						0																																								Worker		1						0																								0						0								1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						$10.00						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		30				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		95		06/25/2013		JC		Rescuse Mission		English		JZ		RBL		1				1		roofing		47		23		put on shingles, slate, hot tar, tear off all types of roofs and do estimates of all roofs.		self																		05/15/1999		25.0				300.0		carpet cleaning				0		40		1								1				1				1						0		1						0								0		1				1				1				1				1								0		1						0		my personal truck		1				Metals		Plastics				Dusts														0																												0								never got hurt				Worker		1				1				Talked to boss																				1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		safety glasses		0												Check								By the hour						$22.00						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		35		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		96		06/25/2013		DVA		RM		English		JZ		NML				1		1		cook/sous chef		35		72		manage create own menu, teach others my skills and learn from others		Baycreak resort and golf V.A.				through friends or family														04/15/2009		10.0				120.0		logging, claming, landscaping, personal trainer, laborer				0		52		1								1				1				1				1				1				1						0						1						0		1						0		1						1				1				1				Truck my own personal		1		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics				Dusts		Pesticides												0																																										1				1				Talked to boss																				1								0								1				1								1		googles/gloves/h		0								Filing a Workers' Compensation claim				Check								By the hour						10						0		0																0								0								36-40				4				1						Sometimes				Regular hourly wage												0		0		0		1				2		1				2								Moderate						3						Fair				2		0

		97		06/25/2013		JZ		RM		English		JZ		NML				1		1		medical billing		43		62		billing ins. companies for podiatry practice		(last) Podiatry Services of CNY				through friends or family														12/15/2008		3.0				36.0		sales and sales management				0		0		1										0				0								0				0										1																																																Blood or body fluids																0																												0																																										1								0										0		1								1				0												Check								By the hour						11.5						0		0						0								hourly		0								0										over 40		5		0		1								Never		Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		98		06/25/2013		JC		RM		English		JZ		NML		1				1		dishwasher, cook		35		72		wash dishes, prepped foods, chopped vegetables, took out all trashes, swept, mopped and cleaned restaurant		Toby Keith Bar and Grill				through friends or family														03/15/2013		5.0		5		65.0		stock groceries				0		0		1		2		3		4		1				1				1						0				0		1						0		1						0				0				0				0				0						0				0				0		bus route		2		Chemicals		Metals																				0																												0		Didn't know how								Employer				1				1												(checked this box)						0 time						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1						0						0						Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check								By the hour						8.5				1				0																0						1										36-40				4		35		1						Sometimes						Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0																																										0				0				0				0		Still waiting		0														0		0

		99		06/25/2013		DVA		RM		English		JZ		NML				1		1		cook		35		72		cook						through friends or family														03/15/2008		7.0				84.0						0		36				2						1				1				1						0		1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1				bus		2																		None of these						0																								0		1				Didn't know how								Employer						0				0												Worried about what the boss might do										1								0								1				1								1		gloves		0												Check		Cash						By the hour						8.25						0		0						0										0								0				16-25								2		36				0						Never		Regular hourly wage												0		0		0		1				4		1				4						Mild								2		Very good								4		0																																										0				0				0		to take days off		1		0		1														8		4		My employer paid me as usual								1

		100		06/25/2013		JZ		RM		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Warehouse		53		48-49		Load pallets		workload								temp agency										11/15/2011		20.0				240.0		machine operator				0		16		1								1						0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1								0				0		1				bus		2																		None of these						0																																																0														Didn't know how								1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		glasses		0												Check								By the hour						8						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		101		06/25/2013		JC		RM		English		JZ		NML		1				1		roofing		47		23		clean up debris, carry shingles up a ladder, strip old shingles off existing roof		R.S.I.				through friends or family														06/15/2010		3.0				36.0		machine operator, forklift operator, warehouse, factory assembly, landscaping				0		0		1								1				1						0				0		1						0				0		1						0				0		1						0		1						1						0				0		my foreman was my ride		5				Metals						Dusts				Repeated motions		Mold				heights		1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain				nails in feet						After longer period of time off?		1						0						Worried about what the employer might do								1						0												Worried about what the boss might do												0		caring about what happens on his job sites				0										0		1								1		gloves		0																Combination check and cash				By the hour						10						0		0																0						1												over 40		5		0		1								Never		Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3						Fair				2		0

		102		06/25/2013		DVA		RM		English		JZ		NML				1		1		I worked as a welder		51		31-33		I was on a bowling team						through friends or family														04/15/2011		3.0				36.0		work as a gades				0		48		1				3						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0		1				1				carpool		5		Chemicals								Dusts														0						Muscle or joint pain				Back pain						Overnight?								0				0		Didn't know how										Worker		1						0		Talked to boss												Didn't know how								1						1						Management only						0		1								1						1				Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check								By the hour						13.5		depends				0		0		5.8				0						Paid per job done				0								0										over 40		5		0				0				Sometimes				Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2				Good						3		0																																										0				0				0				0		1		0								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						all		0								I received temporary disability while I was out of work		4

		103		06/25/2013		JZ		RM				JZ		NML		1				1		carpentry/cabinetry		47		23		build cabinets, counters, tables and chairs, finish molding		Adirondack cedar lodge homes				through friends or family														02/15/2008		13.0				156.0		logging, landscaping				0		0		1								1						0		1		0		1				1				1		0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1		0		Public transportation		2		Chemicals								Dusts				Repeated motions										0																								0				0								didn't have injury				Worker		1						0																				Other		1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		goggles, respirator, gloves, chaps		0												Check								By the hour		Per job done		job and hour, it depends		16.25		depends what it was				0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0		4/1/07		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0				0				0				0		gave me time off with sick pay and vacation pay		1		1		1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						34		29		My employer paid me as usual				I used my sick leave				5

		104		06/25/2013		JC		RM		English		JZ		NML		1				1		construction		47		23		roofing, siding, mansory		I can't remember the name of the company				through friends or family														12/15/2012		9.0				108.0		mansory (masonry?-NML)				0		0		1										0				0		1				1				1						0				0		1				1				1				1						0						2		1				1				1				walk or car from mother		4										Dusts														0																								0				0						Worried about what the employer might do						Worker				0				0																0 time						1								0								1				1						0						0														Cash								Per job done				10.5		90				0		0																0								0						26-35						3		0				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0		1/1/12		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				0				0				0		I don't know		0		Employer gave worker cash to pay for all or part of medical bills												7		7		My employer paid me as usual								1

		106		06/25/2013		JZ		RM		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Construction		47		23		Putting things together and cleaning up		Temp agency and friend				through friends or family				temp agency										05/15/2013		5.0				60.0		retail, food services				0		30		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								2				0				0		1				public transportation		2										Dusts												1						Trouble breathing				Headache		Back pain						Overnight?												0				Couldn't find a doctor								Worker		1				1				Talked to boss																				1								0										0		1								1		gloves, goggles																Cash								Per job done										0		0																0								0						26-35						3		30				0				Sometimes						Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0								Poor		1		0

		107		06/25/2013		JC		RM		English		PR		NML		1				1		warehouse		53		48-49		lift and sort packages		Atkelli								temp agency										08/15/2012				3		3.0		painting				0		0						3				1						0				0								0				0		1						0				0				0				0				0						2				0				0		1								Chemicals		Metals		Plastics				Dusts														0				Trouble breathing																After longer period of time off?		1						0												Worker				0				0																						1								0								1				1				Spanish				1		face mask				1		5								Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		1																																										0				0				0				0		Still waiting		0														0		0						I used my sick leave				3

		108		06/25/2013		DVA		RM		English		JZ		NML				1		1		dishwasher		35		72		wash dishes		Texas road house				through friends or family														11/15/2013				7		7.0		same				0		40		1										0		1				1						0		1						0		1				1						0				0				0				0		1								0				0				0		bus, bike		4																		None of these						0																Overnight?								0				0												Worker		1						0																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1						0						0												Check								By the hour						9		9				0																				1		9				0										over 40		5		0		1								Never				Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		109		06/25/2013		JZ		RM		English		PR		NML		1				1		dishwasher		35		72		wash dishes		Bruce				through friends or family														06/15/2012		1.0		3		15.0		landscapring, construction, food				0		8						3				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1						0		1								0				0				0		bus, brother gives me a ride		4																		None of these						0																		After two days off?						0				0										Employer				1						0																				Other		1								0								1				1				spanish				1				0										Making a complaint to OSHA/PESH		Check								By the hour						8		7.25				0								0						Paid per job done						1						0				16-25								2						0				Sometimes				Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0																																								1						0				0				0		I don't know		0				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										0		0				My employer gave me cash						2

		110		06/25/2013		JC		RM		English		PR		NML				1		1		cleaning operating rooms		37		56		sterilize equipment, exchange linens, mop floors, clean operating tables, take out trash		janitronics				through friends or family														06/15/2012		6.0				72.0		forklift operator, warehouse laborer, security guard				0								3						0				0				0		1				1						0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1				bus, walk, or a ride from a friend		4		Chemicals		Metals				Blood or body fluids						Repeated motions						sharps				0																																														1				Talked to boss																				1						1						Management only				1				1								1		all of the above		0												Check								By the hour						12.75						0		0																0								0										over 40		5				1				yes, always														19.5				0		0		0				0		0		1				1				Very mild										1		Very good								4		0

		111		06/25/2013		DVA		Rescue Mission		English		DVA		AM		1				1		Iron Worker		51		31-33		Weld, lift, build		Sovay Iron Works				through friends or family														07/15/2012		1.0				12.0		Accounting, sales, construction, roofing				0		0		1								1				1				1						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				Car, ride with friends		5		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics				Dusts												1						Trouble breathing		Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?										0												Worker		1						0																				Other		1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1						0						0												Check								By the hour						44						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0																				Fair				2		1		7/2/05		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0				0				0				0				0				0														0								I used my sick leave				3

		112		06/25/2013		DVA		Rescue Mission		English		DVA		AM		1				1		Roofing		47		23		Nail boards to roof, put tar on roof		D.S. Corporation				through friends or family														06/15/2012				8		8.0						0				1																		0		1						0		1						0		1						0				0		1						0		1								0				0		1				Ride		5																		None of these						0																								0				0																				0																						1																1				1								1						1												Cash						By the hour		Per job done										0		0						0										0								0		Zero to 15										1						0						Never																0		0						0						0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		113		05/24/2013		JZ		OHCC		English		JZ		AM		1				1		Clerical		43		62		Patient contact, Try to put patients at ease for their first initial appointment and paperwork		Occupational Health Clinical Center								temp agency										08/15/2004		11.0				132.0		Data entry, billing				0		40		1								1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				Car		1																		None of these						0																												0								I would want to make sure it was work related first.  0t confident e0ught it would be worth the hassle		Employer				1						0																						1						1						Management only						0		1								1		gloves, masks		0												Check								By the hour												0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0		1				3				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		114		06/20/2013		JZ		White Library		English		JZ		AM		1				1		I assist person with developmental disabilites		21		62		Monies, grocery shopping, 200, state fair picnics, camping, swimming, bowling, basketball		Liberty Resources										internet listing								12/15/2012		15.0		3		183.0		Bus driver, teacher aide				0		30				2						1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								2		1				1				1				Car		1		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids																0																								0				0												Worker		1				1				Talked to boss																				1								0								1				1								1		Gloves, masks		0												Check								By the hour						10						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		28		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		115		06/20/2013		JZ		Kitchen Table		English		JZ		AM		1				1		Sales Associate "runner"		41		44-45		Run around the store putting clothing with hangers in their correct catagory in the store.  Color coding and organizing.		Salvation Army Thrift Store				through friends or family														11/15/2012		1.0		2		14.0		Cleaning, clerical, data entry				0		29				2						1				1				1								1				1				1						0		1				1				1								1								0				0		1				Public Bus		2		Chemicals								Dusts														0																Overnight?								0				0								Have 0t had to						1						0																				Other		1																1				1								1		gloves, goggles, respirator masks		0												Check								By the hour						7.85						0		0																		1		$8.00 for the blue smock I wear				0														29				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3						Fair				2		0

		116		06/12/2013		JC		Dunham		English		JC		AM		1				1		Bus aide		53		48-49		Monitor the childeren and adults to and from school/home		Durham School services				through friends or family														05/15/2010		3.0				36.0		CNY Works		1				50		1		2						1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0						0				0		1				Bus or car		4																		None of these						0																		After two days off?				1				1														Worker		1						0																0 time						1						1												0		1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						9.54						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		25				0				Sometimes				Regular hourly wage												0		0		0		1				1		1				3		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0																																										0				0				0				0		0		0

		117		06/25/2013		JC		Dunham		English		JC		AM		1				1		Bus monitor and Janitor		53		48-49		Supervise kids, supervise special needs adults.  Second job, clean, mop, sweep, buff floors		Durham Bus company and Matrix Janitorial Services				through friends or family														03/15/2012		1.0		6		18.0		Cashier, assistant manager, pool monitor, phone operator, warehouse selector, janitor		1				40		1		2						1				1				1						0		1						0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1						1						0		1				Centro bus or my big brother gives me a ride.  We work at Durham together		4		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts												1																Common cold		Overnight?						1						0								Only had common cold				Worker				0				0																								0		Winter, fall coats for weather conditions.  Everything else their doing ok at.				0								1				1								1		gloves, 0 slip shoes		0												Check						Some direct deposit		By the hour						8.28						0		0																0						1												over 40		5		35				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0		1				2		1				4		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0																																														0				0				0		0		0

		118		06/26/2013		JC		Durham		English		JC		AM		1				1		Bus Aide		53		48-49		Well I help my people on and off the buses in their houses and make sure they get there in a safe way		Durham				through friends or family														04/15/2010		3.0				36.0		Cleaning crew , bouncing bars		1				33		1								1				1				1						0		1						0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				Bus Centro		2																								0																		After two days off?						0				0								Trying to deal with it				Worker				0		1				Talked to boss														0 time						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						9.45		9.45				0		0																0						1										36-40				4		35		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		119		06/26/2013		JC		Durham		English		JC		AM		1				1		Bus driver		53		48-49		Bus driver monitor, pretrip bus, clean bus, post trips		Axe Durham school																		02/15/2005		25.0		3		303.0		School bus driver, truck driver		1				64		1		2						1				1				1						0				0				0				0		1				1				1						0				0						2		1				1				1				Car		1		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts												1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain						Overnight?						1						0						Worried about what the employer might do						Worker		1				1						Called OSHA/PESH		Talked to the union		Took action with other workers				Worried about what the boss might do												0						0										0										1		gloves		0						Bringing up a health or safety issue				Making a complaint to OSHA/PESH		Check								By the hour						14						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		22.44		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				10		0						12		1				30								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		120		06/26/2013		JC		Durham		English		JC		AM		1				1		Transportation		53		48-49		I do what my job description is as a driver I transport clients to ARC programs and operate the W/C in the AM and PM mid-day I transport school age kids		Durham School Services														Came to site and applied myself				08/15/2009		23.0		6		282.0		Bank teller, supervisor at Bird Library, Factory auit and code insurance policy.  Sold swimming pools		1				50		1								1				1				1						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1								2				0				0		1				Shuttle bus		2																		None of these						0																																														1				Talked to boss																		Other		1						1								Union only				0										1				0												Check								By the hour												0		0																0								0										over 40		5		50		1				yes, always																		0		0		0				0		0				0		0																		Good						3		0

		121		06/26/2013		JC		Dunham		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Bus Aide		53		48-49		I work with kids and arc people. Getting off the bus to put children on the bus & help arc people to the bus.		Dunham Bus Co.				through friends or family														09/15/2006		10.0		0		120.0		home aide & bus aide		1				40		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0				0		1				1				1				1								2		1						0		1				Bus		2								Blood or body fluids		Dusts												1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain												1						0		Didn't know how										Worker		1				1								Talked to the union																		0														1				1						0						0												Check								By the hour						10.48		90.3				0		0																0								0										over 40		5		37.5		1						Sometimes						Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		1		07/15/2011		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0				0				0				1		1		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				7		14

		122		06/26/2013		JC		Dunham		English				DSW		1				1		Bus Driver		53		48-49		Transport preschoolers + disabled adults to + from various programs.		Durham				through friends or family														11/15/2008		15.0		0		180.0		Grocery Store - Boiler Room   Taxi Driver -   Shoe Factory - Retail Store		1				38		1								1				1				1						0				0				0		1						0		1				1				1				1								2		1				1				1				Personal Car - Or Local Transit Bus - or Shuttle Supplied by my Employer		4								Blood or body fluids		Dusts										Road Traffic				0																																								Worker		1						0												Worried about what the boss might do				0 time								0		Training safety meetings rarely apply to our type of work. We are 0t typical "school bus" drivers.		1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		Vests		0												Check								By the hour						12.3						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		38		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		12		0						0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		123		06/26/2013		JC		Dunham		English				DSW		1				1		A and E bus company in the day		53		48-49		I put up with problems that I and other worker's should not need to put up with.		A and E				through friends or family														06/15/2011		5.0		0		60.0		Whore house		1				30		1		2		3				1				1				1						0				0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1								2				0		1				1				My truck		1		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions								1																				After two days off?				1						0												Worker		1						0																				Other				0		More than sitting on their butt making more money than they should.				0										0		1						0						0												Check								By the hour						9.36						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		30				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0		1				4		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		124		06/26/2013		JC		Dunham		English				DSW		1				1		Bus Aids		53		48-49		Strap wheeler chair down		Dunham				through friends or family														11/15/1999		14.0		0		168.0				1				41		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0				0		1				1				1				1								2		1						0		1				Bus		2		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids																0																												0										Employer				1						0																								0						0										0				0						1		Orangle vest		0												Check								By the hour						13						0																		0								0								36-40				4		41		1						Sometimes				Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		125		06/26/2013		JC		Dunham		English				DSW		1				1		School Bus Transportation		53		48-49		Monitor children and arc consumers as we transport them safely from their homes and back.		Durham School Bus Transportation				through friends or family														10/15/2006		7.0		0		84.0				1				43		1								1				1				1						0		1						0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				Car		1										Dusts														0																																																																						1						1								Union only		1				1								1		Latex Gloves		0												Check								By the hour												0		0																0								0										over 40		5		43		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0				0		0				0		0																Very good								4		0

		126		06/26/2013		BS		Dunham		English				DSW		1				1		Bus monitor		53		48-49		I greet the client or children and help them with their seat belt and to get off the bus.		Durham School Services				through friends or family														04/15/2013		0.0		3		3.0		Banquet Server				0		23		1								1				1				1						0		1						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				Car		1																		None of these						0																								0				0																				0																						1						1								Union only				0		1								1		Latex Gloves														Check								By the hour												0		0																0								0				16-25								2		23				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0						0						0																Very good								4		0

		127		06/26/2013		BS		Dunham		English				DSW		1				1		I am a bus monitor		53		48-49		I put the kids on the bus and strap them in.		Bus Company				through friends or family														03/15/1998		15.0		0		180.0		Cleaners press clothes		1				40		1								1				1				1				1				1						0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				My car		1		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts														0								Headache		Back pain														0				0										Employer				1																														0						0										0		1						0						0												Check										Per job done				13						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		128		06/26/2013		BS		Dunham		English				DSW		1				1		Bus monitor		53		48-49				Durham School Bus Transportation				through friends or family																1.0		6		18.0		Housekeeping						37		1								1				1				1						0		1						0				0		1				1						0		1		0																																																																																																																																																																																																										0								0						26-35						3		35				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0																										0

		129		06/26/2013		BS		Dunham		English				DSW		1				1		Bus Aide		53		48-49		Work with kids		A & E				through friends or family																3.0		0		36.0		Cleaning		1				30		1								1				1				1				1						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				Car		1																								0										Back pain								After two days off?						0				0										Employer						0				0						Talked to the union																		0		Get out the office				0				Management only						0		1						0								1										Check								By the hour						9.45		9.45				0		1		200				0						Paid per job done				0								0						26-35						3		30				0				Sometimes										Never get paid for overtime work				1				0		0		1				0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0																																										0				0				0				0		0		0						Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket								0		0

		130		06/26/2013		BS		Dunham		English				DSW		1				1		Bus Aide		53		48-49		Climbing Stairs   Strapping Down Car Seats		Durham School Services						newspaper ad												01/15/2011		2.0		6		30.0		Warehouse  Education  Retail		1				45		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1								0		1				1				Car pool  Shuttle Bus  Bicycle		4								Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions						Fumes		1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain				Clients/Child's cold		Overnight?						1						0		Didn't know how										Worker		1						0																				Other				0		0t allow unsafe vehicles to go on the road.				0								1				1								1		Gloves		0												Check								By the hour						9.13						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		44.8		1						Sometimes						Time and a half										0		2		0				0		0		1				1				Very mild										1						Fair				2		1		02/15/2013		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0				0		1				Said that 2nd injury wasn't cause of my pain. 1st one which occurred off company time was.		0				1												unsure		1		1		My employer paid me as usual								1

		131		06/26/2013		BS		Dunham		English		JZ		BS		1				1		bus monitor		53		48-49		I work with people  wheelchairs		Durham				through friends or family														11/15/2012				8		8.0				1						1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				shulture or car		4								Blood or body fluids																0																												0																																										1						1								Union only						1						0						0												Check								By the hour												0		0																0								0								36-40				4						0																						0		0						0						0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		132		06/26/2013		BS		Durham Bus		English		BS		BS		1				1		bus monitor		53		48-49		Help clients and children to and on bus; assist driver when needed; monitor them on bus, keeping them safe.		Durham Bus Services				through friends or family														01/15/2012		6.0				72.0		none		1				24		1								1				1				1				1				1				1						0						1				1				1						0		1								0				0		1				car		1																		None of these						0																												0														1						0																												1								Union only				0																										Check								By the hour						$8.70						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		24				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0																		Good						3		0

		133		06/26/2013		BS		Durham Bus		English		JZ		BS		1				1		school bus driver		53		48-49		Drive bus, load and unload passengers, clean bus, inspect bus, attend to passengers		Durham School Services						newspaper ad												04/15/2009		13.0		6		162.0		apartment maintenance		1				32		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1				1				1				1								2				0		1				1				personal car		1								Blood or body fluids						Repeated motions										0																																																0																						1						1				Joint labor and management								0								0																		Check								By the hour						$11.70						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		32		1						Sometimes												$8.91				0		0		0				0		0		1				4				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		134		06/26/2013		BS		Durham Bus		Spanish		JZ		BS		1				1		bus monitor		53		48-49		TAke care of the children while they are being transported from school to home and home to school.		A and E Transport				through friends or family														03/15/2012		4.0				48.0		The same but in another company				0		36		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1				1				1				1						0						0		1						0		own car		1																		None of these						0																								0				0																0				0																								0		Help more				0								1				1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$9.24						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		36				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		135		06/26/2013		BS		Durham Bus		English		JZ		BS		1				1		bus monitor		53		48-49		Socialize with coworkers at break time, watch TV		Durham Bus Service				through friends or family														03/15/2012		4.0				48.0		Retail, postal in warehouse, childcare, PreK assistant		1				35		1								1				1				1										0				0				0						1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1				School bus (shuttle)		2																		None of these						0																																												0				0																						1						1						Management only						0		1								1		Rubber shoes in winter; reflective vest		0												Check								By the hour												0		0																0								0						26-35						3		35				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		136		06/26/2013		JZ		Dunham		English		JZ		NML		1				1		working with special needs kids and adults		25		62		bus monitor		Durham bus services				through friends or family														04/15/2013				3		3.0		CNA training, food service, warehouse				0		25		1								1						0				0				0				0		1		0				0				0		1				1		0		1						0				0		2		1				1				1				bus or work shuld		2		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts														0																																										1				1				Talked to boss						Took action with other workers																0		give us the right equipment				0										0		1						0						0												Check								By the hour						8.28						0		0																0								0				16-25		26-35						.		26				0						Never		Regular hourly wage										1				0		0		1				1		1				2		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		137		06/26/2013		JZ		Dunham		English		JZ		NML		1				1		school bus driver		53		48-49		prive bus transport handicapped adults to programs and home, transport special needs kids to school and home		Dunham School Services Inc. syracuse						newspaper ad												08/15/2006		7.0				84.0		factories, newspaper delivery, pizza deliveries		1				42		1		2						1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1				1				1				1				1				2				0				0		1				own vehicle		1																		None of these				1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain																		0						Worried about what the employer might do		back 0t that bad						1				1				Talked to boss																						0		winter time don't shovel or salt walkways and parking lots, or don't plow employee parking lots half the time		1								Union only				0		1						0																		Check								By the hour						14.34						0		0		463.00 (error-NML)				0										0								0										over 40		5		41		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2				Good						3		1		2/1/13		0		1		1		1		0		1		0		1		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0																0				1												free clinic said was probably muscle strain or arthritis		0

		138		06/26/2013		JZ		Dunham		English		JZ		NML		1				1		bus monitor		53		48-49		get kids on and off the bus		Durham				through friends or family														04/15/2013		0.0		3		3.0		CNA, childcare				0		35		1								1						0		1						0		1						0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				walking or bus shuttle		4										Dusts														0																																										1						0																				Other		1						1										1				1						0						0												Check								By the hour						8.28						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		26				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		139		06/26/2013		JZ		Dunham		English				NML		1				1		bus monitor		53		48-49		put kids and adults on the bus/van and buckle them in and take them off when their destination is reached		Durham transportation service				through friends or family														02/15/2012		1.0		4		16.0		daycare, janitorial		1				38								4		1				1				1						0				0				0				0		1				1						0		1				1				1								0				0		1				The type of transportation is I get a ride or take the bus		2																		None of these						0																Overnight?								0																Worker		1						0																				Other		1						1								Union only				0		1						0						0												Check								By the hour						8.7						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		38		1						Sometimes				Regular hourly wage												0		0		7				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0

		140		06/26/2013		JZ		Durham		English		JZ		NML		1				1		driving bus, customer service, walking (physical activity)		53		48-49		drive school bus/transportation, fuel all buses/vehicles on a daily basis, clean shop/fill shop paperwork		Durham School Services/A&E Transport Services				through friends or family														07/15/2010		3.0		2		38.0		customer service, call center, office work, retail		1				45		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1				1				1				1								2		1				1				1				My own personal car		1		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts		Pesticides		Repeated motions						diesel/gas		1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain						Overnight?		After two days off?						0				0								need money/work						1				1				Talked to boss						Took action with other workers																0		paying more attention, walking yard, leave office more, be around more, CARE more about employees		1								Union only				0										1		gloves, goggles		0												Check								By the hour						12.4						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		50		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0		1				1				0		0						Mild								2				Good						3		0

		141		06/26/2013		JZ		Durham		English		JZ		NML		1				1		bus monitor		53		48-49		assist children and adults on and off of the bus and monitor the safety of the children and adults while riding on the bus to ensure a safe trip		Durham				through friends or family														10/15/2013				8		8.0		childcare		1				33		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1				1				1				1								2				0				0		1				car		1		Chemicals								Dusts				Repeated motions										0																																																																								0		provide a stocked first aid kid on bus		1												0										1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						8.63						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		33				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		4		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		142		06/26/2013		JZ		Durham		English		JZ		NML		1				1		bus driving		53		48-49		drive bus, hook up wheelchairs		Durham school services										internet listing								09/15/2012		7.0				84.0		grocery store (stock clerk, courtesy clerk), security guard		1				24		1								1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				my own personal vehicle		1								Blood or body fluids		Dusts														0																																																																						1								0								1				1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						11.74						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		25		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		143		06/26/2013		JZ		Durham		English		JZ		NML		1				1		school driver		53		48-49		driving, working, riding		Durham				through friends or family														10/15/2011		2.0				24.0		Stores, driving		1				33		1								1				1		0				0				0		1				1						0		1						0		1				1						0				0				1						0				0		car		1																								0																								0						Didn't know how										Worker				0				0																						1						1				Joint labor and management				Union only				0				0		Arabic		0						0												Check								By the hour						11						0		0						0										0								0								36-40				4		37		1				yes, always		Sometimes						Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0																Very good								4		0																																										0				0				0				0				0

		144		06/26/2013		JZ		Durham		English		JZ		NML		1				1		bus monitor/aide		53		48-49		responsible for the safety of special needs children and adults, to and from school, and day rehabilitation programs		durham school services/syracuse NY				through friends or family														10/15/2012		5.0		3		63.0		medical secretary/assisting, HHA		1				25		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0				0		1				1				1				1						0				1				1				1				personal motor vehicle		1		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts		Pesticides		Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain																						0								wasn't concerned about it												0																								0		looking out for and correcting safety hazards in a TIMELY fashion		1																				0																								direct deposit		By the hour						9.23						0																																26-35						3		25				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2						Fair				2		1		10/1/12		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0				0				0				0				0												own insurance		0

		145		06/26/2013		JZ		Durham		English		JZ		NML		1				1		bus monitor		53		48-49		Deal with children that may be misbehaved and adults. Clean up after children that get sick. Problem is we are not trained or paid adequately to deal with many situations.		Durham School Services				through friends or family														11/15/2011		1.0		8		20.0		Customer service, retail		1				36		1								1						0		1						0				0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1								2		1				1						0		My personal car which I feel that its unfair, because a lot of people use the shuttle bus and don't have to use their own gas.		1		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids		Dusts														0																								0				0																0				0												Worried about what the boss might do												0		Give us gloves to clean up vomit or other messes. Give us buses that work and are 0t a potential hazard.				0										0		1						0						0																		direct deposit						by the minute		8.68						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		36		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0		1				3				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		146		06/26/2013		JZ		Durham		English		JZ		NML		1				1		bus monitor		53		48-49		I maintain supervision on the bus. Also seatbelt children and clients.		Durham School Services				through friends or family														10/15/2012		1.0				12.0		Detailing, pizza making, general labor, cleaning		1				34		1		2								0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1				1				1						0				0						2		1				1				1				a car		1								Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain										After longer period of time off?		1						0		Didn't know how												1				1				Talked to boss																						0		providing assistance and right service		1						Management only						0		1								1		gloves for cleanup		0												Check								By the hour						8.28						0		0																0						1								26-35						3		34				0																				0		20		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2				Good						3		0

		147		06/30/2013		PR		Plymouth		English		PR		NML		1				1		maintenance		37		72		all kinds, everything from drive to lawn work		Holiday Inn				through friends or family														06/15/2012		30.0				360.0		all types				0		83		1		2		3				1				1				1						0				0				0				0		1				1				1				1						0						2		1				1				1				my own		1		Chemicals								Dusts		Pesticides				Mold						1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache										After two days off?				1						0						Worried about what the employer might do				Employer						0		1				Talked to boss																				1								0										0				0				0						0												Check								By the hour						10.5																										1						0										over 40		5		80		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0						0						0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		148		06/30/2013		PR		Plymouth		English		PR		NML		1				1		College work-study, peer tutor on campus (I will focus on College work-study)		25		61		Liason between dept. sponsored clubs and the student association. Make poster, book events; also research as needed by department faculty such as update bibliographies and am working with philosophy faculty to help develop some curriculum.		Onondaga Community College																campus financial aid office		02/15/2011		2.0		4		28.0		I am a retired public librarian				0		25		1								1				1				1				1				1						0				0						1						0		1						0		1								0		1				1				centro bus		2																		None of these						0																																										1				1				Talked to boss																				1								0																																				Check								By the hour						7.5						0		0																								0				16-25								2		25				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		149		07/01/2013		BS		outside her job		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		seller/clerk		37		56		Sell redeemables, sort, clean, etc.		Mission Returns (Rescue Mission)				through friends or family														12/15/2011		2.0				24.0						0		53		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0																						1								0				0		1				my car		1						Plastics														noise		1				Skin rash								Back pain				bruises, cuts														0				Couldn't find a doctor												0				0																														0										0		1				Spanish				1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$7.55						0		1		$10 per week				0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0										over 40		5		53		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		150		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		ofice work		43		92		administrative duties: secretarial/receptionist		Syracuse City School District				through friends or family														03/15/2009		4.0				48.0		selling				0		40		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0		1				1				My car		1																		None of these						0																																																0																						1								0								1				1																								Check								By the hour						$18						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		151		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Interpreter		21		62		Attend the client at appointments  Interpret for the client and the doctor  Send invoices to the contracting company		Xtramile Translator (Denver/Florida-based)																They recruited me		05/15/2001		9.0				108.0		office clerk				0		20								4		1				1				1						0				0				0				0								0				0				0				0				0				1				1						0		automobile		1																		None of these						0																																																																														0												1						0																		Check								By the hour						$17.50						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		18				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0

		152		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Work with children		25		62		Supervis children, run an after-school program		Spanish Action League				through friends or family														05/15/2010		2.0		10		34.0		selling, driver				0		35		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1				1				1				car		1																		None of these						0																																										1						0																						1								0								1				1				Spanish		0																		Check												salary		$15.00						0		0																		1		20				0						26-35						3		35				0														Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		153		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Maintenance		37		23		Construction		ADM (Armory Development Management) at Landmark Theatre				through friends or family														09/15/2013		11.0				132.0		Driver, laborer at Marcellus Casket Company				0		40		1								1				1				1						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1				1				1				car		1				Metals						Dusts						Mold						1												Back pain										After longer period of time off?				0				0												Worker		1				1				Talked to boss																				1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						$16						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		154		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		factory		52		31-34		Work with glass		Syracuse Glass				through friends or family														05/15/2012		1.0		2		14.0		I am an artist (painter)				0		36		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				car		1										Dusts				Repeated motions						glass				0						Muscle or joint pain												After two days off?						0				0								It's 0t necessary				Worker		1						0																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1						0		N.A.				1		gloves, safety glasses, masks		0												Check								By the hour						$9.50						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		36		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		155		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS				1		1		Fast food		35		72		General: my main job was preparing French fries, but I worked at the table, doing food prep (salads, etc.) also		McDonald's				through friends or family														11/15/2010		1.0		4		16.0		Restaurant clerk (worker)  Inspector. Housekeeping				0		6		1								1				1						0		1				1						0				0						1						0		1						0		1						1						0		1				Bus or walking		4														Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain														After longer period of time off?		1						0				Couldn't find a doctor								Worker		1						0										Spoke to my former doctor				Didn't know how										0		Be concerned about  their workers; show consideration and don't ig0re our complaints or discomforts.				0										0				0						1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$7.25						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		25				0																		1				0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3						Fair				2		0

		156		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Freezer		53		44-45		Physical and mental work all the time		Byrne Dairy								temp agency										09/15/2011		2.0		2		26.0		cook, electrical motor assembly				0		60		1								1				1				1						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1						0		1								0				0		1				my car		1														Repeated motions						Extreme temperature changes				0				Trouble breathing		Muscle or joint pain												After two days off?				1						0								I don't believe it was necessary						1						0																						1				It's a difficult job; I don't think that they could do anything more than what they are doing.				0								1						0		English				1		To work in the freezer		0												Check								By the hour						$11.47						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		60		1				yes, always										Flat rate $____.____				17.07				0		20		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		157		06/30/2013		BS		nueva esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Fast food cashier		35		72		Make/take orders, cashier, give people sodas, clean		Danny Chicken Now				through friends or family														12/15/2012		1.0		6		18.0		clean houses				0		29		1		2						1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				My car		1																		None of these						0																																										1				1				Talked to boss																				1								0										0				0				0																		Check								By the hour						$8						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		29				0																				0		0		0		1				3				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		158		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		healthcare field		31		62		patient transporter (transport patients, medical equipment, specimens, etc.) in a safe manner		St. Joseph's Hospital												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						05/15/2013				1		1.0		I am a doctor in Cuba, with 2  experience				0		26						3		4		1				1				1				1						0		1						0						1						0		1						0		1								0				0				0		I walk		3		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids																0																																																0																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1				N.A.				1		gloves, respiratory masks		0												Check								By the hour						$10.22						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		26				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		159		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS				1		1		Office cleaning		37		56		Collect garbage, clean tables, dust		Janitronics				through friends or family														08/15/2012		1.0				12.0		housekeeping				0		4				2						1				1				1						0				0				0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				My own car		1		Chemicals								Dusts				Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain						Overnight?												0														1						0																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$8						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1						0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		160		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Nursing assistant		31		62		Help the elderly people to do their ADLs (activities of daily living), such as help dress them, clean them, feed them, and generally help them).		Iroquois Nursing Home												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						03/15/2013				3		3.0		Doctor				0		53								4		1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1								0				0				0		Ride with a friend		5								Blood or body fluids														1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?				1						0								Because the pain disappears; it's from the occasional physical exertion												0																								0		Have fewer residents under our care so that they can have a better quality of life.		1						Management only				1				1								1		gloves, masks, gown		0												Check								By the hour						$9.47						0		0																		1		I had to buy them myself: $100 total				0										over 40		5		53		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2				Good						3		0

		161		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Pack medicine		53		31-33		Pick up medicine containers and package them.		StaffWorks												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						09/15/2012				10		10.0		Clean				0		60		1		2						1				1								1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				My car		1																		None of these						0																																																0																						1						1						Management only				1				1						0																		Check								By the hour						$9.50						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40				0		yes, always														$12				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0																																										0				0

		162		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		housekeeping		37		62		Clean, organize, pick up garbage, make beds, replenish hygiene products		St. Joseph's Hospital												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						05/15/2013				2		2.0		Medical doctor				0		8		1								1				1				1				1				1				1						0								0						1						0		1								0				0		1				none; I live nearby so I walk.		3		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids						Repeated motions										0																																																0																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		Everything necessary according to the situation.		0												Check								By the hour						$10.22						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		1.25		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		163		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		restaurant		35		72		server assistant		Cantina Laredo						newspaper ad												07/15/2012		1.0				12.0		hotel, cleaning				0		33		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0		1						0		Car		1														Repeated motions										0																Overnight?								0		1																1						0																						1								0								1				1				Spanish				1																Check								By the hour						$6		$260 per week		1		0		1		$100 per week				0				Tips plus an hourly rate				The waiters have to share 65% of their tips with us.		0								0								36-40				4		33				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		164		06/30/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		construction		47		23		Construction: framing, drywall, carpentry		I am owner				through friends or family														02/15/2013		23.0				276.0		none				0		8		1								1				1				1						0		1				1						0								0				0		1						0		1								0				0		1				My own car		1				Metals						Dusts														0																								0				0														1				1										Took action with other workers										Co-workers wouldn't help				1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		Depends on the type of work I'm doing		0												Check										Per job done										0		0																		1						0								36-40				4		40				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		165		07/11/2013		BS		The Learning Place		English				DSW		1				1		AutoBody		49		81		Clean up cars to get them ready for painting		My dad																		11/15/2006		14.0		0		168.0		Ground keeper, CNY works (when I was 18)				0		3		1		2								0		1				1				1				1				1						0						1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				Bike		6		Chemicals								Dusts														0														Little scratch										0				0																0				0																								0																0																												Cash										Also babysit on weekends per overnights. $10 per day (8-9 ) Allowance of $40/week								0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1						0																				0		0		0				0		0						0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		166		07/11/2013		BS		The Learning Place		English				DSW		1				1		I vacuum and wash cars		49		81				Thermax Of Syracuse				through friends or family														01/06/2006						0.0		Little Ceasars				0		2		1										0		1				1				1				1				1						0		1						0				0				0				0		1								0				0		1				My friend drives me to work on sunday		5										Dusts														0																												0																				0														Didn't know how								1								0										0								0						0										Making a complaint to OSHA/PESH				Cash				Under the table				Per job done						50				0		1		10				0		Only in tips								0								0						26-35						3		3				0						Never												1				0		1				0		9				0		0						Mild								2		Very good								4		0

		167		07/11/2013		NML		The Learning Place		English		JZ		DSW				1		1		Kitchen Assistant		35		61		Cleaning		PHI Sigma Sigma (Sorority)				through friends or family														08/15/2011		2.0		0		24.0		Daycare assistant, Sparkytown Restaurant (dishwasher)				0		0		1		2		3				1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				Bus		2																		None of these						0																												0																				0																						1								0										0										1		Gloves		0												Check								By the hour						8.25						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0

		168		07/11/2013		BS		The Learning Place		English				DSW				1		1		Babysitting		39		81		While I was babysitting I was playing with the baby, change the baby pamper, I cook for the baby, give him baths.		Close family member				through friends or family														11/15/2012		5.0				60.0		Fast Food Restaurant.				0				1										0				0		1						0		1						0				0								0				0		1				1								2				0				0				0		Walk		3																		None of these						0																																																																						1																				1						0						0														Cash																		0		0																0								0				16-25								2		28				0		yes, always						Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		169		07/12/2013		BS		Credit Union		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		factory--packing		55		31-37		Pack boxes		Marietta Corp.				through friends or family														06/15/2013		0.0		2		2.0		teacher  secretary				0		8		1								1						0				0				0				0				0				0						1						0				0						1						1						0		1				bus		2		Chemicals				Plastics								Repeated motions								1				Skin rash		Trouble breathing		Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain						Overnight?						1						0		Didn't know how												1						0												Worried about what the boss might do												0		Be more concerned about us.		1										1				1				Si				1				0												Check								By the hour						$8.00						0		0																0								0						26-35						3				1						Sometimes						Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2				Good						3		0

		170		07/22/2013		JZ		credit union		Spanish		JZ		BS		1				1		maintenance		37		53		prepare apartments and clean the buildings		Roney Lane Apartments				through friends or family														04/15/2013		2.0				24.0		truck driver, industrial laundry (Atlas HealthCare Linens), Kilian (assembly), New York Bakery				0		40		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0						1						0		1								0				0		1				(I live there)		3		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics				Dusts						Mold				bedbugs, cockroaches, mice, etc.		1																cuts		Overnight?								0				0								wasn't serious						1						0																				Other		1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						$10.00						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		32				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1		Very good								4		0

		171		07/14/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Assembly; Machine Mechanic/Technician		51		31-34		Set up machines for wireless		JMA (was P.P.C.) through StaffWorks Temp. Agency								temp agency										10/15/2012		0.0		9		9.0						0		40				2						1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0				0		My car		1						Plastics								Repeated motions										0																																										1				1				Talked to boss								They give you $50 for reporting a hazard (and $100 if there are 0 injuries).												1						1						Management only				1				1				Spanish		0																		Check								By the hour												0		0																0								0										over 40		5		40				0				Sometimes						Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0																																										0				0				0				0				1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it								My employer paid me as usual								1

		172		07/15/2013		BS		kitchen table		English		BS		BS		1				1		prep cook		35		72		cut vegetables, meat, fruit, etc.		King David's and SyraJuice														Walk in				01/15/2001		10.0				120.0		auto body, painting, moving furniture,				0		6		1								1						0				0				0				0				0				0				0								0				0				0				0								1				1				walking or bus		4														Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain										After longer period of time off?		1						0						Worried about what the employer might do						Worker		1						0																				Other				0		Maybe discuss any problems or ask if there are any problems.				0										0										1		gloves																Cash						By the hour												0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		6				0																				0		1		0		1				1		1				.								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		173		07/15/2013		JZ		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		BS				1		1		Paving		47		23		labor		JT Thomas Paving				through friends or family														05/15/1990		28.0		7		343.0		mason				0		55		1		2				4		1						0		1				1				1				1						0						1						0		1						0		1								0		1				1				My car		1																		None of these						0																Overnight?						1						0								Too small				Worker		1						0																				Other				0				1				Joint labor and management						1						0				0						0														Cash						By the hour						$15		$10,000 per job (?)				0		0																0								0										over 40		5		55		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0				0		2				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0		6/29/05		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				0				0				0		0		1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										6 days		none

		174		07/15/2013		JZ		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		BS		1				1		Independent healthcare		31		62		Bathe, groom, feed the elderly. I perform personal care.		Comfort Keepers						newspaper ad												05/15/2013		5.0				60.0		food service and retail				0		0								4		1						0		1						0				0				0				0						1				1				1						0				0				1						0				0		My own vehicle		1								Blood or body fluids																0																																														1				Talked to boss																				1						1						Management only				1				1								1		gloves, hand sanitizer		0												Check								By the hour						$9.25						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0				0																				0		0		0				0		0		1				2		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		175		07/15/2013		NML		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		BS		1				1		Telecommunications Rep.		41		44-45		I dealt with and fixed all cellular issues that people had with their DSL, cell phone, or home phone service.		Sutherland Global				through friends or family														02/15/2013		3.5				42.0		Retail, food service				0		0						3				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1								0		1				1				Car		1										Dusts		Pesticides								Bugs		1				Skin rash												Bites and "rashes" from the bugs						After longer period of time off?		1						0								(checked it but wrote 0thing)				Worker		1				1				Talked to boss		Called OSHA/PESH				Took action with other workers																0		Taking further interest and action in getting rid of this problem.				0										0		1						0																								pay card		By the hour						$10						0		0																0								0										over 40		5				1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		176		07/15/2013		BS		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Workload Temp Agenct		53		48-49		Warehouse worker: I was a forklift industrial operator. Also receive and clock items, pack and unpack items, and  verify inventory computations.		Sharon Sauta								temp agency										01/15/2005		4.0				48.0		Sheet metal worker				0		10						3		4		1						0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1						0				0		Bus		2																								0						Muscle or joint pain												After two days off?						0				0						Worried about what the employer might do						Worker				0		1		0						Talked to the union																1		0						0										0		1						0								1		10						Making a complaint to OSHA/PESH		Check								By the hour						10		9				0		1		9		1								Paid per job done						1		9		1												over 40		5		8				0						Never				Time and a half						$9.00		1				0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		1		05/15/2001		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				0				0				0		0		0						Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket								3		2						I used my sick leave				3

		177		07/15/2013		JZ		Jobs Plus		English				DSW		1				1		Shipping Recovery Stock person		41		44-45		Stock shelves, mow lawn, empty garbage cans, sweep floors.		Thrifty Shopper												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						10/15/2012		1.0		0		12.0		Heavy equipment operator, Tractor trailer driver				0		15		1										0						1						0				0				0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				Bus, bicycle		4														Repeated motions										0																												0								Self-inflicted				Worker		1						0												Worried about what the boss might do										1								0										0		1						0																								Public Assistance														0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0				0														Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3		Very good								4		1		03/15/2013		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0				0				0				0				1												Medicade		60		60

		178		07/15/2013		NML		Jobs Plus!		English				DSW		1				1		Building Maintenance		37		56		Painting plumbing, drywall, cleaning, sweeping, mopping, trash removal, electrical.		Shopping Town Mall										internet listing								02/15/2013		2.0		6		30.0		Food Service				0		40						3				1				1						0		1						0				0				0		1						0				0		1						0		1						1				1				1				Public Transportation - Bus		2		Chemicals								Dusts												1				Skin rash		Trouble breathing		Muscle or joint pain		Headache								Overnight?						1						0		Didn't know how										Worker				0		1				Talked to boss																						0		Talking more about hazards on the job and giving masks to cover face.				0										0		1								1		Gloves only		0												Check								By the hour						8						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0				0		0				0		0												Very severe		5				Good						3		0

		179		07/15/2013		JC		Jobs Plus		English				DSW				1		1		Chemical Plant		51		31-33		Make chemicals, mix chemicals, pack chemicals.		Syracuse Packaging								temp agency										02/15/2010		2.0		10		34.0		Bakery, Driving.				0		0		1										0				0		1						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1								2		1				1				1				Car, Bus, Walk.		4		Chemicals												Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?				1						0								Symptoms went away after weekend		Employer						0		1				Talked to boss																				1								0								1				1								1		Anything you would need.				1		5								Check								By the hour						12						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0		1						Sometimes						Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		180		07/14/2013		BS		Jobs Plus		English				DSW				1		1		Paving		47		23		Put down black top		Coker Corporation				through friends or family														03/15/2012		4.0		0		48.0		Cooking				0		40		1														0		1						0		1						0				0		1						0				0				0				0						2		1				1				1				Bus		2		Chemicals																						0																								0				0																0				0																								0		A lot more than what they're doing 0w.				0										0		1						0						0																Combination check and cash				By the hour						10		10				0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0		1						Sometimes				Regular hourly wage												0		0		0		1				6		1				6				Very mild										1						Fair				2		0

		181		07/15/2013		JZ		Jobs Plus		English				DSW				1		1		Custodial		37		56		Cleaning floor, bathrooms, and tables.		Holiday Inn								temp agency										12/15/2012		3.0		0		36.0		Labor, Cashiering, Cooking, Hotel customer service.				0		0						3				1				1				1						0		1						0				0								0						1						0						2		1				1				1				Public Transportation		2		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions		Mold								0																								0				0																				0																						1						1						Management only				1				1								1		Gloves, mask (if needed).		0																		Electronic card		By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		50		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		182		07/15/2013		NML		Jobs Plus		English				DSW		1				1		Customer Service/Hotels		43		72		Take phone calls to book hotel rooms.		Things										internet listing								05/15/2013		0.0		1		1.0		Food service/customer service.				0		40								4		1						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0		1						1				1						0		Walk + Bus		4																		None of these						0																								0				0								N/A								0				0																				Other		1								0										0		1						0						0												Check								By the hour						11						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0		1						Sometimes						Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0

		183		07/15/2013		JC		Jobs Plus		English				DSW				1		1		Fast Food.		35		72		Cashier  Food Prep		Burger King				through friends or family														10/15/2012		0.0		4		4.0		None				0		13		1		2		3				1						0				0		1						0				0		1				1						0				0				0				0		1								0				0		1				Bus and car		4										Dusts										Sharp objects, disgusting, burns, hot grease, flies.				0						Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?				1						0								Never cared						1						0																				Other		1		0		Teach team members more.		1						Management only				1				1								1		Gloves for cutting and prepping food		0												Check						Check on card		By the hour						6.75						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		16		1				2						Mild								2		Very good								4		0

		184		07/15/2013		BS		Jobs Plus		English				DSW		1				1		Warehouse/factory.		53		48-49		Putting car parts on racks, loading boxes on carts, and putting car parts in boxes, etc.		GSP ( General Super Plating)								temp agency										02/15/2013		3.0		9		45.0		Dietary/food service, construction.				0		40						3				1				1				1						0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0				0		Centro Bus (public transportation).		2		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics								Repeated motions										0						Muscle or joint pain												After two days off?				1						0		Didn't know how										Worker		1						0																		Co-workers wouldn't help				1						1								Union only		1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						7.5						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40		1				yes, always						Regular hourly wage										1				0		0		1				4				0		0										Severe				4		Very good								4		1		03/15/2013		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0				0				0		They helped me out.		1		1		1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										36		30		My employer paid me as usual								1

		185		07/15/2013		JZ		Jobs Plus		English				DSW				1		1		Fast Food		35		72		I cleaned the floor with cleaning solution. I scraped the floor with cleaning utensils. I handled food to be prepped.		Wendy's												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						03/15/2012		0.0		2		2.0		Retail Store, Fast Food, construction jobs, 2 bar/restaurant jobs.				0		0												0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1								0				0				0		Bus passes - public transportation.		2		Chemicals																						0																								0				0																0				0																				Other				0		Bring up examples of previous injuries that other workers have gone through.				0										0		1						0						0												Check								By the hour						7.25		7.25				0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0				0						Never				Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		186		07/15/2013		NML		Jobs Plus		English				DSW				1		1		Job Coaching		21		62		Assisting teens with job searches and job duties.		Liberty Resource										internet listing								08/15/2011		0.0		6		6.0		Job Coaching				0		20		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1						0						2				0		1				1				Car at the time, 0 longer have car.		1																		None of these						0																								0				0												Worker		1						0																						1						1						Management only				1				1								1		Gloves		0														Cash						By the hour						12						0		0																0								0				16-25								2						0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		187		07/15/2013		JC		Jobs Plus		English				DSW				1		1		Moving supplies.		53		48-49		load-unload trucks.						through friends or family														10/15/2012		0.0		4		4.0		In-patient care				0		0		1		2						1						0				0		1						0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0						2		1				1				1				My own		1				Metals		Plastics				Dusts												1								Muscle or joint pain												After two days off?				1						0								Under the table job				Worker		1						0																0 time								0						0										0				0				0						0														Cash								Per job done				9.5		30				0		1						0						Paid per job done				0								0				16-25								2						0						Never		Regular hourly wage														0		0		1				3				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		1		09/15/2012		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0				0				0		Just asked me if I was able to continue.		0				0												I paid		0		0

		188		07/15/2013		BS		Jobs Plus		English				DSW				1		1		The I had was housekeeping.		37		56		Clean, Housekeeping		Hampton Inn.				through friends or family														08/15/2012		0.0		4		4.0		Housekeeping				0		6		1										0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0				0		1						0				0						0				0				0		I get to work by a bus.		2																		None of these						0																								0				0						Worried about what the employer might do						Worker				0				0																0 time								0				1												0		1				Spanish		0						0												Check								By the hour						8						0		1		5				0										0								0								36-40				4		30				0						Never		Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		189		07/15/2013		JZ		Jobs Plus		English				DSW				1		1		Sales assistant.		41		44-45		Prep food, making coffee, running register, cleaning, stocking, ice cream, subs.		Hess Express				through friends or family														02/15/2012		0.0		3		3.0		Byrne Dairy (same stuff as Hess Express).				0		35				2		3				1				1				1				1						0		1				1																																														Chemicals												Repeated motions										0																								0				0										Employer				1						0																						1								0								1				1						0								1										Check								By the hour						8.5						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		0		1						Sometimes						Time and a half												0		0				0		0				0		0																				Fair				2		0

		190		07/15/2013		NML		Jobs Plus		English				DSW		1				1		Babysitting.		39		81		Watch kids, clean, cook.		Lisbedia Brito.				through friends or family														07/15/2011		3.0		0		36.0		None.				0		32		1		2						1				1				1						0		1						0				0				0		1						0		1						0						2				0		1						0		Bus.		2		Chemicals																						0																								0				0								Didn't apply.						1						0																				Other		1								0								1				1								1		Gloves		0														Cash										Per week allowance								0		0																0								0						26-35						3		32		1						Sometimes						Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		191		07/15/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		crew member at Wendy's		35		72		cash register, prep salads, make sandwiches, dishes, grill		Wendy's enterprise										internet listing								09/15/2012				10		10.0		babysitter, fast food		1				0								4		1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1						0		1								0				0		1				centro bus		2		Chemicals																						0																								0																																														1						1						Management only				1				1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.8						0		0						0										0								0								36-40				4		0				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		192		07/15/2013		BS		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		babysitting		39		81		take children to park, light housekeeping, make meals		Teiontay Hemdon				through friends or family														02/15/2013		2.0				24.0		housekeeping, Comfort Inn, Hampton Inn				0		0		1		2								0				0				0				0		1						0				0		1				1						0		1						0		1								0				0				0		Bus, or my car.		4																		None of these						0																				After longer period of time off?				0				0												Worker		1						0																				Other		1								0										0										1		gloves		0														Cash						By the hour						8						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		0		1						Sometimes				Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		193		07/15/2013		JZ		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Hair		39		54		Cut, dye, perm		Self				through friends or family																10.0				120.0		sales, customer service				0		0								4				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1								0		1						0		n/a																				None of these						0																								0				0														1						0																								0		n/a				0								1				1								1		gloves (self)		0														Cash								Per job done						varies				0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		194		07/15/2013		NML		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		medical billing		43		62		Data entry of services rendered, submit claims to insurance carriers, file appeals on denied claims, provide customer service to patients, providers and insurance companies		Practice resources LLC								temp agency										04/15/2012		7.0				84.0		Medical insurance, cashier				0		0		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				bus		2														Repeated motions								1												Back pain				carpal tunnel										0				0								0t severe						1				1				Talked to boss																				1						1						Management only						0		1						0						0												Check								By the hour						15.25						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		195		07/15/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		Spanish		JZ		BS		1				1		Fast Food Prep		35		72		make French fries, keep the area clean (sweep, mop, clean the oil/grease off).		McDonald's				through friends or family														05/15/2013				2		2.0		none				0		24				2		3				1						0				0		1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1						0		1								0				0		1				public bus		2																		None of these						0										Back pain						Overnight?								0				0		Didn't know how										Worker		1						0														Didn't know how								1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1						0								1										Check								By the hour						$7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		0				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2				Good						3		0

		196		07/15/2013		BS		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		customer service		35		72		assist the customer, take orders, prepare food, cash the customer out		Little Caesar's Pizza										internet listing								12/15/2011		2.0				24.0						0						2						1				1						0		1				1				1						0								0				0				0				0						2				0				0				0		bus		2																		None of these				1												Back pain										After longer period of time off?				0				0		Didn't know how														0				0														Didn't know how								1								0										0		1						0						0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1						0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0																		Good						3		0

		197		07/15/2013		JZ		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Certified nursing assistant		31		62		Taking care elderly		James Square nursing home						newspaper ad												06/15/2006		10.0				120.0		cashiering				0		0								4						1						0		1				1						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				I took the bus.		2		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids																0																																										1						0																								0		I feel the boss doesn't really care about workers.				0								1				1								1		gloves, goggles, masks				1										Check								By the hour						10.41		150.00 weekly				0		0																0								0				16-25								2		0				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2						Fair				2		0

		198		07/15/2013		NML		JobsPlus!				JZ		NML		1				1		Cashier food service		35		72		Watched ballpark games, laughed and talked with employers, worked		ovations (was)				through friends or family														03/15/2011		1.0		3		15.0		cashier, retail, sales				0		0		1		2				4		1						0				0		1						0				0				0		1						0				0		1						0						2				0				0		1				bus		2																		None of these						0																								0				0								never had injury				Worker		1						0														Didn't know how								1						1						Management only				1				1						0						0												Check								By the hour						8.65						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		0				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0		1				0		1				2		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		199		07/15/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		medical assistant		31		62		vital signs, rooming patients		New York spine and wellness										internet listing								11/15/2012		6.0				72.0		machine worker, drawing blood				0		0		1										0		1						0				0		1						0		1						0		1				1						0				0		1						1				1		0		1				car		1								Blood or body fluids		Dusts		Pesticides								diseases		1										Headache		Back pain										After longer period of time off?		1						0						Worried about what the employer might do				Employer						0				0												Worried about what the boss might do												0		be supportive, look into the situation		1						Management only						0		1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						11.5						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0												Very severe		5		Very good								4		0

		200		07/15/2013		BS		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		maintenance		37		71		clean the grounds and buildings, cut the grass, paint		The New York State Fair				through friends or family														08/15/1987		25.0				300.0		none				0		35		1								1				1				1						0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0				0		bus		2																		None of these						0																				After longer period of time off?				0				0						Worried about what the employer might do				Employer						0				0												Worried about what the boss might do										1								0								1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		35		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		201		07/15/2013		JZ		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		construction		47		23		mix comet, lay brick		friend of the family				through friends or family														02/15/2012		10.0				120.0		fork lift driver, loading and unloading				0		48		1								1						0				0		1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1								0		1				1				car		1																		None of these				1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain		Broken bone								After longer period of time off?		1				1										(checked)				Worker		1				1				Talked to boss																		Other		1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		earplugs and gloves		0														Cash								Per job done						600				0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0				0						Never				Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		1																																										0				0				0				1		1		1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						8		all

		202		07/15/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		P.A.		31		62		Take care of patient daily needs		Arise				through friends or family														02/15/2013		10.0				120.0		food service, factory, office				0		0								4		1						0				0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0				0				0						2				0		1				1				bus or ride		4																		None of these						0																																										1						0																														0										0		1						0																		Check								By the hour						9.08						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		0				0																						0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair		Poor		1		0

		203		07/14/2013		NML		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		paving		47		23		blacktopping, food service		Tom Lavalle				through friends or family														04/15/2003		2.0		4		28.0		janitorial, food service				0		20		1								1						0				0		1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1						0		1								0				0				0		bus, car		4																		None of these						0																Overnight?								0				0						Worried about what the employer might do						Worker		1						0														Didn't know how								1								0										0		1						0						0										Making a complaint to OSHA/PESH		Check								By the hour						8		12				0		0																0								0										over 40		5		40				0				Sometimes						Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0																																										0				0				0		0thing		0		0		0								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						0		0

		204		07/15/2013		BS		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		childcare		39		81		wash clothes, prepare food		self				through friends or family														11/15/2011		4.0		3		51.0		cashier, parker		1				40		1		2						1				1						0		1				1				1						0				0		1						0				0				0		1						1				1						0		bus		2																		None of these				1										Headache		Back pain						Overnight?								0		1												Employer				1						0																				Other		1						1								Union only		1				1								1		first aid kit				1		50								Check								By the hour						6.75		6.75				0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40		1								Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		205		07/15/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		laborer, satellite technician		49		54		installation of satellites, general labor		Dish										internet listing								05/15/2013		20.0				240.0		cleaner, laborer, landscaping				0		50		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1				1				1				bus, company vehicle		4				Metals		Plastics				Dusts				Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?				1						0						Worried about what the employer might do						Worker		1				1				Talked to boss																				1						1						Management only				1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						12						0		0																																																																0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1						Fair				2		0																																										0				0				0				0				1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						0				My employer paid me as usual								1

		206		07/15/2013		JC		Jobs Plus		English				DSW		1				1		Janitorial		37		71		Clean bathrooms, keep them sanitary. Set up and break down the special events. Empty trash. Vacuum.		Landmark Theatre				through friends or family														05/15/2013		7.0		2		86.0		Home care aid. Cashier, various temp. jobs.				0		0				2						1						0		1						0		1						0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1								0				0		1				Public transportation.		2																		None of these						0										Back pain						Overnight?								0				0												Worker		1						0																						1																		0		1								1		Yellow gloves		0												Check								By the hour						8						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1		Very good								4		0

		207		07/17/2013		BS		Jobs Plus		English				DSW		1				1		Stickley Machine Operator Helper		51		31-33		Lifting heavy lumber, inspecting, boring machine.		Stickley												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						10/15/2012		0.0		1		1.0		Server Attendant				0		0		1								1				1				1				1																				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				By friend		5																								0																																										1				1				Talked to boss																				1						1				Joint labor and management								0		1				Spanish				1		Gloves		0						Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check								By the hour						8.35						0		0																0								0								36-40				4						0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0																		Good						3		0

		208		07/17/2013		BS		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		PA (Personal Care Aide)		31		62		Taking care of people's daily needs.		Arise.				through friends or family														02/15/2013		0.0		5		5.0		Factory & Food Service				0		0		1								1						0				0		1						0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1								0		1				1				Bus.		2																		None of these						0																								0				0														1						0																						1								0										0		1						0																		Check								By the hour						9						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		0				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0

		209		07/17/2013		JC		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Body modification.		39		81		Cleaning, tattooing, piercing, sterilizing, socializing.		Self-employed.				through friends or family														04/15/2005		15.0		0		180.0		Fast Food, Sales.				0		22								4				0				0		1						0		1				1						0		1				1						0		1						0						2		1						0		1				Walk.		3						Plastics		Blood or body fluids												Sharpies		1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain				Gotten sick from a customer.						After longer period of time off?				0				0								I am the boss and owner.				Worker		1				1												Started having clients wear face masks if they were sick to prevent the passing of germs.												1								0								1				1								1				0																		Direct deposit				Per job done		Comission.		25.5						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		45		1				yes, always														56.7		1				0		2				0		6				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		1		07/15/2007		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		0				0				0				0				0				0														10		0						I used my sick leave				3

		210		07/17/2013		NML		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Nursing		29		62		Elderly		Temp Services.								temp agency										10/15/2008		20.0				240.0		Secretary.				0		0		1										0				0				0		1						0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1																		Bus or walk.		4																		None of these						0										Back pain						Overnight?						1						0								0t serious				Worker		1						0																						1						1										1				1						0						0												Check								By the hour												0		0																0								0								36-40				4				1						Sometimes																0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2				Good						3		0

		211		07/17/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		BS		1				1		manufacturing		51		31-33		I assembled motor mounts for industrial AC. Bending, lifting, power/air tools.		McQuay through Kelly Services								temp agency										09/15/2012				10		10.0		sales, driving (tractor trailer)				0		0		1										0				0				0				0				0				0				0								0						1						0		1								0		1				1				Car or mountain bike		4				Metals						Dusts				Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain								Cut head						After longer period of time off?		1				1														Worker		1						0																0 time								0		Better protective gear, change assembly order so that parts can be put together at easier point of assembly		1						Management only				1				1						0				gloves, eyeweat				1										Check								By the hour						$10.99						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		1		6/1/13		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1						0				0		They let me go/released me from the assignment.		1		I don't know		1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										2 days		0 days

		212		07/17/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		BS				1		1		factory		53		31-35		floor worker (boxing). Running machines (?not clear), overseeing 20 people or less		Earhart & Getcho (sp?)														Walked in and said I needed a job				12/15/1985		20.0				240.0		food, newspaper, factory				0		0								4		1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1								1				2 buses		2				Metals		Plastics				Dusts				Repeated motions										0																										1														Worker		1				1				Talked to boss								I did something about it												1												Management only				1				1								1				0												Check		Cash						By the hour						$10.25						0		1														Job well done				1						0										over 40		5		84		1				yes, always						Regular hourly wage												0		0		0		1				0				0		0												Very severe		5		Very good								4		1		5/1/13		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1				0		1				1				They tried to stick it to me!		1		1		1		Employer gave worker cash to pay for all or part of medical bills		Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly		Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket								22 days		22 days		My employer paid me as usual								1

		213		07/17/2013		NML		Jobsplus!		English		JZ		BS				1		1		fast food		35		72		Cashier, cleaner		KFC (kentucky Fried Chicken)										internet listing								10/15/2012		4.0				48.0		housekeeping				0		0		1								1				1				1				1						0		1						0								0								0						1						1						0		1				Centro bus		2		Chemicals																						0																								0																		1						0																				Other		1								0								1				1						0																								debit card		By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		24				0																		1				0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		214		07/17/2013		JZ		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		BS		1				1		Babysitting for family		39		81		Play with the kids, clean, cook, and give them baths and watch TV with them						through friends or family														04/15/2013				3		3.0		Volunteered at work at the civic center PSB building				0		15		1										0		1				1						0				0				0		1				1						0				0		1						0						2				0		1						0		I take the bus or walk wherever I go.		4																		None of these						0								Headache												After longer period of time off?				0				0		Didn't know how										Worker		1						0								Took action with other workers								0 time								0				1						Management only				1				1						0																				Cash										(checked but put 0 details)		$8.50						0		0														They provide diapers and other things i need over and above the money I make.		0								0		Zero to 15										1		15				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0																																										0				0				0		I can handle myself. I'm a big girl and stuff. I don't get hurt a lot. i get headaches a lot though.		0				0														0 days		0 days

		215		07/17/2013		BS		JobsPlus!		Spanish		JZ		BS		1				1		housekeeping		37		72		Clean guest rooms		Hotel Comfort (Inn?) in Cicero				through friends or family														04/15/2012		1.0		3		15.0		cashier  housekeeping				0		12.5		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0								0						1						0						2		1				1				1				My car and sometimes my supervisor gives me a ride.		4		Chemicals				Plastics		Blood or body fluids														1				Skin rash				Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?				1						0		Didn't know how										Worker		1						0														Didn't know how										0		Stick up for/protect their employees.		1						Management only						0		1				Spanish				1		Only gloves		0								Filing a Workers' Compensation claim				Check								By the hour						$7.25						0		1		$5 per week (sometimes)				0				Tips plus an hourly rate				Weekly IF they give you tips.		0						1				Zero to 15										1		12				0																		1				0		0		1				2				0		0				Very mild										1						Fair				2		0		4/15/13		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0		1						0				0				1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it				I have Medicaid		2 days		none

		216		07/17/2013		NML		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Coffee Shop		35		72		Bake, Make coffee, food prep, sweep, mop, take inventory, empty trash.		Dunkin' Donuts.				through friends or family														03/15/2011		5.0		0		60.0		Customer service, warehouse (picking and packing), housekeeping, telemarketing, general office work.				0		35				2		3				1				1						0		1				1						0				0				0		1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				Bus		2																		None of these						0														none										0				0								0 injuries												0																				Other		1								0								1				1								1		Oven mitts		0												Check								By the hour						7.5						0		1		20				0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0						26-35						3		35				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work		0 over time was ever done.		1				0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		217		07/17/2013		JZ		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1		1		1		Cashier, food prep		35		72		Cashier, food prep												internet listing						Ovotions		03/15/2012		7.0		0		84.0		Retail				0		0						3						0		1				1				1						0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0						2		1						0				0		Public Transportation.		2																		None of these						0																								0				0														1						0														Didn't know how								1								0								1						0				0						0										Making a complaint to OSHA/PESH		Check								By the hour						8.6						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0																																										0				0				0				0				0														0		0

		218		07/17/2013		BS		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Fast Food Prep		35		72		Cashier, prepare food, wash dishes.		Amber Johnson.				through friends or family														02/15/2012		5.0		4		64.0		Security, Retail.								1								1						0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1										0						2		1						0		1				Bus		2																		None of these						0																								0				0																0				0																0 time						1								0								1				1								1		Gloves, aprons, masks.		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		1						0				Tips plus an hourly rate								1		60				0						26-35						3		21				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work				1				2		0				0		0		1				1						Mild								2						Fair				2		0

		219		07/17/2013		NML		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Medical Receptionist.		43		62		Verify insurance coverage, collect co-payments, file lab reports, schedule appointments, refer patients to other specialists office, obtain approvals for scans, MRI's, etc.		Syracuse Gastro										internet listing								11/15/2012		11.0				132.0		Waitress, cashier @ grocery store.				0		0		1								1				1						0				0		1						0		1				1				1						0		1				1				1						1				1				1				Personal car		1								Blood or body fluids																0																																																0																						1								0										0										1				0												Check								By the hour						13						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		1																																																										1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						0				My employer paid me as usual								1

		220		07/17/2013		JC		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1		1		1		Home health aide		31		62		Took care of an elderly lady.		Enable				through friends or family														03/15/2012		0.0		8		8.0		Food service				0		6				2						1				1				1						0		1						0		1				1				1						0		1						0						2				0				0				0		Car		1																		None of these						0														none		Overnight?								0				0								Never had one		Employer				1						0																						1								0								1				1						0						0						Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check								By the hour						10.75		10.75				0		0																0								0								36-40				4		18				0		yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		221		07/19/2013		BS		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		dishwasher at a restaurant		35		72		run dishes through dishwashing machines, bussed tables, vacuumed dining room, mopped floors, cleaned bathrooms, took out trash		International House of Pancakes in DeWitt														walk in				05/15/2011		1.0		8		20.0		military, childcare, housekeeping, retail, fast food, book binding, general clerical				0		25				2						1				1				1						0				0				0				0						1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				public transportation		2												Pesticides				Mold								0																																										1				1												tried to keep a clean work space														0		They should require all employees to keep the workspace clean and they do 0t.				0										0								0																		Check								By the hour						7.5						0		1		70				0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0						26-35						3		25				0																		1				0		0				0		0		1				20								Moderate						3		Very good								4		0

		222		07/17/2013		NML		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		waitress		35		72		serve customers, prepare food and drinks, clean		Texas Roadhouse (was)				through friends or family														01/15/2011		1.0				12.0		crew leader at Dunkin' Donuts				0		0						3				1				1				1						0				0				0				0		1						0				0		1						0						2		1						0		1				my vehicle		1																		None of these						0																																								Worker		1						0																						1								0								1				1								1		gloves		0																Combination check and cash				By the hour						5.25		depends on tips percentage		1				1		150				0				Tips plus an hourly rate								1		55				0						26-35						3						0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work								0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		223		07/17/2013		BS		JobsPlus!		Spanish		JZ		NML		1				1		PA (Personal care aide)		31		62		Taking care of people.		Enable				through friends or family														11/15/2012				8		8.0		food service, daycare				0				1								1						0				0		1						0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1								0		1				1				bus		2																		None of these						0																																										1																												1								0										0		1						0																		Check								By the hour						10.5						0																		0								0		Zero to 15										1		0				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		0				0		0				0		6		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0

		224		07/17/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		factory		54		31-36		mix, bottle, pack, palletize		Syr. Pack								temp agency										02/15/2010		20.0				240.0		factory, mass prod. baking				0		0								4		1				1				1						0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1								2		1				1				1				car, bus, walk		4		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics								Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain												After two days off?				1						0								just sore		Employer						0				0																						1								0										0		1								1		safety glasses				1		5								Check								By the hour						12						0		0																0								0										over 40		5		0		1						Sometimes				Regular hourly wage		Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		225		07/17/2013		JZ		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		food service worker		35		72		I help set up and prepare food for the elderly.		Rosewood Heights										internet listing								07/15/2013		4.0		1		49.0		Machine operator, powder coating				0		42		1								1				1				1						0				0				0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1								0		1				1				bus (public)		2																		None of these						0																								0				0										Employer						0				0																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1				0								Filing a Workers' Compensation claim				Check								By the hour						8.5						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		42		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0								Poor		1		0

		226		07/16/2013		BS		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		Bottle production		51		31-33		Stood at end of line, watched bottles go down a conveyer belt, make sure they didn't spill		n/a				through friends or family														07/15/2009				1		1.0		cashier, stock				0		0												0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1						1						0				0		bus, walk		4		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts		Pesticides		Repeated motions		Mold								0																								0				0												Worker		1				1				Talked to boss																				1								0								1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						8.5						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0		1						Sometimes				Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0																						Poor		1		0

		227		07/17/2013		NML		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		retail/sales						hang clothes, move boxes, run cash register, work sales floor, put clothes away		Marshall's				through friends or family														08/15/2011		1.0				12.0		food services				0		35		1								1				1				1				1				1						0				0		1				1						0		1						0		1						1						0		1				bus		2																		None of these						0																								0		1												Employer				1						0																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1						0				0						0												Check								By the hour						8.07						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		36				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0		1				0		0 pain												0				Good						3		1		7/15/15		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0				0				0				0				1		Still waiting		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				4		0

		228		07/17/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Customer Service		43		44-45		Answer customers questions, help them through the computer.		was Sutherland global										internet listing								12/15/2012				5		5.0		secretary, fast food, reception				0						2						1				1				1						0		1								1				1				1								1								1								0		1		0		1				bus		2																		None of these						0																																								Worker		1						0																						1																				1																								Check								By the hour						9.75						0																																		36-40		over 40		.				1				yes, always														23				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		229		07/17/2013		BS		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		clothing store		41		44-45		help customers in finding items		luxuria & wellness				through friends or family														01/15/2007		10.0				120.0		none				0		0		1		2						1				1				1						0		1						0				0								0				0		1						0		1						1				1				1				bus		2																		None of these						0																Overnight?								0		1								Worried about what the employer might do				Employer				1						0		Talked to boss														0 time								0				1				Joint labor and management						1						0				0						0								Filing a Workers' Compensation claim				Check								By the hour						7.5		7.5				0		0																0								0				16-25								2		0				0		yes, always												Never get paid for overtime work				1				0		0		1				0				0		0				Very mild										1						Fair				2		0																																										0				0				0				0		I don't know		0						Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket								1		0

		230		07/17/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		housekeeping (last job)		37		72		clean rooms		John Milton Inn				through friends or family														05/15/2012				6		6.0		factory				0				1								1						0				0		1						0				0				0								0				0		1						0						2				0				0		1				bus		2						Plastics				Dusts										glass (warehouse job)				0																												0		Didn't know how												1						0																0 time						1								0								1						0						1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1						0																						0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		231		07/17/2013		NML		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		construction		47		23		roof		self				through friends or family														07/15/2012				6		6.0		stock				0		0		1										0				0				0				0		1				1						0						1						0		1						0		1						1						0				0		car		1				Metals																falls				0																																																																						1								0										0				0						1				0														Cash								Per job done				10		10.00 or more (negotiated)				0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1						0																		1				0		0		1				3				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0																																										0				0				0		work hard		0		I don't know		0														0		0		My employer paid me as usual								1

		232		07/17/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		BJ's ticketer		41		44-45		Stock shelves and putting things away		BJ's				through friends or family														11/15/2012		12.0		2		146.0		housekeeping				0								3				1						0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1								0				0				0		bus		2																		None of these						0										Back pain								After two days off?						0				0		Didn't know how										Worker		1				1								Talked to the union								Didn't know how																																																				Check								By the hour						8.5		8.5				0		0																0								0								36-40				4						0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0																																										0				0				0		help me		1		1		1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						15		30						I used my sick leave				3

		233		07/17/2013		BS		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		cafeteria work/lawn and housekeeping		35		72		cafeteria: wash dishes, mop floor  lawn and housekeeping: cut grass, shovel snow, wash dishes, mop floors, clean windows		King David's and Mrs. Andrea Housekeeping				through friends or family														03/15/2007		4.0		6		54.0		none/housekeeping				0		10		1		2						1				1		0		1						0		1						0				0				0		1						0		1						0				0						0				0		1				bus		2																				cleaning supplies				0																								0				0																				0																				Other		1								0								1				1								1				0														Cash						By the hour						8		30				0																		0								0		Zero to 15										1		6				0						Never														0		0		0				0		50				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		234		07/17/2013		BS		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Well I work in a warehouse (shipping)		53		48-49		I am a lineloader and wrap everything I load off the line.		Rick Mola (Rite Aid)(StaffWorks)				through friends or family														08/15/2012		1.0				12.0		picking weeds as in plants				0		0				2						1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1						0				0						0				0		1				car		1						Plastics				Dusts														0		Skin rash																		After longer period of time off?				0				0								was never injured								0		1												talked to groupleader										Other		1								0								1				1						0																		Check						direct deposit		By the hour						11						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0				0																a dollar extra (0t sure)				0		0		0				0		0				0				0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		235		07/17/2013		JC		JobsPlus!		English		JZ		NML				1		1		call center representative		43		55		answer phones, monitor alarm systems, dispatch emergency services		Rapid Response Monitoring										internet listing								03/15/2012		1.0		1		13.0		logistics coordinator, customer service, reservation manager, restaurant				0		0		1								1				1				1				1						0				0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				car/walk		4																		None of these				1																epilepsy seizures, stress and fatigue exasperate seizures				After two days off?						0				0								0t positive it would be seen as the result of this type of work (respondent had written in "kinda" to experiencing symptoms they think are from their job)		Employer				1				1		0		Talked to boss								asked for some kind of accommodation but was fired for attendance after discussion		Worried about what the boss might do										1								0												1																		Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check								By the hour						10						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half												0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		236		07/17/2013		BS		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Bartending - TGIF's		35		72		Made drinks, served food, handled money, cash registers, clean.		TGIF's										internet listing								02/15/2013		2.0		0		24.0		Oral surgeon assistant, retail, family business (pool hall) manager at hotel.				0		0		1		2		3		4				0				0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1						0		1						0						2		1						0		1				My car		1		Chemicals														Mold								0																								0				0														1						0																								0		Watching cooks and how they handle their food and make sure they are clean.		1						Management only						0		1						0						0																Combination check and cash				By the hour						5				1				1		95				0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0				16-25								2		0				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0		1				1		1				15		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		237		07/17/2013		JZ		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1		1		1		Sanitation.		37		56		I lift garbage?take ti dump, etc.		Feher								temp agency										07/15/2012		23.0		0		276.0		Factories.				0		40		1								1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1						0				0		1						1				1				1				Bus		2		Chemicals		Metals																		1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain						Overnight?						1				1														Worker				0		1				Talked to boss						Took action with other workers														1								0										0		1								1				0												Check								By the hour						7						0		0						0										0								0								36-40				4		40		1						Sometimes										Never get paid for overtime work						0		70		1				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3		Very good								4		0

		238		07/17/2013		JZ		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1		1		1		Customer Service		41		44-45		Wait on customer, stocking, cooking.		Wegman's										internet listing								10/15/2011		2.0		0		24.0		Locksmith						35		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1						0		1						1						0		1				Car/bus		4																		None of these						0																								0				0																				0																						1						1						Management only				1				1								1		All		0												Check								By the hour						8.75						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		30				0		yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0

		239		07/17/2013		JC		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW				1		1		Paving		47		23		Black top, Paving, Shovel.		Tom Lavall				through friends or family														05/15/1992		6.0		4		76.0		Cooking				0		0		1								1						0				0		1				1						0				0				0		1						0		1				1				1								0				0		1				Bus		2																		None of these						0																Overnight?								0				0		Didn't know how								Employer				1				1				Talked to boss														0 time								0		Keeping an eye out for people.				0										0		1						0						0						Bringing up a health or safety issue						Check								By the hour						7		10				0		0												Paid per job done				0								0								36-40				4		0				0						Never		Regular hourly wage												0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		1																																										0				0				0				0		0		0										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				0		0		My employer paid me as usual								1

		240		07/17/2013		NML		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Call Center		43		55		Take in bound calls.		Sutherland Global.										internet listing								12/15/2011		3.0				36.0		Food Service				0		40		1								1				1				1						0				0		1				1						0		1				1				1						0		1								0				0		1				Car		1										Dusts														0																								0				0																0				0																						1								0										0								0						0																		Pay card		By the hour						10						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		241		07/17/2013		BS		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW				1		1		manufacturing		51		31-33		Checking batches of the products expiration dates, to check if the papers are resupplying the product. Reporting to superiors, putting data in the computer.		New Tech Pkg				through friends or family														11/15/2011		1.0		12		24.0		Social work, interpreting, translating and facilitating, research assistant.				0		0		1								1				1						0		1						0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0						2		1						0		1				Driving sometimes, bus and friend dropping to work.		4																						1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache		Back pain										After longer period of time off?		1						0		Didn't know how				Worried about what the employer might do						Worker				0				0												Worried about what the boss might do										1						1						Management only						0		1								1		Gloves and respiratory masks if only you ask for it.		0												Check								By the hour						11						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		0		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0		1				1				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		242		07/17/2013		NML		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Preschool teacher.		25		61		Play with children, enrichment activities.		CNCC										internet listing								04/15/2011		4.0		0		48.0		Cashier, Admin. assistant.				0		0		1								1				1						0		1				1						0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1				Car or bus		4								Blood or body fluids																0																Overnight?								0				0										Employer						0		1				Talked to boss																				1								0								1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						10.13						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		24		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		243		07/17/2013		JZ		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Burger King - cook		35		72		I cook, clean, and prepare food.		Tom				through friends or family														05/15/2013						0.0		none				0		23								4		1				1				1				1						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1								2				0				0				0		none		1		Chemicals																						0														none										0				0														1						0																0 time						1								0								1				1								1		Gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		20				0				Sometimes												Never worked overtime				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		244		07/17/2013		JC		Jobs Plus		English		JZ		DSW		1				1		Cashier.		35		72		Cook, Cash, Cleaning.		Burger King				through friends or family														01/15/2012		5.0		0		60.0		HHA				0		15		1								1				1				1						0		1				1						0				0		1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				Bus		2																		None of these				1																Burn				After two days off?				1						0		Didn't know how												1						0																0 time						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		Gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		21				0		yes, always								Time and a half								1				8		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		245		07/20/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		dishwashing		35		72		Wash dishes and pots, help in the kitchen		Saratoga Steaks				through friends or family														05/15/2012		1.0		6		18.0		electrical, carpentry, painting, etc.				0		24.5						3						0		1				1				1						0		1						0						1				1				1						0		1								0		1				1				My car		1														Repeated motions										0																																												0				0																				Other		1						1				Joint labor and management								0		1				Spanish				1		gloves and aprons		0														Cash						By the hour						$9						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		24.5				0																		1				0		0		1				5				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0																																																								1

		246		07/20/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		housekeeping		37		72		Clean guest rooms, vacuum, make beds, etc.		Crowne Plaza				through friends or family														03/15/2013		9.0				108.0		factory				0		29		1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				Car		1		Chemicals								Dusts				Repeated motions								1				Skin rash				Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?				1						0		Didn't know how										Worker		1						0														Didn't know how								1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1				Spanish				1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$7.45						0		1		$10 per week				0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0						26-35						3		27				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		247		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		BS		1				1		CCA (Center for Community Alternatives)		37		56		pick up trash		CCA				through friends or family														03/15/2013				3.5		3.5		cook				0		26		1								1				1						0		1						0				0				0								0				0		1						0		1								0				0		1				Bus		2										Dusts				Repeated motions										0								Headache								Overnight?												0								Won't last				Worker				0				0		Talked to boss																Co-workers wouldn't help				1				He's cool				0										0		1								1				0												Check								By the hour						7.5						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		26				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		248		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		BS				1		1		Warehouse		53		48-49		Unload and load trucks		P & C				through friends or family														06/15/2013		5.0				60.0		Maintenance				0		42		1								1				1						0		1				1						0				0								0				0				0				0				0						0				0		1				Walking		3										Dusts														0														none																						none				Worker		1						0										(checked other but didn't fill in)										Other		1								0										0		1						0						0												Check								By the hour						$7.25						0		0																								0				16-25								2		24				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0																																														0				0				0				0												none		None days		None days

		249		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		BS		1				1		CCA work crew		37		56		cleaning crew		CCA												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						04/15/2013				4		4.0		Sears and BJ's Warehouse				0		5		1								1				1						0				0		1						0				0								0				0		1						0		1								0				0		1				Bus		2																		None of these						0																												0		Didn't know how										Worker				0				0																				Other		1						1						Management only				1				1								1		gloves and goggles		0												Check								By the hour						$7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		5				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		250		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		BS		1				1		grounds maintenance		37		56		Cut grass, painting, trash pick-up, apartment clean-outs		CCA												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						01/15/2011		14.0				168.0		food service, hotel room attendent				0		20		1								1				1				1				1				1						0				0								0				0		1						0		1								0				0		1				My bike		6		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts		Pesticides		Repeated motions		Mold								0																								0																		1						0																				Other		1						1						Management only				1				1								1		all of the above + ear plugs		0												Check								By the hour						$7.50						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		20				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		251		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		.		.		.		.		.								temp agency																0.0				1						1								1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1				1				1																								None of these				1												Back pain										After longer period of time off?		1				1				Didn't know how								Employer				1				1				Talked to boss														0 time						1						1								Union only		1				1						0						0				18				Filing a Workers' Compensation claim				Check														18		18				0		1		18		1				Only in tips								0				18		1												over 40		5		40		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0		1				40		1				40												Very severe		5		Very good								4		1																																						1		1				1				1						1		1		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				5		5				My employer gave me cash						2

		252		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		NML								.		.		.		.		.																						3		3.0						0		20		1								1						0				0		1				1						0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1								0		1				1				walk		3																																																																				0				0																								0						0						Union only				0				0						1						1						Filing a Workers' Compensation claim																																												1						0						26-35						3		20				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work				1				0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0																																										0				0				0				0		0		0														0		0

		253		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		Syracuse Housing Authority		37		56		landscaping, groundskeeping, rubbish removal		Syracuse Housing Authority through CCA												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						06/15/2013				1		1.0		housekeeping, valet, lot attendant, cashier, automotive reconditioning, detailing				0		24		1								1				1						0		1				1						0				0		1						0				0				0		1				1								0				0		1				public, walk		4																		None of these						0																																										1						0																				Other		1																1				1								1		work gloves, UV protective safety goggles		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		24		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		254		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		painting		47		23		mud, prep, prime, paint, clean		CCA												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						06/15/2013		10.0				120.0		trash removal				0		24		1								1				1						0		1				1				1						0						1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				feet, motorcycle		4		Chemicals																						0																								0				0														1						0														Didn't know how								1								0								1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		24				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0						Mild								2				Good						3		0

		255		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		moving/maintenance		54		48-50		cleaning, moving		catholic				through friends or family														07/15/2013		0.0		1		1.0		consulting				0		12		1								1				1						0		1				1				1						0		1						0				0		1						0		1								0				0		1				walk or bus		4				Metals		Plastics				Dusts														0																								0																								0																				Other		1						1						Management only				1				1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		12				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		256		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		janitorial		37		56		mop, sweep, clean windows, vacuum, dust, move boxes		CCA												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						03/15/2013		10.0				120.0		clerical, food service/restaurant, customer service, factory work (molder)				0		30		1								1						0				0		1						0				0				0		1						0				0		1						0		1								0				0		1				car, bus, work		4		Chemicals								Dusts												1																tendonitis						After longer period of time off?				0		1												Employer						0				0																				Other		1								0								1				1								1		gloves, boots		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																		1						0						26-35						3		12				0						Never														0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		257		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		laborer		37		44-45		Building maintenance		Price rite				through friends or family														07/15/2013		0.0		0		0.0		dishwasher, laborer				0		24								4		1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1				1				1				1						0		1						1						0		1				public		2		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions										0																				After longer period of time off?				0				0										Employer						0		1				Talked to boss												Didn't know how								1								0										0		1						0						0												Check								By the hour						7.25				1				0																0								0						26-35						3		24				0						Never				Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		1								1		0				1		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1						0		0				0				0				0				0		0		0		Employer gave worker cash to pay for all or part of medical bills		Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly		Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket		Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it		Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				0		0		My employer paid me as usual				I used my sick leave		I received temporary disability while I was out of work		5

		258		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		NML				1		1		housekeeping		37		56		vacuum, mop, dusting, bed making, cleaning bathrooms, dishwashing						through friends or family														04/15/2012		3.0		2		38.0		janitorial, landscaping, banquets				0		0		1										0				0		1				1				1						0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1								0				0		1				bus		2																		None of these						0																								0				0																0				0																						1								0										0		1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.5		7.5				0		1						0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0								36-40				4						0		yes, always						Regular hourly wage												0		2		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		0

		259		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		janitorial		37		56		sweep, mop, vacuum, clean windows, pick up trash		CCA-PSI				through friends or family														11/15/2012		5.0				60.0		retail stores, factory work, fast food				0		42		1								1				1						0		1						0				0				0		1						0				0		1						0		1								0				0		1				walk, bus		3		Chemicals								Dusts														0																												0																				0																						1								0										0										1				0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		24				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0

		260		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		apartment rehad (painting, cleaning, light electrical & plumbing repairs)		49		56		paint, clean, repair sinks, toilets, light fixtures, trash removal, window washing		CCA						newspaper ad												03/15/2013		6.0				72.0		driving, landscaping, parts advisor, teaching assistant, rec aide, housekeeping				0		24		1								1				1						0		1				1						0				0		1						0				0		1						0		1								0		1				1				walk		3		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids		Dusts						Mold								0																								0				0																				0																				Other		1						1										1				1								1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		24				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		261		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		NML				1		1		painting		47		23		paint, misc. janitorial work, clean		Catholic Charities				through friends or family								one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						11/15/2012		20.0				240.0		cooking, labor work, factoy work				0		0		1										0				0								0		1						0				0		1						0				0		1						0		1						1				1				1				bus (public)		2				Metals						Dusts		Pesticides												0																												0								never got sick						1						0																				Other		1						1						Management only				1				1								1		gloves, eyewear		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		0				0																				0		0		0		1				1				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		262		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		building ground		37		56		mop, sweep, vacuum, windows, bathrooms		SHA				through friends or family														02/15/2013				4		4.0						0		30		1								1						0				0		1						0		1						0		1						0				0		1						0						2				0				0		1				bicycle, bus		4		Chemicals				Plastics				Dusts				Repeated motions										0						Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?						0		1														Worker		1						0																						1								0										0		1								1		gloves, glasses		0												Check								By the hour						7.25		7.25				0		0																0								0						26-35						3		30				0		yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1				Good						3		1		4/1/13		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0		0				0				0				0				0		I don't know		0								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						14		0

		263		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		painting		47		23		patch holes, apply pol1ter to items needed, paint all homing		CCA												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						05/15/2013				5		5.0		sewing, food service, janitorial				0		25		1								1				1						0		1				1						0				0		1						0				0		1						0				0						0				0				0		bus or walk		4		Chemicals								Dusts										paint				0																																										1						0												Worried about what the boss might do										1								0								1				1								1		masks, gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0		Zero to 15										1		15				0						Never														0		0		0		1				0		1				2																		Good						3		0

		264		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		maintenance		37		56		paint, clean, strip, electric, wax		CCA																		05/15/2013		11.0				132.0		cook, janitor, painter, jackhammer, plumbing, sheetrock				0		40		1		2						1				1						0		1				1						0				0		1						0				0				0				0						2		1				1		0				0		bus or a friend's car		4		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics				Dusts		Pesticides				Mold								0						Muscle or joint pain				Back pain								After two days off?						0				0								0 clue								0		1				Talked to boss																				1						1						Management only				1				1						0						0												Check								By the hour		Per job done				15						0		0																								0		Zero to 15				26-35								24		1				yes, always						Regular hourly wage												0		1		5				0		5		1				2										Severe				4						Fair				2		0

		265		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		NML		1				1		labor		47		23		paint, clean		CCA				through friends or family														05/15/2012		2.0				24.0		blacktopping				0		24		1								1				1						0		1				1				1						0		1						0		1						0				0		1								0		1				1				car		2		Chemicals								Dusts														0																										1																1						0																						1						1				Joint labor and management						1				1								1		boots, masks, gloves		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0						0												1						0				16-25								2		24				0						Never														0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		266		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		JZ		1				1		Picking up trash		37		56		Picking up trash		CCA- Downtown Committee								temp agency										05/15/2013		0.0		3		3.0		Landscaping, Janitor				0		24		1								1										0				0				0				0		1						0				0														1												0		1				Bus or walk		4																		None of these						0																																																																						1																1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		24				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0												0

		267		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		JZ				1		1		Landscaping		37		56		Laborer, weed eat, trash removal		CCA														walk in				06/15/2013		0.0		1		1.0		Cooking/waiter				0		24		1								1				1				1				1				1				1						0		1						0				0		1						0		1								0		1				1				bus, bike		4		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts						Mold								0																																																																						1						1						Management only				1				1								1		gloves, glasses, mask		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0																		0								0				16-25								2		24				0						Never														0		0		0		1				1		1				1		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		268		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		JZ		1				1		Landscaping		37		56		Weed eating, mowing, watering, tree cutting, litter picking		SHA												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)				CCA		07/15/2013		4.0		0		48.0		Driver, Roth Steel, Dunkin Donuts, Detailer				0		24		1								1				1						0		1				1						0				0		1						0				0				0				0		1												0		1				Car, bus		4		Chemicals								Dusts														0																										1														Worker		1				1				Talked to boss																Co-workers wouldn't help				1						1						Management only						0		1								1				0								Filing a Workers' Compensation claim				Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2						0						Never														0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		269		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		JZ		1				1		Janitor		37		56		Clean		Smoke Dogg										internet listing								11/15/1999		50.0		4		604.0		sell crack				0										4		1						0				0				0				0				0				0		1						0		1						0		1						0				1						0		1				Bus		2		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics		Blood or body fluids		Dusts		Pesticides		Repeated motions		Mold								0														checked		Overnight?		After two days off?						0				0		Didn't know how										Worker		1				1						Called OSHA/PESH								Worried about what the boss might do										1								0								1						0						1		boots		0										Making a complaint to OSHA/PESH				Cash										checked		50						0																		0								0										over 40		5		90		1				yes, always						Regular hourly wage										1				0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		1

		270		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		JZ		1				1		Cleaning		37		56		Sweeping, Mopping, Dusting, General Clean up		CCA												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						07/15/2013		0.0		0.25		0.3		Production and Food Service				0		32		1								1				1						0		1				1						0				0				0				0				0				0				0		1								0				0		1				Bus		2		Chemicals								Dusts														0																																																0																				Other		1								0								1				1								1		Boots, Gloves				1										Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		18		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0				Good						3		0

		271		07/23/2013		NML		CCA		English		JZ		JZ		1				1		Temp Cleaning		37		56		Mop, Sweep, Dust, Garbage		CCA												one-stop center/agency (CNY Works, JobsPlus! for example)						05/15/2013		2.0		0		24.0		CNA, Cashier, Customer Service, Daycare				0		24		1								1				1						0				0		1						0				0				0		1						0		1						0		1						1				1						0		Bus/Boyfriend		4		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions										0																																												0		1										Took action with other workers														1								0										0		1								1		gloves, masks, boots, etc.		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		24				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		2		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		272		07/23/2013		JZ		CCA		English		JZ		JZ		1				1		.		37		62		I work at Toomey Abbot.		CCA (SHA, Toomey Abbot)				through friends or family														04/15/2013		15.0		0		180.0		Warehouse, landscaping				0		18		1								1				1						0		1				1						0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0						0				0		1				Van or Car		4		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids				Pesticides												0																																										1						0																0 time						1						1						Management only				1				1								1		gloves, glasses		0												Check								By the hour						7.25						0		0																0								0				16-25								2		18				0						Never								Never get paid for overtime work						0		0		2				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0						Fair				2		0

		273		07/28/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza church		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		housekeeping		37		72		Clean rooms, vacuum, etc.		DoubleTree Hotel				through friends or family														06/15/2001		12.0				144.0		factory, bakery				0		36		1								1				1				1						0				0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				car		1		Chemicals												Repeated motions								1												Back pain								After two days off?				1						0				Couldn't find a doctor						Employer				1						0																						1								0								1				1								1				0												Check								By the hour						$9.66						0		1		$20 per week				0				Tips plus an hourly rate		Paid per job done				0								0								36-40				4		36		1				yes, always								Time and a half										0		0		0				0		0				0		0				Very mild										1						Fair				2		1		7/1/13		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0				0				0				0				0				1												The employer promised to pay the doctor's bills directly, but I am still receiving more bills (for same appointments).		9 days		0 days

		274		07/28/2013		BS		Nueva Esperanza		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		work hands		41		44-45		Putting things inside customers' cars		Home Depot				through friends or family														05/15/2013				3		3.0		Price Chopper (cashier)				0		19				2		3				1				1				1				1				1				1				1		0				0		1						0		1						0		1								0				0		1				car or bus		4										Dusts												1												Back pain				cuts		Overnight?						1						0								0thing big								0				0														Didn't know how								1						1										1				1								1		glasses		0												Check								By the hour						$8.00						0		1		$8 per week				0				Tips plus an hourly rate						0								0				16-25								2		19				0																		1				0		0				0		0				0		0		0 pain												0		Very good								4		0

		275		07/27/2013		BS		kitchen table		English		BS		BS		1				1		LPN		29		62		mostly medication administration & treatments. Supervise staff & residents from 3 to 11 pm. Lift residents occasionally.		Van Duyn Nursing Home										internet listing								01/15/2012		22.0				264.0		Drummer in a band, waiter, prep cook, pizza delivery		1				40				2						1				1				1						0		1						0		1				1				1				1				1				1								2		1				1						0		My car		1								Blood or body fluids						Repeated motions						sicknesses		1								Muscle or joint pain				Back pain				stress						After longer period of time off?		1				1												Employer		Worker		1		0		1				Talked to boss						Took action with other workers		Was able to get additional trainings for nursing staff according to problems encountered (on a case-by-case basis)												1						1				Joint labor and management				Union only		1				1								1		gloves, safety glasses, face masks		0												Check								By the hour						$17.49						0		0																		1		$300--I had to buy them myself ($40 to 50 per uniform)				0										over 40		5		42.5		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0				0		0				0		0										Severe				4				Good						3		1		5/1/13		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0				0				0				0				1		1		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				Almost 60 days, and continuing		Almost 60 days (every day I've been out)						I used my sick leave				3

		276		07/29/2013		BS		kitchen table		Spanish		BS		BS		1				1		Receptionist		43		62		order supplies, do mailings, create PowerPoint Presentations, answer phone/door, fix computers (basic IT), interpret, type/do data entry		InterFAith Works of CNY				through friends or family														02/15/2007		6.0				72.0		stocking at Big Lots, housekeeping at Ramada Inn				0		40		1								1				1				1				1						0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1				1				1				Car		1										Dusts				Repeated motions						stress		1								Muscle or joint pain		Headache						stress				After two days off?						0				0								situtation is too complicated; assume that it'd be difficult to prove it's work related				Worker		1				1												Spoke to the person in charge of the facilities in my office												1		0		Pay attention. I told them that the fire/smoke alarms need to be checked b/c one of them is loose. They told her it wasn't her job to worry about it and 0thing was done. Also the toilet is broken and 0 one fixes it.												1				1								1		gloves (only b/c I demanded that they supply them)		0												Check								By the hour						$10.80						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0		7/5/05		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		0				0				0		1		0		(She laughed )They told me 0t to have a0ther panic attack		0				1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						5 days		5 days		My employer paid me as usual				I used my sick leave				5

		277		07/29/2013		BS		kitchen table		English		BS		BS		1				1		Printing/retail/shipping		41		44-45		Print documents, signs, graphics. Also do packing and shipping.		Fedex Office				through friends or family														05/15/1999		14.0		2		170.0		Worked at a restaurant				0		31.7				2						1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1				1						1						0		1				I have a car		1		Chemicals																						0																																												0				0																				Other								1						Management only				1				1								1		goggles, safety gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$11.30						0		0																0								0						26-35						3		34.2				0																				0		0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3				Good						3		0

		278		07/30/2013		JZ		kitchen table		English		JZ		JZ		1				1		Janitor/Cleaner		37		61		cleaning, stripping and waxing floors, repairing equipment, polishing furniture, moving furniture, mopping		Cortland County BOCES				through friends or family														06/15/2011		3.0		0		36.0		lifeguard, painting, singer/songwriter		1				40		1								1				1				1						0				0		1						0				0		1				1				1				1				1								0				0		1				Car		1		Chemicals		Metals		Plastics				Dusts		Pesticides		Repeated motions		Mold						1				Skin rash												infections of the feet						After longer period of time off?				0				0						Worried about what the employer might do		Worried it would be hard to find a0ther job				Worker		1				1				Talked to boss																				1								0								1				1						0						0												Check								By the hour						10						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0				0		0		1				3				Very mild										1		Very good								4		1		6/1/12		0		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				0		1						0				0				1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						3		3						I used my sick leave				3

		279		07/30/2013		BS		kitchen table		English		BS		BS		1				1		program advocate		21		62		Clean and take care of people and take them to doctor's appointments		Toomey Residential				through friends or family														06/15/2006		10.0				120.0		child care, cleaning				0		40		1								1				1				1				1				1		0				0		1				1				1				1				1				1				1								0		1				1		0		My car		1		Chemicals						Blood or body fluids		Dusts				Repeated motions								1								Muscle or joint pain												After two days off?						0				0								Didn't think it was bad e0ugh				Worker		1						0																				Other		1								0										0										1		gloves		0												Check								By the hour						$10.70						0		0																0								0								36-40				4		40		1				yes, always								Time and a half								1				0		0				0		0				0		0								Moderate						3		Very good		Good						3		0
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		Sector		Description				23		23

		11		Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting				23		23

		21		Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction				23		23

		22		Utilities				23		23
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		31-33		Manufacturing		18		23		23
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		48-49		Transportation and Warehousing		39		23		23
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		2010 SOC Major Groups		Tally														Occ Code

		Code Title																SOC 2010

		11-0000 Management Occupations																13

		13-0000 Business and Financial Operations Occupations		1														21		7

		15-0000 Computer and Mathematical Occupations																21

		17-0000 Architecture and Engineering Occupations																21

		19-0000 Life, Physical, and Social Science Occupations																21

		21-0000 Community and Social Service Occupations		7														21

		23-0000 Legal Occupations																21

		25-0000 Education, Training, and Library Occupations		5														21

		27-0000 Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media Occupations																25

		29-0000 Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations		3														25

		31-0000 Healthcare Support Occupations		19														25

		33-0000 Protective Service Occupations		1														25

		35-0000 Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations		44														25

		37-0000 Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance Occupations		53														29

		39-0000 Personal Care and Service Occupations		9														29

		41-0000 Sales and Related Occupations		15														29

		43-0000 Office and Administrative Support Occupations		13														31

		45-0000 Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Occupations																31

		47-0000 Construction and Extraction Occupations																31

		49-0000 Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Occupations																31

		51-0000 Production Occupations		21														31

		53-0000 Transportation and Material Moving Occupations		41														31

		55-0000 Military Specific Occupations		1														31
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		When did your most recent injury happen ( and month)?		Have you ever been seriously injured at work while working for your current employer? By seriously, we mean an injury that needed medical attention, even if you did not receive it? Serious injuries may include: needing stitches, back pain that made normal work activities unbearable, breathing problems due to chemical exposure, or a serious burn.		Did you 0tify your employer within 45 days of the injury?		If no, why didn't you tell your supervisor? Mark all that apply to you.																												Did your employer or supervisor ever find out about the injury or pain?		Did they give you or mail you a workers' comp claim form to fill out?		Did they tell you NOT to file for workers' comp?				Did they threaten you with deportation or firing if you filed a workers' comp claim?				Did they tell you to come into work and made your work even though you were seriously injured?				Did they refuse to help you with your injury, saying you or someone else was to blame?				If 1, in your own words, what did they do?		Did you file a workers' comp claim as a result?		Was your claim accepted?		Did you seek medical attention for this injury or pain? For example, did you go to a medical clinic, a doctor, the emergency room or a chiropractor?		Who paid for your medical bills? MARK ALL THAT APPLY TO  YOU												How many days of work did you miss as a result of this injury or pain?		How many of these days did you get paid for, meaning you were paid part or all of your usual earnings?		Who paid you while you were injured? MARK ALL THAT APPLY TO YOU

		Open-Ended Response		yes=1, no=0		Response		did not want to miss work		afraid of losing job		felt mangement wouldn't have done anything about it		afraid of deportation		injury was not serious		employer made threats before		other workers were retaliated against in the past		too much paperwork		tried in the past to get workers' comp but was denied coverage		unaware that I could receive benefits		afraid of doctors		didn't have health insurance		not sure it was work related		Other (SPECIFY)		yes= 1, no = 0, don't know=2		yes= 1, no = 0		yes= 1, no = 0				1		0		1		0		1		0		Open-Ended Response		Response		Response		Response		Employer gave worker cash to pay for all or part of medical bills		Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly		Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket		Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it		Workers' comp paid for all or part of it		Other (please specify)		Open-Ended Response		Open-Ended Response		My employer paid me as usual		My employer gave me cash		I used my sick leave		I received temporary disability while I was out of work		I got a check from Workers' Comp		I don't k0w		Other (please specify)

				0

				0

				0

				0

		6/1/13		1		0		1		1		0		0		0		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1				1				1				1				I masked pain with 8 hits hydrocodone, I desperately need paychecks, I was robbed by Catholic Charities perpetrators		0				1												VA meds and treatments 0 charge to vets in poverty prior to 2005		2																I have begged for help from Catholic Charities food stamps and veterans housing/hud-vash help still pending

				0

				0

				0

				0

		7/4/12		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2		1		0						0				0				0				0				0

				0																																										0		1				1				I ask about take a rest and the lay me out		0		I don't k0w		1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it		Workers' comp paid for all or part of it																				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

		7/1/12		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0				0				0				0				0														5 days		0 days

				0

				1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0						0				0				0				0				1														several days

				0

				0

				0

		2/1/10		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0										0				0				1		1		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				60 days		60 days								I received temporary disability while I was out of work

				0																																										0				0				0		They were concerned about my hand		0				1						Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket						(Checked other but didn't specify)		45 days		0 days												I don't k0w

				0

				0

				1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0						0				0				0				0		I don't k0w		0														0t a day		All of them												I don't k0w

				0

				1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0				0				0				0		0		0				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										2 Days		3 Days						I used my sick leave
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				0

				0

				0																																										0				0				0				0				0

				0

				0

				0

				1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0				1						0		1						1		I don't k0w		1														3		3												I don't k0w

		6/15/12		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0				0				0		They offered to pay all my medical bills and they told me I could take days off to rest and return when I was better.		0				1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						7 days		0 days														0 one

				0

				0

		6/15/12		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0						0				0				0		They helped me. They sent me to the doctor.		0				1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										0 days		N.A.		My employer paid me as usual

				0

				0

				0

				0

		6/15/13		1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0																										1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						0 days		N.A.

				0

				0

				0

				0																																										0				0				0				0		0																				My employer paid me as usual

				0

				0

				0

				0																																										0				0				0				0				0												other		0ne		0ne														other

				0																																										0				0				0				0		0		0														0ne		0ne

		11/1/12		1		0		1		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0				0				0				0												Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it										My employer paid me as usual

		6/1/13		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0						0				0				0				0		0		1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										3		1						I used my sick leave
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				0

				0

				1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0																		1		1		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				0

				0

		5/1/13		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0				0				0		they told me to get a release back to work and I was only out for one day		0				1												me		1		0														0 one
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				0

				0

		12/1/06		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0				0						They asked me if it was "necessary;" pressured me,		1		1		1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly		Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket						I had to pay co-pays.		7 total		7 days		My employer paid me as usual

				0

		6/15/05		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2		0		1						0		1						0		N.A.		0				0		Employer gave worker cash to pay for all or part of medical bills												7 days		6 days		My employer paid me as usual

				0																																										0												0				1																0ne														0 pay

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0																																										0				0				0				0		Still waiting		0														0		0														n/a

				0																																										0				0				0		to take days off		1		0		1														8		4		My employer paid me as usual

				0

				0

				0																																										0				0				0				0		1		0								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						all		0								I received temporary disability while I was out of work

		4/1/07		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0						0				0				0		gave me time off with sick pay and vacation pay		1		1		1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						34		29		My employer paid me as usual				I used my sick leave				I got a check from Workers' Comp

		1/1/12		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0				0				0				0		I don't k0w		0		Employer gave worker cash to pay for all or part of medical bills												7		7		My employer paid me as usual

				0

				1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0				0				0				0		Still waiting		0														0		0						I used my sick leave

				0

				0																																								1						0				0				0		I don't k0w		0				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										0		0				My employer gave me cash

				0

		5/15/10		1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0						0				0				0				0				0														0								I used my sick leave

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0																																										0				0				0				0		0		0

				0																																														0				0				0		0		0

				0

				0

				0

		07/15/2011		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0				0				0				1		1		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				7		14										I got a check from Workers' Comp

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0																																										0				0				0				0		0		0						Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket								0		0												I don't k0w

		02/15/2013		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0				0		1				Said that 2nd injury wasn't cause of my pain. 1st one which occurred off company time was.		0				1												unsure		1		1		My employer paid me as usual

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

		2/1/13		1		0		1		1		1		0		1		0		1		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0																		0				1												free clinic said was probably muscle strain or arthritis		0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0																																										0				0				0				0				0

		10/1/12		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0				0				0				0				0												own insurance		0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0																																																																																								unemployment

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0																																										0				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0																																										0				0				0				0				1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it								My employer paid me as usual

				0

		6/15/07		1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0				0				0				0		0		1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										6 days		0ne														0body

				0

				0

		05/15/2001		1		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0				0				0				0		0		0						Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket								3		2						I used my sick leave

		03/15/2013		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0				0				0				0				1												Medicade		60		60														Medicade

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

		03/15/2013		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0				0				0		They helped me out.		1		1		1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										36		30		My employer paid me as usual

				0

				0

		09/15/2012		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0				0				0		Just asked me if I was able to continue.		0				0												I paid		0		0														0 one

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1										0				0				0				1		1		1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						8 months		all										I got a check from Workers' Comp

				0

				0																																										0				0				0		0thing		0		0		0								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						0		0												I don't k0w

				0

				0																																										0				0				0				0				1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						0				My employer paid me as usual

				0

				0

				0

		07/15/2007		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		0						0				0				0				0				0														10		0						I used my sick leave

				0

		6/1/13		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0				1						0				0		They let me go/released me from the assignment.		1		I don't k0w		1				Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly										2 days		0 days														0 one

		5/1/13		1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1						0		1				1				They tried to stick it to me!		1		1		1		Employer gave worker cash to pay for all or part of medical bills		Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly		Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket								22 days		22 days		My employer paid me as usual

				0

				0		0																																								0				0				0		I can handle myself. I'm a big girl and stuff. I don't get hurt a lot. i get headaches a lot though.		0				0														0 days		0 days												I don't k0w

		4/15/13		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0		1						0				0				1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it				I have Medicaid		2 days		0ne														They paid me for being sick

				0

				0		0																																								0				0				0				0				0														0		0

				0

				1																																																										1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						0				My employer paid me as usual

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

		7/15/15		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0						0				0				0				1		Still waiting		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				4		0														I did 0t get paid

				0

				0																																										0				0				0				0		I don't k0w		0						Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket								1		0												I don't k0w

				0

				0																																										0				0				0		work hard		0		I don't k0w		0														0		0		My employer paid me as usual

				0																																										0				0				0		help me		1		1		1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						15		30						I used my sick leave

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2		0		0						0				0				0				0		0		0										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				0		0		My employer paid me as usual

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0																																																								1

				0

				0

				0																																														0				0				0				0												0ne		0ne days		0ne days														0ne

				0

				0

				1		1		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2		1		1				1				1				1						1		1		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				5		5				My employer gave me cash

				0																																										0				0				0				0		0		0														0		0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				1		0		1		1		0		0		1		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0						0				0				0				0		0		0		Employer gave worker cash to pay for all or part of medical bills		Employer paid all or part of medical bills by paying the doctor or clinic directly		Worker paid all or part out-of-pocket		Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it		Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				0		0		My employer paid me as usual				I used my sick leave		I received temporary disability while I was out of work		I got a check from Workers' Comp

				0

				0

				0

				0

		4/1/13		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2		0		0						0				0				0				0		I don't k0w		0								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						14		0														0 pay

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				0

				1

				0

				0

				0

		7/1/13		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0						0				0				0				0				1												The employer promised to pay the doctor's bills directly, but I am still receiving more bills (for same appointments).		9 days		0 days														They didn't pay me for my missed days.

				0

		5/1/13		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0						0				0				0				1		1		1										Workers' comp paid for all or part of it				Almost 60 days, and continuing		Almost 60 days (every day I've been out)						I used my sick leave				I got a check from Workers' Comp				I used some vacation days also

		6/15/12		0		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		0		0						0				0		1		0		(She laughed )They told me 0t to have a0ther panic attack		0				1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						5 days		5 days		My employer paid me as usual				I used my sick leave

				0

		6/1/12		1		0		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0						0		1						0				0				1								Workers' health insurance paid for all or part of it						3		3						I used my sick leave

				0

				0
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Phase I - The Survey 
n = 275



Phase I – The Report

Temporariness
Vulnerability
Low or unstable wages
Disempowerment
Lack of health & safety 
training 
Rights / Exercise Rights

Characteristics of 
Low-Wage Employment



Survey Findings
Big Picture THREATS…

Physical well being
Mental well being
Economic security
Escape from deep poverty
Esteem/Value
Invisibility – Marginalized 
Meaning making 

…the sense that “the story of my life is 
going well.”

The Details 

Hours
Too many, too few, rotating shifts, 
unworkable schedules, attendance 
pressures, no time off, no overtime pay, 
changing expectations (come early, 
stay late) 

Physical Conditions
Dangerous exposures
Inadequate health and safety training 

Mental Conditions
Workplace bullying, Co-worker 
mistreatment
Authoritarian boss, Lack of 
communication about expectations

Work Arrangements
Temporary, contracted, verbal 
agreements, transportation 



Results

Work Status Part time 45%
Full time 17%
Consistent overtime 15%
Between jobs 23%

Work Tenure 58% held this job for less than 2  years

Work-Related Pain 38% reported pain at work or as the 
result of work

Problem:
Of those reporting work-
related injuries…

55% stated they suffered from musculoskeletal 
symptoms
29% stated specifically their problem was back pain
13% stated headache. 



Wage Theft
Wage Theft Law Violated (n=275) # Participants %

Asked to come in early or stay late “off the clock” 42 15%
Required to pay for safety equipment 18 7%
Paid less than was agreed upon 36 13%
Paid late 44 16%
Paid “under the table,” esp. for overtime 23 8%
Total Reporting at least ONE instance of wage theft 163 48%*
*30 participants reported more than one violation occurred



Phase 2

Community Partnerships
and 

“Popular Education”



Dialogue Sessions





Phase 2 – The Report



Who did we 
speak with? 

OCCUPATIONS (N = 146)
bus driver 19
certified nursing assistant 16
cleaner 14
bus monitor 12
informal work - i.e. painting, 
childcare 12
retail associate 12
restaurant worker 11
grounds maintenance worker 8
office staff 7
fast food worker 7
personal care assistant 7
laundry / hospital facilities 6
parts assembly 4
warehouse worker 3
telemarketer 2
security guard 1
mover 1
window washer 1
entertainer/amusement park 1
seasonal/State Fair 1
surgical technician 1

 Age and gender are not 
surprising

 30-40% or more are between 
jobs, but have worked within 
the last year 

 Special populations expressed 
very different concerns

White 
22%

Black 
41%

Latino
8%

Asian
29%

Ethnicity of the Participants



Phase 3

• Repeat and refine 
mapping exercises

• n = 120
• 10 community groups



BODY MAPPING & HAZARD MAPPING



Worker’s Occupational Health:
Rights and Resources



Individual vs Collective Solutions

106



Phase 4 & 5

NYS Department of Labor 
grant funding ($183K, $200K) 

– Expanding to new geographic 
regions via subcontracted 
partnerships

– n = 400, n = 500
– Dozens more community-based 

organizational groups



low-wage workers talk about…? 

“Speaking up and speaking out” vs. “Tolerating it”

(highly varied work settings)

Hours, shifts, tenure, wages
Transportation 
Working Two Jobs
Parenting
Temp Agencies 
Wage Theft
Workplace Hazards
Disrespect
Stress on the Job 
Incivility 
Workplace violence 
Discrimination (racial, immigrant, gender)
Lack of Training, Poor Quality Training
When work is good 
Unions
Community Support



More Themes

Hazards and Symptoms 

Stress

Blurring the Boundaries between Work and Non-Work Life

Stepping Forward and Speaking Out: Why is it so difficult?

Individual and collective action 



Phase 6

• Safe Patient Handling Project w/Survey
• Federal funding through subgrant under OSHA’s 

Susan B. Harwood Training Grant Program
• Workplace Violence/Incivility 

http://ohccupstate.org/index_htm_files/Workers_Handbook%2
0Two%20Page%20View_13.pdf

http://ohccupstate.org/index_htm_files/Safe%
20Patient%20Handling%20Survey%20Report%
20April%202019%20FINAL.pdf

http://ohccupstate.org/index_htm_files/Workers_Handbook%20Two%20Page%20View_13.pdf
http://ohccupstate.org/index_htm_files/Safe%20Patient%20Handling%20Survey%20Report%20April%202019%20FINAL.pdf


The economic burden of workplace violence in the 
United States is estimated to be billions of dollars 
annually, including lost wages, medical costs, support 
costs, lawsuits, and other factors (Schmidtke, 2011). 

Type I – Criminal intent (stranger)
Type II – Customer/client/patient
Type III – Co-worker conflict and 

bullying is a subset of Type III
Type IV – Personal (friend/family)



Phase 7, 8, 9

• Coronavirus and Essential Workers 
• Workers’ occupational health needs changed!

White 
46%

Black
16%

Latino/a
14%

Mixed 
Ethnicity

8%

Asian
8%

Middle 
Eastern

8%

Ethnicity



Workers who are most at risk of 
COVID-19 exposure

The higher your exposure to people 
or objects which might be infected 
with the virus:

○ Social service
○ Customer service
○ Health care & home health 

care
○ Janitorial/custodial

The closer your physical proximity 
with people who might have the 
virus:

○ Health care & home health 
care

○ Emergency responders
○ Cashiers
○ Bus & transportation operators



What must my employer do in light of COVID-19? 
Develop an Infectious Disease Preparedness & Response Plan



CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC WAVES
Source: Twitter, Dr. Victor Tseng 2020, modified by Dr. Brian McMichael 2020.



Resliency Project Goals
The Resiliency Project seeks to work with educators in our communities to 
stimulate individual coping skills, workplace level culture shifts and 
improvements in leadership to improve the conditions at work.

GOALS
• to prevent occupational illness and injury for education sector
• to promote better work statuses, arrangements, and conditions in our 

regions

WORKSHOPS: 
• Provide definitions of work-related stress
• Relate information about the health effects of work-related stress
• Identify sources of strain
• Brainstorm individual and collective strategies for addressing work-

related stress during Covid-19 and in the aftermath.



Selected Quote
THE LOW-WAGE WORKERS’ HEALTH PROJECT 

Mapping the Landscape of Low-Wage Work and Health in Syracuse...Continuing the Conversations 
by Jeanette Zoeckler Michael Lax Joseph Zanoni 

A call center supervisor describes conditions I work downtown in a call center in downtown Syracuse. 
“It’s just a giant floor of cubes. It is cubes on cubes and you just walk around corners and there are more cubes. So there’s always the, 
you walk through the door, to get on my floor you have to have a badge and there’s a security guard. Because we do work downtown, 
we get homeless people that like to wander into the building. They’ll follow us up the elevators and then try to break in. I’ve been 
jumped at work. And pulled out of work for it. I had my shoulder dislocated. People have been shot. I carry pepper spray and a knife 
now because of it. That’s just getting into the building. 

So then you get up to the floor where you work and you deal with the security guard who hassles you with sexual harassment. “Lenny” 
(I call him Lenny because he reminds me of Lenny from Of Mice and Men) – has been talked to a couple times. I’ve had HR involved
before. He’s so weird. He plays on his laptop. He has a tendency to make smart comments. And just conniving comments. Obviously I 
don’t want to make a career of this place which is why I came to school. But he mocked me and I got pissed off. And then he ended up 
reporting me! So then I had to go through a whole entire ordeal when he accused me of being judgmental and singling him out and all 
this bullshit that never happened. 

There are so many people. There’s like 254 people we have now. And there’s constantly people walking everywhere, people are not 
paying attention, it gets really loud because we have radios at the main sections so we have some music, but when people are on 
phone calls, like when I’m on a phone call I have to mute it and I have a customer literally saying is it a zoo there? So it’s just the entire 
thing is just a mess. It’s just chaos. I got left without a manager. I’m not even supposed to. I end up getting left with managing the 
center by myself. So I’ll end up on Fridays with like two or three teams of people with no managers at all and just me. And I’m just a 
supervisor. I am concerned that thing will go out of control and there will be violence. A fight may break out. 



CNA’s struggle to be respected by team and receive overtime pay

Case managers to me in my building are very appreciative for us aides. They really are. I don’t know how they are in any other 
building. But in my building they’re very appreciative. But the supervisors… or the RNs… I’m sorry. I can’t wait to be an RN because I 
can’t wait to be better than what they are at my building. 

Because I get an egotistical attitude, very condescending. They don’t approach you right. I was explaining to this supervisor that 
this resident had weeping legs, was in leg pain, had leg pain, and was constipated for over a week. Something was wrong. Prune 
juice is not working. And she has nothing for constipation.

Something was wrong! So I’m telling her about the whole daily activity because now it is 3:00. The supervisor kept interrupting so I 
had to stay over my time. … the supervisor kept repeating herself. And I just looked at her and I said, “Because you’re interrupting 
me from doing my job. I am now 15 minutes past 3. I am collecting overtime, yes, but to tell you about a resident that something is 
wrong.“ The (resident) went to the hospital. Left the next day. But, unless a nurse signs off on your overtime, we don’t get paid. So if 
I’m staying after 3:00 and they’re not letting me go or paying me overtime, then I’ve gone over their heads about that before. 
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“Constantly changing managers” cause confusion 

When I started working there it was like every other week you had a different manager so everybody had different rules. So that’s 
how I ended up not working there anymore ‘cause everybody had different rules…. They have people coming in they didn’t know 
what they was doing. So it didn’t work for me. It gets my pressure up. I be upset. ‘Cause …you got one manager telling you this, 
then the next week after that somebody new come in, he tell you something different or she’s telling you something different. So
you don’t know what really be right, what’s really right to do….because everybody got different plans or whatever. I guess. …I 
worked there for like five months and like every month or every couple weeks we had a different manager. 

Demanding work + threat of bad schedule 

I worked in a place something like that where you had to meet a certain quota or else. They wouldn’t fire you but they’d give you 
less and less hours. And because one person was getting more than I was, they put me on at night. I told them I am not able to 
work at night and I’m not going to do that. And he said, “You’re going to lose your job. “I said, “OK, bye. “ And to me they’ll put 
stress on you, but it’s how you handle it. It wasn’t worth me having that stress to work that job. So I left. 
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The Low-Wage Workers’ Health Project  
Accomplishes what?

• needs assessment goals
• "know your rights" and other occupational health 

information to 2,543 working adults in 11 years
• builds sustainable community partnerships
• provides MPH student engagement
• sets stage for more customized solutions
• Opportunity for policy change to be informed by 

working people’s experience



Myth vs Reality

Is work the same for all people? 
• How is work the same for all people? 
• How is work different for diverse sets of people?



The Cliff Analogy of  Health 
Dr. Camara Phyllis Jones

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zAol4eKdFo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zAol4eKdFo


Social Determinants of Health and 
Occupational Health Inequities

Work Injury and 
Illness Disparities

Disproportionate 
Employment

in Hazardous or 
Precarious Jobs 

Workplace
Injustice

Globalization and 
Workplace 

Restructuring

Barriers to Health 
Care, Legal and
Social ProgramsDiverse Workforce

Race/ethnicity
Immigrant status

Socioeconomic status/class
Gender

Age

Barriers to 
OSHA Protection

Sources:  
Jones CP et al.  Journal of Health Care for the Poor  and Underserved 2009
Delp L et al, Conference on Occupational Health Disparities 2011



DEARTH OF DATA = MORE DEATH!

Massive numbers of studies on work, stress, addiction, etc. (40- 500K per search 
term), BUT

• Undercounts in general 
• Undercounts due to stigma
• Substance use is lumped in with other causes of death or illness
• Mental health is undervalued
• Agencies are constrained by lack of resources 
• Responsible data analysis is time intensive 
• Researchers tend to make assumptions and create weak aims, poor 

analyses, and come to conclusions with severe limitations. 



UPSTREAM
In 2021, overdose deaths surpassed the 100,000 mark for the 
first time in the United States’ history, and alcohol-related 
deaths continue to surpass 140,000 each year. 

Regulatory and societal barriers to effective treatment and 
prevention of substance use disorder (SUD) persist. Innovative 
strategies and approaches to support long-term recovery can 
help reduce morbidity and mortality associated with SUD. 

Improving access to quality treatment and the availability of a 
broad range of policies and programs to support recovery and 
address social determinants of health, including employment 
supports, are key to curbing the overdose epidemic and 
rebuilding stronger communities. 

Fields M, Longley J, Martinez JA, Weizman S, LaBelle R. Recovery Ready Workplaces: A key strategy for reducing overdoses 
and sustaining recovery from substance use disorder. J Opioid Manag. 2023 Special-Issue;19(7):45-52. 



UPSTREAM
Recovery Ready Workplaces 
• can play  an important role in reducing overdoses and helping 

individuals sustain recovery.
• benefit employees, employers, and the nation's economy
• are a supportive tool and policy strategy to help those with 

substance use disorders or addictions to  thrive in recovery 
• bolster communities and the economy as a whole

Congressional and state legislative action, Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) enforcement and expansion, and other 
programmatic and fiscal policy changes at the state and federal 
levels will accelerate the adoption of Recovery Ready Workplaces 
as an element of a comprehensive response to substances.  

Fields M, Longley J, Martinez JA, Weizman S, LaBelle R. Recovery Ready Workplaces: A key strategy for reducing overdoses 
and sustaining recovery from substance use disorder. J Opioid Manag. 2023 Special-Issue;19(7):45-52. 



NYS Department of Health  
Occupational Health Clinic Network



OHCN Mission
• The primary focus of the New York State Occupational 

Health Clinic Network is to provide high quality 
occupational medicine services, specializing in the diagnosis, 
treatment and prevention of occupational diseases.

• The program includes a number of other components, 
offering expertise in industrial hygiene, toxicology, 
occupational health education, and public health 
advancement in NYS.



Occupational Health Clinical Center 
Jeanette Zoeckler, PhD, MPH 
zoecklej@upstate.edu
(315) 380-7512 
ohccupstate.org 

mailto:zoecklej@upstate.edu
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